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FitzGerald presides over Wednesday's Student Council meeting.

City Paper editor
talks about business
Squeeze, which was eventually
renamed The City Paper, started
"I honestly believe I was suc- out covering mainly entertaincessful in business because I ment.
Today, The City Paper has a
didn't go into it to make money,"
told Alan Hirsch to an audience circulation that is second only to
in the Great Hall Monday, dur- the Sunpapers among Baltimore
ing his lecture, "Don't Go Into papers. In September the paper
Business to Make Money," a part was sold to a Scranton, PA
of the Young Entrepreneurs publishing company. Hirsch has
stepped down as editor.
series.
The two founders intended The
Hirsch, who graduated from
Hopkins in 1977 with a degree in City Paper as a "paper for peoEnglish, started The City Squeeze ple who love this city." Neverwith fellow Hopkins alumnus theless, continued Hirsch, "It
Russ Smith ten years ago. The was not meant for mindless,
brainless people. We were snotty and irreverent.
"Starting The City Paper had
very little risk involved," continued Hirsch. "I had been an
editor of the News-Letter for a
year and a half. I was the editor
of my paper in high school. This
was what I enjoyed doing.
by Rachel Weiss

Tuition: Where does it all go?
by Erica E. Gum
How is the money that students
pay for tuition spent?
According to Associate Provost
Stephen McClain, the exact
figures are "difficult, if not impossible, to give out."
Lloyd Armstrong, Dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences, said,
"There is no firm breakdown,"
but the money goes to "meet the
most pressing needs."
Armstrong explained that the
tuition paid by students in the
Scool of Arts and Sciences goes
directly to Arts and Sciences and
the tuition received from students
in the G.W.C. Whiting School of
Engineering goes directly to
Engineering. Each school then
puts tuition into a "pot" with all
the other revenue it receives.
The two schools also receive
money from endowments,
Maryland state aid, indirect cost
payments, University President
Steven Muller's discretionary
fund, and the Annual Fund drive.
Maryland state aid is a specific
amount—approximately $700 to
$800 per student, according to
McClain—that the State of
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Four students
square off
in race for
presidency

SC considers
proposal for
student view
of UG budget
At Wednesday's meeting, Student Council considered a proposal from Communications
Committee Chairman Bill Henry
to establish an "Undergraduate
Budget Committee."
Henry suggested that such an
institution might enable student
representatives to receive briefings on Homewood financial
policies from members of the administration, and in particular to
be able to explain the reasons
behind tuition increases to the
students.
Although Henry's proposal to
Council implied the possibiity of
"undergraduate input in the
budget-making/tuition-setting
process," the primary purpose of
the committee's proposed four
yearly meetings would be to
enable some students to understanathe budget arrangements of
the G.W.C. Whiting School of
Engineering and the School of
Arts and Sciences. He suggested
that both students and members of
the administration be invited to
participate.
Treasurer Mark Klupt asked
Henry, "Is it really that easy to
separate the undergraduate
budget from everything else?"
Henry replied affirmatively.

Today: Sunny and cool, hi upper
30's, winds SW 10-15 mph.
Tonight: Fair, low 200, winds SW
10-20 mph.
Saturday: Partly sunny and warmer,
hi 45°, low 290, winds W 10-15 mph.
0
Sunday: Mostly cloudy, hi 39 , low
24'.

See HIRSCH, 5

Students will vote Tuesday.
March 8 to choose candidates to
fill Student Council executive
positions and the position of
Young Trustee.
Four students, sophomore Paul
Diamond, Junior Class Vice
President Michael Fenzel,
Sophomore Class President Lou
Giangiulio, and Junior Class
Secretary Quentin Snider have
announced their candidacies for
the Council presidency. The winner will succeed junior Scott FitzGerald, the Council President
for the past year.
In other SC executive elections,
the race for vice president will include Junior Class Representative
Ranjit Bagga and sophomore
Justin Hott. No one is running for
the position of SC secretary.
Running for the position of SC
treasurer are sophomores Anna
Lee Bamforth and Bill Henry.
The treasurer also serves as chairman of the Student Activities
Commis_sion. Finally, the only
candidate for the position of
director of the Hopkins Organization for Programming is
sophomore Unice Lieberman.
Elections will be held March 8
from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. in the
Milton S. Eisenhower Library. If
no candidate receives a majority
of votes in a race, the top two
vote-getters will participate in a
run-off election to be held Tuesday, March 15.
A record seventeen seniors
have entered the race for Young
Trustee. The Young Trustee
serves as a full member of the
University's Board of Trustees
for four years and may not be affiliated with the University in any
other way during that time.
See ELECTIONS, 4

Ex-Israeli paratrooper
sees Mid-East crises
by Tammy Halevy

Zeev Shafrir, assistant director
of Volunteers for Israel, an
that
brings
organization
volunteers from around the world
to work in Israel, addressed an
News-Letter file
Associate Provost Stephen McClain explained how the State of Maryland enthusiastic crowd in the Kosher
Dining Hall on Wednesday
allocates funds to help the University cover its costs.
evening.
Each school's "Pot" of money
Maryland gives to all private
Shafrir, a native born Israeli,
is spent in several main places. served as a paratrooper in the
universities in the state.
Indirect cost payments are the Approximately twenty percent Israeli army and later as the compercentage of funding from an goes to Homewood Schools ad- mander of the anti-terrorist unit.
outside grant that the University ministration. Thirty to fifty perShafrir offered an apolitical
receives for costs, such as heating cent is used for faculty and staff analysis of the major problems
and maintenance, which the salaries, and the rest goes for that plague Israel. He categorizUniversity incurs as a result of other expenses of the various ed the dilemmas into three major
having grant-supported activities
areas: social, religious, and
See TUITION, 3
in its facilities.
security-related.

Shafrir described Israel's first
problem with the term "social
gap." As a country of primarily
immigrants from all over the
world, Israel has an occassional
need for greater understanding
between cultural groups, he said.
Shafrir cited the SepharadicAshkenazic split as one cultural
difference that Israel has worked
out. More recently, the flood of
Ethiopian Jews into Israeli society
created some difficulty, but
Shafrir explained that Israelis are
working hard to integrate them
into mainstream society.
The second dilemma Shafrir
discussed was the disagreement
See PARATROOPER, 4
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Former FBI assistant director
warns against world terrorism
by Gregory W. Fortsch
"Support must be given to
groups in other countries battling
terrorism and Sovietization," advocated W. Raymond Wannall,
former assistant director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
who spoke on state-sponsored terrorism Wednesday evening in a
speech sponsored by the College
Republicans.
A lawyer who retired from the
FBI in 1976, Wannall expressed
his beliefs on the importance of
a strong and responsible intelligence agency. Wannall said
that low-intensity warfare and
state-supported terrorism will be
effective in resisting the strong
Soviet drive for world domination. The Soviet Union, he said,
has dragged forty countries under
the Iron Curtain during the twentieth century.
Wannall said that forty percent
of world terrorism is directed
against the United States. Out of
the countries that are considered
surrogates of the Soviet Union,
he said eighty percent are communist and twenty percent are
headed by "religious fanatics."
Wannall said that three key
radical regimes, including Iran,
Libya and Syria, are currently a
threat to the United States. Libya,
which has been linked to supporters of minister Louis Farrakhan, has threatened the United
States with "arson and other
forms of physical destruction,"
said Wannall.
He said that various organizations in the United States are also
linked to Iran and Syria, including the Moslem Students
Association and the Progressive
Socialists Party. He said that the
Palestine Liberation Organization
also poses a distinct threat to the
U.S. government.
Warman also spoke about Cuba
and its intelligence agency. He
said that the agency has links to

many organizations in the United
States, including the Communist
Party USA, the Communist
Workers Party, and the Stalinist
Workers Party.
In January 1961, explained
Wannall, Nikita Khrushchev, the
Soviet general secretary of the
Communist Party, explained that
"there would be ample opportunity to undermine democratic
regimes by training underground
people for terrorism." Presently,
said Wannall, training centers for
revolutionaries exist in countries
such as Algeria, Cuba, North
Korea, South Yemen as well as
the USSR.
Wannall
that
warns
Krushchev's plan would succeed
unless effective measures are
taken. Wannall offered "four

viable countermeausres."
First, he proposed "effective,
productive and unbiased congressional oversight of elements in the
U.S. intelligence community."
Warman rejects Congress's attempts to interfere in the actions
and affairs of the FBI. Next,
Wannall suggested that better
legislation should be enacted in
this country. He implied that terrorism should be a federal
offense.
In addition to supporting
groups in other countries fighting
terrorism and Sovietization,
that
Wannall
believed
paramilitary operations or limited
military operations should be
Richard Bell
enacted and, in turn, established
Assistant
Former
Director
of
the
expressed
Raymond
Wannall
FBI
W.
abroad by the U.S. government.
the need for a "strong and responsible" intelligence agency.

SC investigates proposal for students
to establish Univ. budget committee
COUNCIL, from 1
Junior Class President Mike
Fenzel pointed out that students
on a University committee of this
kind "have to know their stuff"
so that their participation would
be meaningful.
Henry answered that this
restriction may be less important
for this particular body, since its
main purpose is to allow those
students selected by Council for
membership the opportunity to
gain insight into the financial side
of Hopkins.
"This isn't a committee that's
going to do anything per se," he
explained; students would just be
"hearing what's going on. .1
would expect the students to be
more listeners than talkers, except if they're asked for input."
Senior Class Representative
David Gitlitz asked, "How much
input do you expect the students

to have in this?"
Henry returned to his position
that such input would not be the
primary purpose of the
committee.
"If nothing else, we'll know
about things [affecting tuition]
very early in the planning stage,"
said Henry.
Hopkins Organization for Programming Director John DiLeo
said that "every renovation up
to. . .'98 is already planned
out._ it's in that bond issue."
DiLeo referred to a $209 million
bond issue that the University
received in 1985.
Council Vice President
Stephanie Weissman underscored
the difficulty of setting up such a
committee with a significant
number of high level administrators on its roster. "All
these people would be doing this
as a nice gesture," she suggested.
"We will table this," said Fit-

zGerald, calling Council
members' attention to an opportunity to refine the proposal over
the week for presentation at the
next meeting. "Anyone who has
a problem with [the proposal],
please come and see me or Bill."
Also at the meeting:
loSenior Danny Kofos' proposed drug awareness program
for the sports teams was
discussed.
"I talked with Danny Kofos,
and. . .there are already several
programs," said FitzGerald.
"Certain teams on campus have
already been through a drug
thing, and the coaches have been
trained. As it stands now, a lot of
the problem has been taken care
of and we are not aware of it."
FitzGerald said that the remainder of the problem will continue to be pursued, but with
lesser priority.
WWeissman announced that

"as of 3:00 p.m. today, no one
had applied for Orientation
Chairman. . . . We tried all the
publicity that we usually do, but
to no avail."
10FitzGerald announced that
more lights are about to be put up
in poorly lit areas on campus.
loKlupt, who chairs the Student Activities Commission, announced a new SAC policy on
distribution of funds to student
groups. "We added a new by-taw
to our Constitution, which says
that if a group comes to us with
a request for $1000 or more,
they've got to come to us in the
planning stages, or we say no."
He explained that the policy
was adopted to, prevent groups
from spending money they do not
have and then counting on the
SAC to cover their expenditures.

THE CHRONICLE

Students end occupation of building at UMass
by CHARLES S. FARRELL
AMHERST, MASS.
The five-day sit-in had clearly taken its toll
on Joella Costello last week.
Her voice was raspy, her eyelids heavy as
she wearily explained the demands of minority students who had taken over the New Africa
House at the University of Massachusetts here,
determined to stay until their concerns for
reforms to stem racial problems on the campus had been addressed.

student
In another incident, campus police randomly selected seven black students for a lineup
after a white student reported she had been
harassed by a black man.
Racial tensions at the university have run high
for at least 18 months—since October 1986,
when 10 students were injured in a brawl
following a World Series game. A subsequent
investigation tagged the incident as racial, with
university officials promising to take measures
to prevent a repetition.

Victory In Sight

March by 200 Minority Students

Ms. Costello was able to manage a wan
smile. Victory was in sight; the students would
soon abandon their occupation of the building.
The move to seize New Africa House had
been swift , precipitated by two alleged incidents of racism on a campus already all too
familiar with that stigma.
Less than a week before the occupation of
New Africa House began, two black students
reported that they had been accosted and beaten
by six white men apparently infuriated by the
fact that a white woman was with them.
Two of the five students accused of the
brutality were expelled,from campus residence
halls, university officials said, and disciplinary
hearings have been scheduled. The sixth white
man accused of the attack is a high-school

But a repetition is exactly what minority
students say occurred, and this time they took
action. About 200 students—black, Hispanic,
Oriental, and American Indian—marched to
New Africa House, took over the building, and
locked its massive black doors, vowing to stay
until the university answered their list of
demands,"We have been angered by racial and
cultural bigotry and violence that has been
allowed to run unchecked on a university campus which every day proclaims its commitment
to racial and cultural diversity," said the group
of protesters calling itself the "Third World
Community."
Among the demands of the group was the expulsion or suspension of the students involved
in the attack on the two black students, as well

as the suspension of the policeman who had
rounded up black students for a lineup.
Other demands included the renovation of
New Africa House and making it more of a
cultural center for minority students; the
restoration of budget cuts by the Horace Mann
Bond
Center,
a
re
pository
of civil-rights
materials;
revision of the student code to detail the consequences of racial violence or discrimination;
the creation of new classes in the history and
culture of minority groups; and a 50-per-cent
increase in the enrollment of minority students
and an increase in minority faculty and staff
members.
The university has 24,000 students; 2,100,
or 9 per cent, are members of minority groups.
Of the minority students, about 640 are black.
The students also demanded the creation of
a monitoring group to insure that the demands,
once agreed to, would be brought to fruition.
The list of demands was sent to Chancellor
Joseph Duffey, who agreed to meet with the
protesters. On two successive days he tried, but
was turned away both times. He agreed to
third meeting.
In the meantime, the occupation remained
peaceful, even cordial at times.
When the students inside New Africa House
heard that Mr. Duffey's brother was ill, they
sent him a card expressing best wishes. Mr.
Duffey responded by sending them a fruit

basket.
'We Are Keeping Our Heads'
"I was moved by their sending their card,
and I feel affection and respect for them," he
said. "There are moments of frustration, but
I think we are all keeping our heads."
The protesters kept a skeleton crew of one
to two dozen students inside the building at all
times during the sit-in, admitting only those
people they wanted to come inside. Signs calling for the end oirk-ism dotted the grounds'
around the building, and groups of students,
most of them white, periodically formed outside the building to voice their support.
Donations of food and warm clothing poured
into the building. The protesters set up cots for
sleeping. They appeared prepared for a long
stay, bolstered perhaps by a supportive message
from the Democratic Presidential candidate
Jesse Jackson, who was campaigning in nearby New Hampshire.
"The students occupying the New Africa
House have taken a principaled position on
legitimate concerns," said Mr. Jackson in a
statement. "The quality of leadership in the
state and country can be determined by how it
handles such crises as this one."
Toward the middle of last week, Chancellor
See SIT-IN, 4
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Deans defend University's
allocation of tuition revenue
TUITION, from 1
academic departments, as well as
administrative and maintenance
expenses.
Alan Karr, associate dean of
the School of Engineering, noted
that monies are allocated to his
academic departments through a
"mathematical
kind
of
algorithm." Funds given to
departments pay professors'
salaries and departmental staff, as
well as cover other expenses.
Karr also said that while some
faculty chairs are endowed, few
are fully endowed, so funding
from the other sources must pay
the difference.
Armstrong said that approx-

CAMPUS
CRIME
REPORT

imately one-fifth of his budget
goes to building and maintenance, and interest on the Arts
and Sciences deficit.
Both deans said that their two
schools do not mix their funds.
The two schools share the use of
Ames Hall, but the expenses are
proportional to each schools' use
of the building.
Karr said the Engineering pays
Arts and Sciences for teaching
services, because many engineering students take classes in arts
and sciences. Fewer arts and
sciences students take engineering courses, he said.
Financial aid comes from the
Homewood Schools administration budget. Muller has said that
twenty cents of every tuition
dollar goes to financial aid, but
the twenty cents is a proportional
amount, not an accurate reflection
of how the actual tuition dollars
are spent.
Considering the rest of the tuition receipts that are given to

Homewood Schools administration, Dean of Administration
Robert Welch reported that they
are spent on direct support services of students.
These services fall into three
categories: General Services Administration, Student Services,
and Academic Support Services.
General Services include services
such as the Student Health Clinic.
Student Services include the Office of the Chaplain, the Athletic
Center, and the office of Dean of
Students Chris Colombo.
Academic Support Services include the office of Academic Advising and Career Counseling.
The deficits in Arts and
Sciences and, to a lesser extent,
Engineering affect the schools'
budgets because money must be
set aside to finance the payments.
Armstrong foresees a deficit in
Arts and Sciences for many years
and said that the deficit did have
some impact on this year's increase in tuition.

courtesy of the

Hullabaloo

Alan Karr, associate dean of the G.W.C. Whiting School of Engineering, who explained the allocation of tuition in his school.

Larceny
*The complainant reports that
sometime between 7 a.m. and
3:20 p.m. on Feb. 17, someone
gained entrance to his car parked in the rear of Olin Hall, by
breaking a window. Taken was
a cassette radio valued at $35.
'Sometime between 7 a.m. and
3 p.m. on Feb. 17, someone
entered a vehicle parked on the
BIA field and removed property and tools valued at $388.
*On Feb. 18 between 8:45 and
9:53 p.m., four students playing racquetball at the Athletic
Center placed their belongings
in the hallway. Someone
removed various articles of
clothing property of the
students.
'Between 6:45 a.m. and 1:16
p.m. on Feb. 19, someone
entered a vehicle parked on the
BIA field and removed tools
valued at $90.
*The complainant reports that
sometime between 6:30 and 11
a.m. on Feb. 18, someone forced the vent window of his personal vehicle open, setting an
alarm off. Nothing was taken.
"The complaintant reported that
sometime between Feb. 16 and
19, someone gained entrance to
his office in Macaulay Hall and
removed an AT&T telephone
valued at $140 and a lab manual
valued at $18. There was no
forced entry to the area.
'Between Feb. 19 and 22, someone removed a calculator
and a mechanical pencil from an
office in Ames Hall. No forced
entry to the area. The value lost
was $55.
*At 12:55 a.m. on February 15,
a student monitor observed two
male subjects removing two
chairs from AMR I. Campus
police responded but upon their
arrival, the suspects had left.
The value of the chairs is
undetermined.

NEWS BRIEF
Sunshine promoted to senior vice president for administration
Courtesy of News and
Information—Eugene S. Sunshine, treasurer of The Johns
Hopkins University, has been
named the senior vice president
for administration by the Board of
Trustees, effective March 1, according to University President
Steven Muller.
"I am confident that in Gene
Sunshine we have found an administrator of the ability, drive,

and energy to maintain the
University on a sound business
footing," Muller said in a statement announcing Sunshine's
promotion.
Sunshine came to Hopkins in
March, 1987 from New York
State, where he was deputy commissioner for tax policy analysis
of the State Department of Taxation and Finance. Prior to that, he
served as state treasurer from

August, 1982 through December,
1985.
As treasurer at Hopkins, Sunshine has responsibility for all
corporate treasury functions, including oversight of the endowment investment program. He
also serves as secretary to the Investment Committee of the
University's Board of Trustees.
The senior vice president is the
chief administrative, business,

I financial, and personnel officer of
the University. He is the principal
adviser to the president on nonacademic matters and is responsible for the development of
policies and operating systems
essential to fulfilling the academic
and research missions of the
University.

()E2STANDBY!
SAILTO OR FROM EUROPE,
FLY 11-IE OTHERWAY JUST$999
Transatlantic travel on Tomorrow's Superliner Today® is an experience of incomparable richness. And now our standby fare
makes sailing to Europe in five glorious
days and nights truly irresistible.
This standby fare of $999 provides a
berth in a minimum-grade room for two,
and a one-way, economy-class ticket
between London and New York, Boston,
Chicago, Detroit, Miami, Philadelphia or
Washington, D.C.; taxes extra. Or book
QE2 alone—just $799 on standby, taxes
extra.
This limited offer is subject to withdrawal without notice and may not be ,
combined with any other offer. Confirmation will be given three weeks prior to sailing; a $100 deposit is required with your
request. For details, see your travel agent
or submit the application at right.
Bookings cancelled within 21 days of sailing will forfeit the MOO deposit
Length of stay re,Inctions apply QE2 registered in Great Britain

CHOOSE FROM 26 SAILINGS
TO EUROPE: Apr. 29; May 22; June 12, 25; July 10, 27,
Aug. 11, 21; Sept. 6, 21; Oct. 1,31; Nov. 21.
FROM EUROPE: May 11; June 5, 20; July 1, 22; Aug. 1, 16,
29; Sept 11, 26; Oct. 15; Nov. 6; Dec. 14.
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APPLICATION FOR QE2 STANDBY
Cunard; Box 2935; Grand Central Station;
New York, NY 10163.
Mail this application and a deposit of $100.
1,1 choice sailing date

2nd-choice sailing date
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Shafrir laments depiction
of Israeli soldiers' actions
PARATROOPER, from 1

Richard Bell

Zeev Shafrir, a former Israeli paratrooper and commander of an anti-terrorist unit, explained the dilemmas that plague Israel.

between the secular Jews of Israel and the
growing religious community. He explained that among the Orthodox Jews is an increasing desire for greater abidance to the
Halachic Laws, which are determined by
the religious codes.
Finally, Shafrir discussed Israel's security dilemma related to Judea, Sammaria,
and the Gaza Strip. "In 1948 the Arab
countries encouraged the Palestinians to
leave their homes," he said. "Then after
1967, we suddenly occupied the
areas. . .In the twenty years between 1948
and 1967, the Arab countries did not do
anything about life in the refugee camps.
They did nothing for their Arab brothers.
"Since 1967, Israel tried to better the
lives of the inhabitants of the camps to little help because the Arab leaders promoted

Occupation of UMass building ends
SIT-IN, from 2
Duffey finally was able to meet with the
students in New Africa House in a session
lasting most of the afternoon. A resolution,
adopting most of the demands was reached.
Four of the students returned to Mr. Duffey's
office to draft the details of the accord.
Timetable Sought for Demands
The top priority to ending the sit-in was to
have the details of the agreement appear the next
day in the campus newspaper, "in black and
white," Ms. Costello said, so that there could
be no mistake about what was intended and
what was agreed to. "The plan was just verbal

last time," she said, referring to promises made
after the World Series brawl to better racial
relations.
The protesters said they wanted to make sure
that a timetable was established for the demands
to be implemented, and that a monitoring group
was in place.
By now nerves inside New Africa House
were frayed by the long hours of occupation and
negotiation, Ms. Costello said, her own appearance testimony to the tension that had built.
"There's exhaustion; I haven't slept in three
days. I haven't gone to class or work. I was
in tears," she said. "There were a lot of people who were not active in the beginning, and
we had to educate them in the end that we had
a victory here. We think Duffey is smart. He

can't afford to do anything wrong."
Mr. Duffey issued a statement that detailed
the commitment the university would make to
the demands. While not agreeing to everything,
Mr. Duffey did respond to the specific concerns
presented to him earlier in the week.
Both Mr. Duffey and the students appeared
to be satisfied with the arrangement.
Greeted by Thunderous Cheers
In his statement, Mr. Duffey said: "During
the past five days, you have engaged in a
dramatic act to express your concern for fundamental principles of civility and human
See SIT-IN, 5

rejection," explained Shafrir.
Shafrir, who lives in Israel, attributed
much of the current depiction of Israeli
soldiers' actions as media overreaction. "It
is not a comfortable situation," lamented
Shafrir. "Using sticks to prevent a
snowball to firearms does not look good.
"Israelis trying, in the next six months,
to establish free elections in the area if the
riots stop so that the true leaders emerge,"
he continued.
Shafrir tried to describe the general attitude of most of the public. "Most Israelis
do not like to rule over 1,200,000 Palestinians," he said. "They prefer autonomy
in the region to creating a new country,
however, for national security reasons."
Shafrir began his lecture with a short
discussion of his experiences in the army.
The attempted hijacking of a plane at Lod
Airport in 1972 was his first experience
with terrorism.
"It was the first time I saw what it was
like to fight against someone who wants
to kill you," explained Shafrir.
The operation, in which his unit disconnected the hydraulic system of the hijacked Belgian plane in order to prevent the aircraft from flying, ran smoothly and with
few injuries. "Hate was not on behalf of
our soldiers," declared Shafrir. "There
was just happiness that we could release
the hostages."
Shafrir described the Yom Kippur War
of 1973 as a "turning point in my life."
Many men died in an effort to protect
Israel from enemy armies. Shafrir became
slightly emotional at the discussion of the
loss of so many men. "The army is like
a big family," he explained.

Seventeen
enter race
for Young
Trustee

HairCut 160
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Dean of Students Chris Colombo confirmed the final list of
Young Trustee candidates
yesterday.
They include: Frederick Assaf,
Steven Basta, Amitava Biswas,
Mary Burcham, Victoria
Celestin, Nick Cortezi, Chris
Dalton, Robert Downing, Jr.,
David Gitlitz, Andy Gray, Jason
Hanson, Darren Kadish, Andrew
Lang, Michele Ryan, Jennifer
Stahl, Sahir Surmeli. and
Stephanie Weissman.
Since more than twelve candidates are running, the election
format will be different from
those in recent years.
Students will select five of the
seventeen candidates in the
primary election. In the run-off
election, students will choose five
of the eight candidates who
received the most votes in the
primary election. A Board of
Trustees nominating committee
will then evaluate the five candidates and recommend one for
the position of Young Trustee to
the full Board.
Election hours and polling
places will be the same as those
for Student Council elections.
Only sophomores, juniors, and
seniors may vote in the Young
Trustee elections, while all
undergraduates may vote in the
Council elections.
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Hirsch believes persistence
essential to achieve success

WE LIKE SPIKE
The Man Behind
She's Gotta Have It Is
Dazed, Not Confused as
He Goes Back to School
MN MC

Entrepreneurs should not expect quick riches
HIRSCH, from I
"The risks we took were along
the way," he continued. "We
had to make big decisions about
where we were going. One
almost broke us, one that we
made later saved us. Risk taking
goes to all business, not just being an entrepreneur."
Hirsch added, "People today
associate going into business with
being able to get rich quick, and
that happens about as often as the
check is actually in the mail. We
worked for seventy-five dollars a
week for five years because we

couldn't afford to pay ourselves
more."
Hirsch said that at first, he
would give out paychecks on Friday and run to the bank the
following Monday with the
weekend's receipts.
"Business is very hard—
there's not much glamour," he
said. "The chances of making it
in business are so slim. If you
knew up front, you would never
do it. But you have to forget about
those things. It's a means to an
end, not an end in and of itself.
"If you like running the show,
when you're twenty-one years

SO THERE!
We know.
We know Hopkins has 2,700
undergraduates who think they
know the difference between
left and right better than we do.
We know you think the
library and Student Council
headlines and continued-ons
should have been reversed on
page 1 last week.
Well, you're wrong.
The Council article was supposed to be on the left of the
page and the library article on
the right, because the subject of
the picture associated with the
library article was looking to
the right of the page. When we

laid in the headlines, we did so
thinking the articles were where
they weren't.
You thought you had us
editors all figured out. You
thought you caught us in error.
Well, the only people in error
were yourselves.
The News-Letter has nothing
to regret this week. So there.
And remember that while the
fool sees the empty half of a
glass, the editor sees the full
half and drinks it down before
writing statements such as this
one.
Feels good.

old, it's a way to do it," he added. "We were doing what we
wanted to do. ft was the kind of
paper that we and our friends
wanted to read."
Hirsch also discussed the many
persons he knew who thought that
making money would be easy. "I
can't tell you how many get rich
quick types I came across when
I was in business," he said.
"None of these guys ever lasted
more than eighteen months. The
stories that you hear when you're
four years old about the tortoise
and the hare or the grasshopper
and the ant are true. I'd love to
tell you that you can get rich
quick but you just can't."
Hirsch then explained that
when he was working on the
News-Letter, he had worked on a
story exploring the reasons why
people were admitted to medical
school. "We discovered that persistance was the number one factor," he commented. People who
applied to a school more than
once were seen as being determined enough to succeed.
"Endurance and perseverance,
that's how you make it through,"
explained Hirsch. "After you've
done what you want to do and
found out what you're good at,
then you can turn to making
money. If you're lucky, the first
takes care of the second. In most
truly successful businesses that's
how it works out."
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This Year's Gael
Sinead O'Connor Uses
Her Head
to Get Ahead
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Building sit-in ends
SIT-IN,from 4
tolerance. You have raised these concerns on behalf of faculty, staff, and
students, and we are grateful to you
for reminding us of the obligations we
share as members of a community of
learning.
The battle won, about 150 of the
protesters emerged from the New
Africa House to thunderous cheers.
The protesters rejoiced by singing
"Lift Every Voice and Sing,"the
black "national anthem, "which was
followed by a statement read by
Dwayne Warren, one of the student
occupiers, to officially end the occupation. He thanked the crowd, say-

ing that those who had occupied the
building had been "heartened by the
reality that we are not alone in the
struggle."
He ended with the words of Frederick Douglass, the Civil War-era activist and abolitionist: "If there's no
struggle, there's no progress."
Not since 1972 has a building at the
University of Massachusetts been occupied by students. Then, students
were involved in the civil-rights
movement, and the historic nature of
last week's occupation was not lost
on the protesters. "We know what
we can accomplish," Ms. Costello
said. "We got together, we organized, and we won."
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Today
Friday, February 26
in the

Glass Pavilion
FREE MUNCHIES

4-7:30 p.m.
MUSIC BY D.J.

Domestics 75'
Imports $1.00
Soda
Free Sandwiches
Admission is free and open
to the entire Hopkins community
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Christopher Culp

Hey You! Vote!

There comes a time in the
cycles of politics when the rules
of the game are changed—when
every action has a magnified conmembers to be a job so draining as to
sequence. This time comes every
necessitate payment for it. The proposal four years, and when it comes, it
having been dropped, students might see is virtually impossible to read a
it as that much worse; here's a job that new magazine or watch the nighteveryone thinks is bad, but the University ly report without hearing mention
of it. That time has come again.
won't even pay someone to do it.
I refer to Election 1988, of
That's exactly why Weissman's proposal which you have already heard
was dropped.,The Orientation chair is not close to your limit, I have no
some horrific, slave-labor task. It is a doubt. But begrudge me a few
powerful position; the chairman, with the moments to belabor the issue.
help of many, is resonsible for presenting When I first wrote in this space
months ago, I discussed the
the Johns Hopkins University to incoming some
importance of political involvefreshmen and their parents. Yes, it requires ment. It is time that I address the
many long, hard hours; however, it is this subject again.
Someone created a myth that
sacrifice on the part of the chairman and
everyone else which makes Orientation so single votes are assimilated by the
system and are therefore inspecial.
significant to the election. The
There is nothing nicer than seeing famous paradox is, "Would you
Hopkins students knock themselves out to trade your right to vote for a new
make the school's newcomers feel at car?" "Of course," comes the
home—and when done right, it is one class answer."My vote doesn't really
act. This year's Orientation, chaired by matter anyway."
It is that myth that weakens the
Lora Sims, has been evidence of that.
political infrastructure of this
We hope that the talented members of the country. It is sad that many U.S.
undergraduate community will come out of pollsters consider one of the most
the woodwork and take on the challenge of significant variables affecting an
Orientation chairman. Let's continue the election to be the weather on the
tradition of running a high-quality Orien- day of the vote. Truly, if rain is
enough to keep someone from
tation where students run it simply for its voting, how serious can they be
own sake, and await that week early next about the political process
September during which there is no such anyway?
We all have our favorite stories
thing as Hopkins apathy.
told by high school civics
teachers about low voter turnout
in the U.S., but the percentage
itself is not so alarming as are the

One Class Act
Sometimes that notorious Hopkins apathy
makes itself even more apparent than usual
around here. This is just the case with the
application for Orientation chairman.
Response has been so poor that Student
Council Vice President Stephanie
Weissman has had to extend the application deadline.
Perhaps those who had considered applying turned cold to the idea once
Weisssman's recent proposal to Council for
a paid Orientation chair was dropped.
Granted, the position requires an enormous
amount of work during the summer, and
summer employment is important for virtually every student. Furthermore, the
general student attitude towards the job may
have been altered once the possibility of
reimbursement was discussed.
Traditionally, the role of Orientation
chairman has been regarded as one of the
'student leader' roles on campus, analagous
to the MSE Symposium and Spring Fair
chairs. Students have vied for these
respected positions.
Proposing to pay the Orientation chairman might have cheapened the job. For
while the intentions were good and the
reasoning was logical, the proposal may
have caused students to think that the job
is no longer considered to be on par with
the likes of the MSE and Spring Fair positions, but is instead regarded by Council

results of the percentage. For
every one person who does not
vote, the power of each cast ballot
is increased. In effect, every person that does not vote delegates
their right to those who do.
One vote does count in this nation. We have the power to elect
our own government through the
Electoral College system, and it
is the ultimate hypocrisy to ignore
that right. It is particularly
hypocritical to not vote and then
spend the entire term protesting
the actions of the victor. The time
to act is now, when opinions really count—not on campus next
year, where opinions rarely go
beyond Charles Street.
Worse than the apathetic who
don't vote is the silent crowd
whose mindset is apathetic, but
who do vote. And yes, it is their
Constitutional right, but those
people create a severe but
underestimated threat to the
political stability of this nation
through their almost whimsical
voting behavior. Many people
tend to remain absorbed in their
daily lives and ignore the entire
campaign, and they eventually
vote for the candidate who has the
nicest smile, the prettiest wife, or
a donkey beside his name.
Often, we realize that we are
uninformed and try to pretend
that we can still make effective
voting decisions. That simply is
not the case. Despite the consuming workload at Hopkins and the
isolationist nature of college
itself, we should force ourselves
to know the candidates!
We should take the time
See VOTE, 10

Pledging Moderation
Pledge period is that time between initiation as a pledge and initiation as a brother
in a fraternity or sorority. The period is important, because it is during this time that
the pledge learns about, and hopefully
learns to appreciate, that Greek organization to which he or she has made a commitment. Above all else, if brothers or
sisters cannot expose Greek values to their
pledges, who will then carry them out as
they themselves continue as members, the
pledging has been a waste.
Traditions have evolved for brothers' and
sisters' behavior during pledge period to effectively instill these values in pledges.
Duties that are assigned to pledges are often
important in literally educating them in
fraternity history and tradition; activities
serve to educate pledges about brotherhood
and sisterhood in ways that often do not
become apparent until after pledge period
has long been over.
Pledge period's function, however, hardly runs contrary to good times—neither do
fraternity values. The social atmosphere
makes the experience all the more
worthwhile.
The death of a Rutgers University
freshman from alcohol poisoning stirred
Rutgers to action. It has shut down the
fraternity in which the freshman was a
pledge and temporarily suspended all frater-

nity and sorority activities. Rutgers also announced that it would conduct an investigation to determine if the Greek system inherently put students at "special risk." The
announcement of the investigation comes
with critical words of the system, even
before any work has begun.
Hopkins faces the same potential problems by virtue of the fact that there is an
active Greek system at Homewood.
Presently this system has a supportive,
albeit pragmatic, relationship with the
Hopkins community. An understanding has
effectively been reached on alcohol policy,
as self-policing remains a tenet of control.
The Dean of Students office has also
routinely sponsored substance abuse
awareness programs.
There is no telling what kind of pressures
would be exerted were a tragedy like that
which occured at Rutgers to be repeated at
Hopkins. It is important that the positive
atmosphere that exists would not simply be
tossed out the proverbial window.
For the Greeks' part, nothing better than
responsibility can help the community to
espouse the virtues they try to claim as their
own. During pledge period a commitment
to moderation and good sense must be made
by each Greek organization—for the sake
of their new members and the system as a
whole.
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Opinion
Bruce's Best
'life of Bruce Henoch, recent
graduate of the Johns Hopkins
The Inside Scoop on How the University School of Darts and
Baltimore City Police Recruit In- Appliances.
nocent Young Students Into Their
Midsts.
In one of their better songs, the
A continuing serial based on the Talking Heads warn that, "You
by Bruce A. Henoch

Terrace Terror
by Eric Ruck
As Joe Freshman begins on his
search for accomodations for next
year, and prepares to tell a financial aid form all of the things he
must pay for next year, he
wonders,"OK,I want to live offcampus, but do I want to renew
my subscription to the Terrace
Room?" Actually, we know that
Joe wouldn't actually be thinking
"Terrace Room," but rather one
of a number of epithets that have
arisen to describe the same.
This question reminds me of
the recent bombardment of Wendy's commercials on television:
"Would you choose the fresh
hamburger, Wendy's hamburger
A, or would you rather choose
the gritty pile of rat-meat burger
B, made with genuine dehydrated
tomatoes?" So why do I see a
number of upperclassmen choosing hamburger B?
I will say that here at JHU we
have many good things, and
believe it or not, Seiler's Food
Service is one of them, relatively speaking. Has anyone ever
tried the food at University of
Maryland, which is twice as expensive and wouldn't even get an
inspection sticker for 100 percent
pure rat meat? There is no question that the manager is fairly
receptive to student suggestions,
and most of the employees are intelligent, friendly people, not the
same goons that characterize any
downtown McDonald's.
Nonetheless, I see no reason to
continue a meal plan. How many
people are going to get out of
their apartments fifteen or twen-

ty minutes early so they can get
breakfast at the cafeteria before
classes? How many people want
to come back on campus to get
dinner? Sure, being able to pop
over to the cafeteria for lunch
might be nice, but I think most
people can brown bag an equally
good lunch for much less than the
cost of food service. Granted,
there is no food to prepare, no
dishes to wash or tables to clean,
and no money to fumble with
once you get a card. But this
doesn't seem worth the cost.
The cost, of course, is more
than money, even though we
know buying meals per service is
cheaper than subscribing (refer to
the front page article about two
weeks ago). It's having to put up
with a devastated salad bar
because you just aren't hungry for
dinner when the doors open at
5:30 p.m.; it's having no control
over a menu, particularly
frustrating on nights when dinner
is supposed to be roast beef,
pork, and creamed spinach on
toast, none of which I will eat for
various reasons—I can tell you
my mother didn't raise any picky
eaters. The cost is having to eat
during cafeteria hours, having a
stingy management declare that
you can't bring someone else in
on your meal card even though
you don't eat half of the meals
you are required to purchase as
a freshman, and having to wait
behind the fencing team at 7:00
p.m. because at that dreadfully
late hour one of the two serving
lines is closed.
Next year I'll have my own kitchen. I'll be cooking.
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Tuition Correction
To the Editor:
I believe that you missed a
point in your 19 February issue's
tuition story—probably because
you have not been here for very
long.
In fact, for several years
Hopkins tuition lagged increasingly behind that of most other
private institutions, despite many
protests, because the Administration dragged its leaden administrative feet on raising tuition
to keep abreast of inflationary
forces. Many people in Arts &
Sciences questioned the wisdom
of the Administration's position,
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become the next group of
"Baltimore's Best."
The seed for wanting to
become a police officer were
planted early in my head. My first
girlfriend had only one dream: to
become a Suffolk County Police
Officer. She was raised in the
tradition of civil service: One
brother worked for the New York
City Fire Department, and
another was a New York City
cop. She had this dream, and on
Long Island, where the police are
the highest paid in the country,
her goal was a common one. The
course of events in many young
people's lives is to work only
long enough after high school
graduation to reach the magical
age of twenty-one, which, along
with being the age of alcoholic
consent, is also the minimum age
to enter the police academy.
Consequently the competition
is intense.ln my county, Suffolk,
where The police start at over
$26,000 and jump to $49,000 in
only three years, there is given an
entrance test every four years,
from which an elegibility list is
established and kept until the next

examination. In April 1984, the
last year in which the test was
given, 14,000 people took the exam, competing for an estimated
100 openings in the next four
years. Therefore it is clear that
the dreams of many a young person quickly come to naught.
This is the atmosphere in which
I was raised. Then I came to
Baltimore, a mere 250 miles
apart
eons
away, but
metaphysically. College dimmed
my constabulatory desires for a
while, as I, along with my peers,
spent a good deal of time joking
about the local police force, often
seen by Hopkins students as
boorish lumps who hang out in
WaWa,or who are regularly seen
smoking cigarettes in CVP. It
was not until the dawn of my
senior year, as I began to wonder
what would happen with my life
after January's long anticipated
graduation, that the spark lit up
again.
I was walking around the
Baltimore City Fair one rainy
Sunday in September when I
See POLICE, 8
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may find yourself living in a
shotgun shack. . . you may find
yourself in another part of the
world. . . You may find yourself
behind the wheel of a large
automobile." In this vein, I
recently found myself in the
employ of the Baltimore City
Police Department, hoping to
become one of Baltimore's finest.
The road to the Police Department was a long one, filled with
strange experiences and odd
associations. In writing this
series, I am attempting to answer
the question later queried to Mr.
Byrne and Co., "Well, how did
I get here??"
This is not an expose on the
police department; it cannot be,
for I was only there a short time
and saw very little. But what I did
go through in the processing and
subsequent hiring moved me
enough to want to write about it,
so the world (or at least the
Hopkins world) can really know
how their protectors are picked
and chosen; how the city carefully and thoughtfully hand selects
every two months the elite group
of young men and women to
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feeling that it was menacing the telephoned Mr. Rosen, I was also
upset and offended by his humor.
fiscal integrity of A & S.
Things have at last caught up The cartoon clearly perpetuates
with us, as you know, and A & S the historic attitude held by many
is again feeling very severe and Hopkins students that the
potentially disastrous budget con- Goucher student body is prostraints. Evidently the Ad- miscuous and easy to poke fun at.
ministration has decided to yield Anyone who fails to see this
to those pressures and correct its depiction is indeed "Living with
course on tuition. The result is a eyes closed . . ."Yet, I chose not
rise in tuition above the general to respond to his contribution to
rate of inflation, the wages of the News-Letter because even
earlier sins. Nevertheless, though I did not agree with Mr.
Hopkins tuition still lags well Rosen's method of evoking
behind that of many lesser laughter, I fully understood it.
However, after reading his
institutions.
I believe you would render a follow-up article, "With Ringing
great service to your readers and Ears Open" I can no longer be
to the Hopkins community by quite so understanding. This
publishing, if possible in outrageously patronizing piece of
graphical form, a comparison writing goes far beyond being in(say over the past ten years) of sulting. There is nothing wrong
Hopkins tuition vs. that of a with having faith in one's own
number of selected institutions, creativity, but how can Mr.
among which I would suggest Rosen be so arrogant as to think
Smith College, Swarthmore Col- that he might have the power to
lege, Wellesley College, St. illicit only one kind of response
Olafs College (really!), Bowdoin to his humor? He goes on to imCollege, Hofstra College, ply that anyone who deviates
Fairleigh-Dickinson College, etc. from his dictated reaction is comI believe that you will find that pletely ignorant. It is merely his
Hopkins has been a great bargain opinion that the strip was "wholwhen compared with most of the ly inoffensive." It is my entitled
above. They are worthy institu- opinion and the opinion of others
tions. But Hopkins offers vastly that it indeed was offensive. Mr.
more to talented and ambitious Rosen's sarcastic and condescenundergraduates than all of them ding explanation of his humor onput together. For general ly succeeds to exemplify a
reference you could also include negative attitude towards
the tuition figures for Harvard or Goucher and its students contrary
to his feeble attempt at expressPrinceton, say.
ing his respect for the institution.
On a final note, if the NewsJ.H. Sampson
Letter happens to hand out conThe author is a professor of doms again, I hope James won't
get some "Snoopinesque"
mathematics at Homewood.
thought that they might be of any
Ignorance in Deviance use to him at Goucher.
To the Editor:
Upon reading James Rosen's
comic strip in Friday February
12th's edition of the News-Letter,
like the two students who

Erin Apfel
The author is a student at
Goucher College.
See LETTERS, 8
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Letters
Understanding 'Daze'
To the Editor:
Last week's movie review,
School Daze: A Disappointment,
was a disappointment in itself.
John Park, who wrote the review,
did not fully understand the issues
being addressed in the movie. As
a result, Park's conclusion, that
Spike Lee's depiction of blacks
was racist and unreal, is way off
base.
John claims that the movie
abandons plot, character and
logic. Because of this view, I feel
compelled to comment about the
content of this movie.
Throughout the movie, Dap and
his friends Da Fellas try to make
the students and administration
aware of the injustices in South
Africa as well as within the Black
community. The strongest fraternity on campus, led by Julian
"Big Brother Almighty" Eaves,
attempts to deter Dap's efforts
through
promoting
nonprogressive activism among the
students. The movie takes place
during Homecoming Weekend,
the popular time for fraternity
pledging, parades, and parties.
Aside from the fun, School Daze
carries a serious message about
issues which keep the black race
divided.
As to John's comment about
Spike Lee's larger budget and
contract with Columbia Pictures,
this did not hamper his talents but
rather gave him a wider area in
which he could express his ideas.
John, are you implying that being distributed by a major film
company would encourage Lee to
do a worse job? It did not. Spike
Lee, in fact, has improved under
Columbia Pictures. School Daze
had even more depth and new
ideas than his first success, She 's
Gotta Have It. John, you say that
"the film is a lumbering and
directionless mess; it just doesn't
know what it's about." You just
don't know what it's about.
This letter is not finished.
However, due to the NewsLetter's policy of 300 words maximum, we had to submit two letters. Please see "Second Half."
E. Liza Trim

'Daze' Credibility
To the Editor:
John, in your review, you incorrectly uses phrases like "blacks
only Mission College" and
"reverse racism." Mission College is not a blacks only college,
it is a predominantly black college. "Blacks only" implies that
it is not open to members of
another race. As for reverse
racism, this involves more than
one race. Reverse racism is a subject Lee chose not to address in
this movie.
You stated, "Lee throws in
ridiculous song and dance treatment." The songs' words, how
they were sung, and the style of
dance performed emphasized the
difference between the Jigaboos
and Wannabees. The song and
dance competition is symbolic of
a very real class division which
exists among blacks. You also
complain about "long, boring

scenes which have nothing to do
with the preceding portions."
Perhaps you didn't understand the
preceding portions and, out of
confusion, found them boring.
Your stating that the movie had
a "totally incomprehensible. . .ending" only reiterates the
fact that you didn't get the gist of
what the movie was saying.
School Daze portrayed many
previously unaddressed problems
that are present within the black
community. This movie definitely
was not a "careless and confusing depiction of blacks." "None
of the characters are credible?"
Speaking from first-hand experience, the characters are very
credible. One of the biggest enjoyments of the movie was being
able to relate to so much that was
occurring on the screen.
Spike Lee was far from being
"wrapped up with fulfilling some
esoteric delusion." Many who
are very familiar with the black
community and its diverse forms
can relate to what Lee portrayed.
John, Lee did not "falter," but
rather, you faltered when you
wrote this review without doing
your homework. Please first find
out about the real and diverse
problems that exist among blacks
before criticizing what you deem
to be a "careless and confusing
depiction of blacks." John Park,
"Wake Up."

to make is the fact that Mr. Park
feels that the movie "just doesn't
know what it's about." That
statement in itself infuriates me.
If Mr. Park would have invested
a little research and time before
viewing the film, it would have
been quite obvious that the movie
was about the ways that some
Blacks separate and classify
themselves; be it by money, hair
texture, education, skin tone, or
the extent to which one has been
'urbanized.' This movie was
made in order for people,
especially Black people, to see the
wrong in the petty divisions
within the Black race. Mr. Lee
had to pigeonhole Black people
into various stereotypes in order
to emphasize this point. Furthermore, this movie has no reason
to be compared with "Hollywood
Shuffle," which illustrated the
typecasting of Blacks by
Hollywood. Their messages are
not comparable.
Finally, and most importantly,
the last line.of the film, "Wake
up," summarizes Lee's whole intent of the movie. If Mr. Park
would have in fact understood the
film he would have found the last
line quite "a propos."
Georgette B. Gaslcin

Appropriate Programs
To the Editor:

Monique R. Daniels

'Daze' Relevancy
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
review of Spike Lee's film
"School Daze" by Mr. John
Park, and would like to set a few
things straight. First of all, Mission College is not a "Blacksonly college," it is a
predominantly Black school
which was founded around the
turn of the century (as were most
predominantly Black colleges) in
order to give Blacks a chance to
receive a formal education. If one
has enough insight as to even try
to remember the fact that Blacks,
on the whole, were not allowed
to attend schools that Whites attended until the late 1950's, one
would be able to see why these
colleges were needed. In fact,
these schools were financed, for
the most part, by White philanthropists who believed in the
education of all American
citizens. Furthermore, today
these schools are attended by people of various races.
Secondly, what did Mr. Park
mean by the statement "reverse
racism?" Did he mean that the
Blacks in the film were
discriminating against Whites?
Well, I find it quite humorous that
all of my friends who have seen
the movie failed to find this
"reverse racism." It is extremely difficult for me to believe that
a person would have a problem
viewing a movie with a cast that
is all Black. I mean to say, I did
not see even one Black person in
"St. Elmo's Fire" yet did not
hear anyone say that it was a
racist movie. The whole issue of
"reverse racism" is totally irrelevant when viewing this film.
The third point that I would like

I normally avoid the Hopkins
sport of Student Council-bashing
because I realize the power of the
group in any university is severely limited both by a lack of sufficient leverage within the administration and by the diversity
of opinions that such an organization necessarily has. To criticize
a group in that position is unfair.
Yet there seems to be a common goal of the Council that is
feasible for them: the promotion
of parties (under the euphemism
of "activities") both on- and offcampus. Scott FitzGerald writes
that we have the Council to thank
for P.T. Flagg's Night, Senior
Night at P.J.'s Recovery Room,
Hoppy Hour, and a quad party.
He adds three more non-drinking
activities. I think it is safe to say
where the Council's priorities
are.
In addition to this Councilsponsored assault on our lives,
the grand prize in its dance
marathon raised a few eyebrows.
A "queen-size suite in a
downtown hotel"? I commend
the Council for promoting student
activities, but I'm not sure these
are the kind of activities they
should be sponsoring. Let me also
suggest, as an aside, that after 24
hours of dancing few couples will
have the energy to take full advantage of the award.
I am not suggesting that
students would not discover the
virtues of copious amounts of
beer or those of queen-size suites
without assistance from the Council. For one thing, it is evident
that Hopkins students have no difficulty finding or creating parties.
Perhaps, however, the Student
Council should seek to broaden
the horizons of the students by
sponsoring different kinds of
events.
Jeff Fischer

many beneficial activities for
students and the Hopkins community in general. The increased
To the Editor:
budget for the Freshman SemiFormal, the origination of
I am writing you in regard to Hopkins night at P.T. Flaggs,
your recent article criticizing our Hoppy Hour, and the Fall Fest
Student Council President, Scott program are all indicative of the
FitzGerald. Your article takes fine leadership FitzGerald has
shots at FitzGerald that are total- demonstrated. But more imporly uncalled for and blatantly false. tantly, FitzGerald has concenFor the truth is, that Scott Fit- trated his efforts on programs that
zGerald has not only served the receive much less attention yet
student body as best he can, but carry greater importance for the
he has also gone out of his way Hopkins community and its
to add more to the position of Stu- neighbors. FitzGerald's deep indent Council President. Not only volvement with the homeless
was he responsible for P.T. shelter is just one example of the
Flaggs night and Hoppy Hour, Student Council President's devobut he also dedicated much of his tion to hard work and to "quiet"
time to a homeless shelter. These causes. In the future, perhaps the
accomplishments in addition to News-Letter should first inmany others which we are not vestigate and then judge, instead
even aware ofjustify FitzGerald's of making shallow and unjustified
credibility as President. Thus, it accusations which only serve as
would be in favor to the News- a detriment to the Hopkins comLetter if an apology was printed munity at large.
in the next issue to Scott FitzGerald who rightly deserves
Eric Eller
one.

A Pledge for Fitz

Arthur Young

Pledging SC
To the Editor:
In response to the article appearing in the February 12 issue
of the Hopkins News-Letter I
would like to say that the NewsLetter was way off base with its
statements against Student Council President, Scott FitzGerald.
The editorial suggested that the
President is a man of words, not
action. This is very far from the
truth; he has led the Student
Council in the development of

Strong, silent Fitz
To the Editor:
Concerning the article appearing in the February 12 issue of the
Hopkins News-Letter, I would
like to go on record as being
greatly distressed by the
backward picture which has been
painted of the Student Council
President, Scott FitzGerald. Apparantley, the News-Letter would
have their readers believe that
Mr. FitzGerald is nothing more.
than an irresponsible loudmouth,
while nothing could be further
See LETTERS, 9

Life on the Force
POLICE, from 7
came upon a booth manned by
two eager-looking youngsters in
blue overcoats. "Interested in
becoming one of Baltimore's
finest?" inquired one of them.
They were, as I later found out,
Police Cadets, individuals between 18 and 21 who wish to be
police officers but who are as of
yet too young. I filled out a form,
listing my name, birthdate,
education, and other vital sorts of
data. I handed it to the young
woman, who perused it, remarking that my college education
would make me a very desirable
candidate, and would guarantee
me a higher salary than an ordinary, mortal person would get.
She said that I could either sit and
wait for them to call me, or if I
were really anxious I could call
them the next day.
My inflated ego wouldn't allow
me to make the first move, as I
figured that they would look at
my application down at headquarters and trip over each other
on the way to the telephone. But,
as is the case in life when one expects others to do things based on
how one might perceive oneself,
nobody called. Due to a little
academics and various other
distractions, I didn't really think
about the police for about a
• month.
In the meantime, a bit of distur-

bing news developed. A young
female police officer, out of the
Academy only a few months, had
the previous January calmly
walked into the bedroom where
her boyfriend, who had been
abusing her extensively for a long
period of time, lay sleeping. She
proceeded to empty her service
revolver into his sleeping body,
killing him instantly and definitely. She was tried, found guilty,
and had just been sentenced to a
long stay as a guest of the
Maryland Department of Corrections. What disturbed me were
reports that her intellignce testing
had revealed an I.Q. in the low
80's. What kind of system is it,
I wondered, that would allow
such a candidate to get through
the processing successfully?
Anyway, despite this news I
decided in the middle of October
to phone him up. The moment
was upon me. I would begin processing in earnest, and would
then have a job waiting for me
when I graduated. I called, and
talked to a gentleman who informed me that testing was daily
at 1:00 p.m., and that I should
report, and this is a quote, "as
soon as possible!" to police at
601 E. Fayette Street, seventh
floor, the Personnel Division
Recruiting Office. So down I
went the very next day, and the
adventure was begun.
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Letters
than mere quantity, the author
should stress quantity to such an
from the truth. FitzGerald has extent while neglecting quality.
The author of the article further
been an integral part in orchestrating a great deal of contends that only the Orientation
beneficial work for the Hopkins policy has been dealt with recentcommunity and beyond. The in- ly; either the author has never
creased budget for the Freshman been to a council meeting, or he
Semi-Formal, the origination of has never read the News-Letter,
Hoppy Hour, Hopkins Night at or he/she simply lacks the ability
P.T. Flaggs, the direction and to confront reality. The student
---,organization of the Fall Fest, and council had had three meetings at
' work on Freshman Orientation all the time the article was written.
speak to the credit of Scott Fit- In those three meetings the counzgerald and the entire Student cil has achieved the following:
Council. The Editors may actual- P.T. Flaggs party; a semi-formal;
ly be terribly misguided. Seem- a pizza and prize give-away at the
ingly, they are seeking a Student next basketball game; a cruise
Council bogged down by politics, with an open bar; a meeting in
rather than one which acts to in- PizzApeel for a class; Hoppy
crease the quality of life for Hour with free food; a trip to
watch Box Lacrosse; a drug and
Hopkins students.
alcohol awareness program; the
Adrian Velthuis list goes on, but I think the point
has been made ad nauseum—the
council is extremely active,
Ineffective criticism
without it the students would lose
To the Editor:
a lot.
From here on, the author
It remains as easy to justly digresses further, amazingly
criticize members of the Student enough, down a spiral of endless
Council for inaction as it does to untruths. One can see that he/she
promulgate fallacies about the in- is now having a really tough time
action of the student council. Un- hanging on to reality. The author
fortunately for the readers of the claims that "the council should
News-Letter, the author of "This request more periodic reports
Meeting Now Called to. . . Ad- from the committees." This one
journed" (2/12/88 issue) decid- completely threw me. At this
ed to utilize the latter tactic.
point it became obvious that the
I have difficulty accepting the author has never stepped into a
authors point about how brevity student council meeting. Every
in and of itself is detrimental. It SC committee and every class
is strange that in a society where must and do make complete
quality is placed at greater import WEEKLY reports to the council
LETTERS, from 8
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as a whole about their activity. So brunt of changes which include:
his entire point and all points basA $1000 tuition increase for
ed on this point are totally er- undergraduates; a possible inroneous and fallacious.
crease in tuition for post-certified
Sure, Fitz isn't perfect. I'll be graduates; a hiring suspension in
the first to admit that. However, the Arts and Sciences. All of
he has done many things for these signs of trouble have come
council and for the school. He to pass at a time when Forbes
deserves much more than the magazine has described Hopkins
author levelled at him. Further- as being flush with federal and
more, the writer must learn that corporate dollars.
Given that little of this money
if he/she is going to effectively
criticize someone, he/she should reaches Homewood in general
.at least have the composure and and the Arts and Sciences in parsense of honesty to adhere to ticular, one is wont to ask, What
is the status of "our" institution
reality.
I will never claim that the SC as more and more administrative
or the SC President is perfect. But energies are directed towards
I do think that it has done a damn seemingly peripheral activities?
good job in the situation that they Both undergrads—shelling out
are in. They provide an in- over $12,000/year—and grads—
valuable service to the students some living on stipends below the
without which we would be at a poverty level—have much at
disadvantage. For this they stake in putting aside petty turf
deserve our gratitude, not belit- battles in order to try to figure out
tling comments aimed at increas- the exact nature of Hopkins'
ing mallacious fallacies against educational mission.
I'd like to encourage everyone
the council.
to attend this weekend's GRO
Ty Hyderally Symposium entitled "Our UnexJunior Class Representative amined Debts: Government, Corporations, and the University."
Perhaps a dialogue such as this
The JHU Budget
which includes both undergrads
To the Editor:
and grads will help all of us
realize that we are all subject to
"The Johns Hopkins Universi- the same institutional structures
ty" is composed of many separate and constraints.
entities of which the Homewood
campus is but a small part. Of late
Cathy Kerr
Homewood has been made to feel
the neglected younger sibling,
and all students—graduate and
undergraduate—will bear the

The Spirit of Sports
To the Editor:
I write this letter in hope that
it will be appreciated by students
at Hopkins and the athletes to
whom this letter is dedicated.
The scene was the main gym at
the athletic center. The time was
about 7:30 p.m. The women's
basketball team was playing
against Marymount. They were
losing and yet they played with
great intensity, never giving up.
This was seen in the play of
senior captain Jeanne Clark. With
less than five minutes to play ,she
committed her last foul in the
game and her career. As she
walked over to the bench,
everyone in the gym felt the
seriousness of the moment. The
crowd broke into immediate applause in respect for her. It was
a special and rare moment for
,those lucky fans there. And even
though the women lost the ball
game, they won everyone's
respect that night for not giving
up.
Shift now to the men's game.
A do-or-die situation to get into
the playoffs. A game so big that
all the stands in the gym were
pulled out. To the 500 or so fans
that came early for warmups,
they were treated to an impressive
five minute show of slams,
crams, and major-league dunks.
See LETTERS, 10

"

ADMISSIONS OFFICE
STUDENT INTERN PROGRAM
The Office of Admissions is opening a search for senior
admissions interns for the fall of 1988. We are looking for
people-oriented students to assist in the recruitment process by conducting the traditional on-campus interview.
Ideal candidates will enjoy speaking with prospective
students and their parents. Students must be poised and
mature and possess tact, diplomacy and the ability to put
high school students and their parents at ease.
To be eligible, a student must be a senior next fall in good
standing and plan to graduate in May 1989. Interns must
be able to talk about Johns Hopkins in an inform 1 and
positive way, have a desire to participate in the recruitment process and be comfortable interacting with others.
Interns will be responsible for conducting admissions interviews with prospective students and meeting their
parents and responding to their questions and concerns.
In addition, interns will compose written summary reports
of each interview. This will involve three or four hour-long
interviews each week from September 21 through midDecember. These are paid positions.
The initial interviews of interns will take place on March
28, 29 and 30 with second interviews scheduled on April
6, 7 and 8. The training program for those interns selected
will be just after final examinations and at the beginning
of first semester next year. Interns must be available at
these times.
Any student interested should send a letter indicating his
or her interest and listing two references, to Jerome D.
Schnydman, Director of Admissions. Both references must
be members of the Johns Hopkins community, preferably
one member of the faculty and one from the administration. Students should apply by March 11.

Personal Touch Laundry Service

Offering to Johns Hopkins
Staff, Faculty & Students
Wash Dry & Fold Service
for 80C per pound
15 pound minimum
Pick Up & Delivery
We do laundry professionally
but in a personal way
Call a representative at327-6277 917 Caroline St.
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LETTERS, from
By the time the game had started,
over 1300, that's one-thousand
three hundred fans, mainly
Hopkins, were present. An impressive statistic. And though the
men also lost, they did not give
up either, harassing Washington
College the entire game. At
game's end the fans applauded
heartily in face of a bitter defeat.
And so that's that.
Or is it? Does all the spirit and
fun of this past season end, or will
it carry on to lacrosse and
baseball in the spring, and over
the summer as football and soccer approach? This rests upon the
shoulders of all Hopkins students.
This school can and has shown
spirit with the main benefactor
being the school. Let's keep this
flame of spirit going, for one
never knows the good that may
come with it.
Greg Bronshvag
Complex

Problems

To the Editor:
Not so long ago in a refugee
camp in occupied Gaza, a young
Palestinian boy was stopped by an
Israeli soldier. Asked why he
continued to throw stones at the
soldiers, the boy replied saying
that his brother Muhammetl had
told him to do so. The soldier,
frustrated after having dodged
stones all day, ordered the boy to
take him to Muharnmed. And so

he Obeyed and lead the Israeli
soldier through the dirty and narrow streets of the camp till they
reached his one-room house. The
soldier entered the home behind
the little boy, who immediately
pointed to the corner of his house.
There, in the darkness of the
room sat Muhammetl, a two year
old infant. The soldier left the
house in a sea of emotions.
So what can we draw from this
story? What does it symbolize
and so what? To the ordinary
reader the story may seem trivial
but I urge you to see the simple
truth that underlies it. For it
reflects the very nature of the current uprisings in the occupied territories. When you see a seven
year old Palestinian throw a stone
at an Israeli soldier, do you ever
think of why he does it or what
causes him to do it? The real issue
here concerns people, the Palestinian people in the occupied territories. They too, funny enough,
have feelings, emotions, and concerns as we all do. They are fed
up of twenty years of Israeli occupation, of severe economic
restrictions, of seeing their sons
beaten and their husbands imprisoned. They struggle for a decent living and for their right to
self-determination to live as a
dignified people with basic
human and political rights. They
search for their identities in a
world of poverty and refugee
camps. And unfortunately their
only possible means to express
their frustrations has been
through violence, nurtured by a

hatred for the Israeli occupation.
But why does this hatred exist?
This is a question that I feel all
of us must ask ourselves,
especially the Isrealis. Is a
Palestinian born with a gun in his
hand and an innate contempt for
Israelis? What needs to be focused on are the root causes of the
problem and not simply the
symptoms that arise from it.
What people often tend to forget
when discussing the situation in
the Middle East is the "human
element." It is a conflict between
values, beliefs, sentiments, and
above all human souls. To fully
understand it you must enter the
minds and lives of the people involved and ask yourself "why?"
this misery
What has caused
and bloodshed? This, I feel is of
the essence.
Please do not think that I oversimplify the problem. I am aware
of its complexity. My purpose
here is not to offer a solution to
the problem but rather an approach to be able to arrive at one.
I believe that the Israeli government should stop running away
from the reality that sits on its
doorstep and as an occupying
power should help find a real
solution to the Palestinian problem which is truly in its own interest. Accordingly, it should stop
using brute force to suppress the
Palestinians knowing that it
breeds only more bitterness and
resentment; and that it should
listen with more care to what the
growing "Peace Now" movement in Israel has got to say. I say

this with a sense of urgency
because time is slowly running
out. Both sides of the conflict
have suffered enough and if there
is ever a time for reconciliation,
it is now.
And in this day, the avenue to
a "peace process" is somewhat
on the horizon with talks of an international peace conference. My
hope is that all the parties concerned will meet together with
some sense of understanding,
tolerance, and open-mindedness
realizing that the fates of their nations lie intertwined. If this happens, a just and lasting peace

could possibly ensue.
If not. "Muhammed's" little
voice shall always continue to exist in the hearts of the Palestinians, pushing them on and on
and leading the Holy Land more
and more to its own doom.
Firas Raad

Votem responsibly
necessary to realize that Dick
Gephardt scored zero percent on
a free trade index for the 100th
Congress. Or that Bob Dole
blamed his loss in New Hampshire on his campaign staff.
Know the candidates. Watch
the race. Register to vote. And,
most importantly, vote when the
time comes. Pat Roberston proved in Iowa that the silent mass
of voters who are usually
apathetic can be mobilized and
utilized with comparatively little
effort. Robertson took second in
Iowa largely because he convinced people who typically have a
very low voter turnout that he
could make a difference. And
they made a difference for him.

We can't all work on a campaign staff. We can't even watch
the news every day. It is hard to
find the time to keep up with the
election when the Washington
world seems so far away, but it
isn't that far at all. We have the
opportunity to lift ourselves
above the temptation to retreat into our campus shells and pretend
we aren't voting Americans. Certainly it may take a bit of work,
but how many people have shed
their blood so that we have the
right to learn about the candidates? Every qualified voter on
this campus has the Constitutional
right to vote, and ignoring this
right or voting irresponsibly
would be a travesty of the
American political process.

Iz SENIOR CLASS PARTY
"88 Days to Graduation"
at
PJ's Recovery Room
Saturday, February 27
$4 All You Can Eat and Drink
from 6 - 9:30 p.m.
Recovery Room Happy Hour 9:30 - Midnite

.„
.„
.„

Vans Leave in Front of MSE 6 - 11 p.m.
Every 1/2 Hour
Non Seniors Also Welcome
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ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
All Hopkins events are free unless otherwise noted. Submit entries for consideration by Tuesday at 5 p.m. to the gatehouse. Questions?
Ask Brad x7647

Friday, Feb. 26
9 - 4 p.m.
4 - 7:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
6 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 & 10:15 p.m.
8 & 10:15 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
10-1 a.m.

Registration for Housing Lottery through March
3 — Wolman Hall Housing Office
HOPPY HOUR. Free munchies. — Glass
Pavilion
Conservative Jewish Services — Common Kitchen, AMR 1
Hopkins Catholic Community music rehearsal
and social — Newman House
Baltimore Film Forum Blue Velvet — Baltimore
Museum of Art
Nippon Students Association film Angel's Egg
— Maryland 110
WWF The Untouchables — Shriver
Sr. Class Film Series Carnal Knowledge —
Shaffer 3
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Favorites
Series — Meyerhoff Symphony Hall
Theatre Hopkins presents Quartermaine's
Terms. Through March 18. — Merrick Barn
Grad Club hosts Jazz band Phase

Saturday, Feb. 27
10:30 - 12:30 p.m.

11 a.m.
1 p.m.
2 - 4 p.m.

4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

8 p.m.

8 & 10:15 p.m.
8 & 10:15 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
9:30 - 12 a.m.

GRO sponsored symposium Our Unexamined
Debts: Government, Corporations and the
University. Topic: The Professional University —
Newbury Auditorium, Mudd
Men's and Women's Swimming Bumper
Sticker Invitational
Black History Month film The Brother from
Another Planet — Baltimore Museum of Art
GRO sponsored symposium. Topic: The
Military University. — Newbury Auditorium,
Mudd
GRO sponsored symposium. Topic: The Corporate University. — Newbury Auditorium,
Mudd
Office of Special Events sponsored Chamber
Orchestra of the Auvergne. $16 orch., $14
balc. special full-time student and senior
citizen rates. — Shriver
WWF The Untouchables — Great Hall
Sr. Class Film Series Carnal Knowledge —
Shaffer 3
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Favorites
Series — Meyerhoff Symphony Hall
Theatre Hopkins presents Quartermaine's
Terms. Through March 19. — Merrick Barn
Senior Class Party. Vans leave every 1/2 hour
in front of MSE 6 - 11 p.m. — PJ's Recovery
Room

Monday, Feb. 29
Women's Recognition Week
Film Lucia (Parts 1 & 2). Commentary by Dr.
Rolph Trouillot, asst. professor, Dept. of Anthropology — Arellano Theater
7 p.m. Student Council Candidates' Forum — AMR 1
Multi-Purpose Room
7:30 p.m. Readings From Her Poetry—Julie Agoos,
Princeton University — Arellano Theater

4:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Mar. 1
12 p.m. Slide presentation and display Women at
Hopkins by Julia Morgan, university archivist
— Arellano Theater
4:30 p.m. Film Lucia (Part 3). Commentary by Dr. Sidney
Mintz, professor, dept. of Anthropology. —
Arellano Theater
7:30 p.m. Dr. Edward Wallach, professor and chairman
of Obstetrics and Gynecology Ethical Considerations in the New Reproductive
Technology — Garrett Room, MSE

Wednesday, Mar. 2
Office of Special Events' Wednesday Noon
Series: Dr. Emily Martin, chair, Anthropology
Women in the Body — Garrett Room, MSE
4:30 p.m. Films A Lady Named Baybie and Taking Our
Bodies Back — Arellano Theater
7:30 p.m. JSA Purim Party and Megillah Reading. Music
by Kol Chayim Orchestra. — Glass Pay
12 p.m.

Thursday, Mar. 3
12 p.m. Panel You don't have to be manipulated by
sexual harassment — Arellano Theater
12 p.m. White House sponsored Time Management
Workshop — Conference Room B, Levering
5:15 p.m. Office of Cultural Affairs Conversation Series
with SAIS Professor Bruce Parrott A New Russian Revolution — Doctor's Dining Room, JHMI
6 p.m. Film Wild Flower: Women of South Lebanon —
Arellano Theater
6 p.m. Outlet — Little Theater
9 - 1 a.m. D.J. at the Grad Club My Hair's Longer

Sunday, Feb. 28
11 a.m. Mass — Glass Pavilion
11 - 12:30 p.m. GRO sponsored symposium. Topic: Future
Universities. — Newbury Auditorium, Mudd
sponsored symposium. Topic: The Johns
GRO
p.m.
2- 4
Hopkins University. Discussion with representatives from Hopkins faculty and administrators
and members of the, Baltimore community. —
Newbury Auditorium, Mudd
2:30 p.m. Theatre Hopkins Quartermaine's Terms.
Through March 20. — Merrick Barn
3 p.m. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Favorites
Series — Meyerhoff Symphony Hall
7 - 9:30 Reel World Night of the Hunter — Shriver Hall
•

Friday, Mar. 4
Registration for Housing Lottery — Wolman
Hall Housing Office
12 p.m. Film Small Happiness — Arellano Theater
4:15 p.m. Human Climate Task Force Party, including
kick-off to Women's History Month. Entertainment by S Flute Group. — Glass Pay
sponsored Party Cruise aboard the Lady
ICPB
a.m.
9- 1
Christina. $3; register through March 3 in SAC
Office.

9 - 12 p.m.
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Crossword
crossword

44 Coffin stands
46 Well-known electronics company
1 ---- paper
47 ---- ear
6 Cut
48 Exchanged words
11 String of beads
50 Wide's partner
13 Berated
51 Bowling ball
15 Italian food
material
16 "60 Minutes" host
17 Linguistics suffix 53 Scholarly
55 Periods of time
18 Cotton cloth
56 Brownish pigments
20 Part of BMOC
57 Know the ---21 Time periods
58 Gives a signal
23 Tennis term
24 Slang for fires
25 The Flintstones'
pet, et al.
27 Statement term
hall-ofBaseball
DOWN
28
famer, ---- Irvin
1 Polishing cloth
29 Military gestures
2 Old Italian capital
31 Soils
3 Prefix for gram or
32 Greek statesman
34 Greek island
graph
4 Drop into water
36 Leveling devices
39 Baseball MVP of
5 Lamprey fisherman
1961
6 Like a snake
40 ---- forma
7 Prison section
41 Piano seat
8 Building wing
43 Mr. Kazan
9 Unyielding
10 Takes back, as a
statement
11 Belief
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12
13
14
19
22
24
26
28
30
31
33
34
35
37
38
39
40
42
44
45
48
49
52
54

Angry outbursts
Low, wet land
Stupid
Grouped closely
Hospital convalescence rooms
Supporting undergarments
Hangs ten
Ways of conducting
oneself
God of the sky
Ike's initials
Piano keys
Quality
South American
river
---- nail
Musical pieces
Distributed
Forest inventory
Ancient harps
College in Maine
Type style
---- one's time
Formal fight
Siesta
Short for Deoxyribonucleic acid
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HOMESTYLE PASTA
Very Italian
Very Good
•

We're Not Just For Pizza Anymore
Introducing Our Homestyle Pastas

TORTELLINI RAVIOLI
SPAGHETTI GNOCCHI
All served, with your choice of Red or White Sauce

6249331

3215 N. Charles St. 1
(at 33rd St.)
467-0802

ATTENTION
The Application Deadline for
the Positions of:

ORIENTATION CHAIR I
AND
STUDENT ADVISING
CO-CHAIRS
Has Been Extended To:
Wednesday, March 12
Applications are Available at
the Student Council Office
and the Office of
Residential Life
and should be returned to the:
Student Council Office
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'By Stan they've got it!'
Kaplan helps Hopkins 'do it's best.'
by Jay Lechtman
A diminuitive 69 year-old with
a thick Brooklyn accent, sitting
behind a desk in his fifth-floor
Manhattan office, may have more
of an impact on the future of
many Hopkins students than all of
the Homewood professors, advisors, and administrators
combined.
Stanley H. Kaplan, the president of Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center, Ltd., has helped

chemistry, and physics that the
student may have learned two or
three years ago," Kaplan says.
In addition to the classroom
sessions, over 100 hours of supplementary materials are provided on tape, as well as take-home
review information and sample
tests. According to Elaine Dobson, office manager of the
Baltimore Center, students use
approximately 60 percent of the
supplementary
materials,
although, she added, "some

"I think that a student is cheating himself...if
he's not properly prepared."
—Stanley H. Kaplan
Hopkins students, through his ,students use all 100 hours."
center on the 3100 block of St.
All in all, Kaplan says, "You
Paul Street, "do their best" on get 300 hours of test-taking exthe abundance of acronymic ex- perience. You take a test that
ams they face upon application to poses questions, then the tapes
graduate schools: The GRE explain the basis of the question
(Graduate Record Examination), and the process of thinking the
the MCAT (Medical College Ad- question out."
missions Test), the LSAT (Law
A Kaplan student also gets,
School Admissions Test), and the Kaplan adds, "improved testGMAT (Graduate Management taking skills—when to guess,
Admissions Test).
when not to guess." Unlike the
Kaplan's preparatory courses Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
consist of 9 41
/
2 hour classes, for high schoolers, there is no
which, in the case of the MCAT, penalty for guessing on college
"review all the biology, tests, with the exception of the

Richard
Stanley H. Kaplan, 'Lord of the LSAT','MCAT Master', and 'GRE Guru'. Need
we say more?

GMAT. "If you don't know what
they're talking about. . . guess on
something," Kaplan stresses,
"you have a one-in-five chance
of guessing right."
Kaplan believes that guessing
penalties are only "anxiety-

Kaplan speaks on the role of standardized
testing in graduate school admissions
While Stanley Kaplan doesn't
believe that graduate admissions officers always listen to
him, he's in alinique position
to be able to monitor and
predict the future role of standardized tests in the graduate
admissions process, and
even the future of graduate
admissions itself. Kaplan
discusses these subjects, in
his own words, below.
The Role of
Standardized Tests
"I'd say it's quite important.
First of all, I think most law
schools will tell you that the
LSAT is a better predictor of
performance in the first year
of law school than is the
grade point average. These
are goal-directed tests. The
medical school or the law
school tells the test maker,
'these are the kinds of things
we need. You design a test
that tests these kinds of skills
and knowledge.' Obviously, if
you do well in this test, which
is testing what you need in
law school or medical school
or business school, then you
should do better in it."
"However, I'm a firm

believer that the grade point
average is more important
than the test score. There's
something wrong with comparing a 3 or 6 hour test with
three or four years in school.
The only balance of that is
that so many grade point
averages vary. Some schools
hand out A's like party
favors.. . sometimes
just
are
students
memorizing."
The Future of
Admissions Tests
"I have a self-interest in the
process, but there are many
things wrong with the tests. If
they just disappeared, I'd fold
up my tent and silently steal
away, but I don't think the
tests are going to disappear.
The SAT's have become
more and more important,
and for the other tests, I
believe that they will still be
important, but hopefully they
won't be weighed as importantly. So far that isn't
happening."
While Hopkins has not used
the MCAT as an admissions
criterion since September,
1986, Kaplan does not

believe that abolition of the
MCAT is a trend that will
spread to other universities.
"I haven't seen it. Usually
another test is substituted for
it. Obviously, The Johns
Hopkins Medical School is a
wonderful medical school,
and the kind of applicants
they get are top students
anyhow, so / don't think the
are going to make
'much
much of a difference one way
or another."
Hopes For The
Future of Admissions
"Hopefully, for medicine,
there will be a more
humanistic attitude because
most students consider it in
terms of practicality. If they're
going to medical school, and
in medical school know they'll
need biochemistry and
histology, they'll take these
courses as undergraduates,
and eschew psychology,
sociology, and music. I think
that's a big loss to them.
Hopefully students will be
looking at medicine not just
for the bucks they're going to
earn, but for the contribution
they can give . .

provoking things," with people
wondering whether or not to
guess, "rather than worrying
about the test itself." In recent
years, the GRE and LSAT have
abolished their penalties for
guessing, possibly for the reason
, Kaplan states, "and the validity
is still there," he says.
The cost for all of this preparation is not cheap. Tuition for
Kaplan courses range from $495
for the GRE, $545 for the
MCAT, to $595 for the LSAT
and GMAT. However, according
to Kaplan, "we've never turned
down a student because of inability to pay." Of the over 120,000
students in all Kaplan courses,
approximately 10 percent have
financial aid.
Few believe that Stanley
Kaplan truly exists. "People
think I'm just a name like Betty
Crocker or Sara Lee," he says.
"But seriously," he adds, "who

A Bell

Although he doesn't teach
anymore, Kaplan still gets a thrill
"when a student is floundering. . .and suddenly sees the
light. I want to sing out 'She's got
it! She's got it!,' like Rex Hari rison in My Fair Lady"
Although his preparation
methods have been vindicated by
the Educational Testing Service,
the Princeton, N.J. based company that writes and administers
many of the high school and
graduate tests, and by the Federal
Trade Commission, others are
uncomfortable with Kaplan's
controversial role in the
American educational system,
calling his courses, as consumer
advocate Ralph Nader did in his
1979 testing study, "legalized
cheating."
"If it's. legalized cheating,"
Kaplan - responds, "then

"Ifyou don't know what they're talking about,
guess on something."
—Stanley H. Kaplan
would ever invent a name like everybody, apparently, is guilty.
Stanley Kaplan?"
Many, many schools have their
Fewer would believe that he .own programs. One certainly
used to pay fellow students to let doesn't have to take my course,"
him tutor them. Kaplan's knack
Kaplan says, "but I think that a
as a "test maker," he says, pro- student is cheating himself or
pelled his $3 an hour Brooklyn
herself if that student isn't properbasement operation, which he ly prepared, because then they're
started in 1938, into an interna- .not showing what they can do."
tional network of over 125 perFor many Hopkins 'Phi Beta
manent test prep centers in the Kaplans', however, as Kaplan
U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico. jokingly calls course graduates,
"Basically a teacher," Kaplan the only conflict seems to be
says, he's uncomfortable in his which of the dozens of fawning
role as a corporate leader. "I still graduate school acceptance letters
have a hard time understanding to consider.
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"HOP"ping campus acts
by Matt Jacobs
On Friday, February 19, two
members of the HOP, Freshman
Howie Fried and Sophomore
Unice Liberman, represented
Hopkins among 550 college
delegations at the 1988 National
for
Campus
Association
Acitivites(NACA)National Convention, held at the Sheraton and
Omni Hotels in Washington,
D.C.
The NACA national convention is designed to allow student
activities representatives to meet
with professional entertainment
agencies and to sample a variety
of performers' acts. Over 400
representatives of various agencies were available to answer
questions, distribute press
material and promotional items,
and arrange bookings for their
clients.
Agencies present ranged from
the world renowned William
Morris Agency to Ray Owen's
one-man operation, and each
agency was giving away items to
promote their name and those of
For example,
their clients.
Rogers Entertainment was giving
away a hand-held plastic
alligator's head (on the end of a
stick that has a lever that makes
the alligator's head open and
close) that one of its clients, comedian Mark McCollum, uses in
his act. Swank Motion Pictures
Inc. was giving away Good Morning Vietnam t-shirts as well as t-

shirts listing other movies that
they will be offering to colleges.
The gimmicks are all so that
colleges will sign acts to perform
on their campuses. Roger Paul, of
Spotlight Enterprises, who
represents Jay Leno, Jerry
Seinfeld, and Marc Price (Skippy on Family Ties), among
others, said of the agency's goals,
"We are looking for exposure.
We are letting students know who
Spotlight is." When asked how
successful this convention will be
for his company, Paul responded,
"Our success ratio will be seen
down the line.•" He went on to
explain that success would depend on how many bookings his
clients will eventually get out of
this exposure.
Twice each day there were
'Showcases' in the main
ballroom, where various 'up and
coming' entertainers performed.
Types of acts ranged from
comedians to magicians to singers
to bands(of many different styles
of music).
One unique, and extremely
well received act was John
Bayley. A solo performer, Bayley
'plays a style of music known as
"Racca-Lipso"("Rock your lips
so") which sounds much like reggae. Bayley comes from Guyana
and plays twelve and six string
guitars, as well as a variety of
Latin and African precussion instruments. Bayley said of playing
at the convention, "I haven't
Showcased in seven years. last

time I got so many bookings that
this was the first time I could get
back." In 1981, Bayley had the U2, The Cure, REM, and Echo delegates came for the whole
largest block booking of anyone & The Bunnymen, as well as week, while some came for only
at NACA. Thus far in the 80's, many originals, is well on its way one day.
As for goals of the Hopkins'
Bayley has performed at over 500 to the top. Having just had their
colleges throughout America. Of first video on MTV, The delegation, Fried declared, "Our
the standing ovation his Showcase boneshakers rocked the conven- purpose in coming to the national
performance received, Bayley tion to a frenzied standing ova- convention was to find out the difsaid, "It's fun. When people tion. They have a new album ferent types of entertainment that
are available to the colleges at this
make you feel that good, it's coming out this Spring.
Although this year's conven- time." Fried went on the say that
good!"
One of the highlights of the tion was on the East Coast, the HOP will now take the
Showcases was The Boneshakers. organizers said that the West material gathered and sort
Out of the Virginia Beach area, Coast was well represented. They through it and then make plans
this band, whose songlist includes also said that 95% of the for the cominmg year.

STUDENT COUNCIL
CANDIDATES' FORUM
Come and hear the candidates for Student Council executive positions speak Monday, February 29
at 7 p.m. in the AMR I Multi-Purpose Room.
The following are the announced candidates:
Paul Diamond, Michael R. Fenzel,
Lou Giangiulio, Quentin Snider
Vice President: "Jeeter" Bagga, Justin Hott
Anna Lee Bamforth, Bill Henry
Treasurer:
No one
Secretary:
Unice Lieberman
HOP Director:
President:
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John Waters: King of Camp
by P. Sean Bramble
"I've always wanted to go to
an afternoon matinee where just
one person was watching the
movie, and sit right next to the
person. I've always wondered
what that person would think."
So says John Waters, director,
writer, actor, and comic. His
latest film, Hairspray, opens today at the Senator; the place
where, according to Waters, he
used to go for children's birthday
parties. "I used to go to parties
in those private screening booths
all the time," he says.
The film itself is set in a more
innocent age as well. Set in 1962,
the year "before everything
changed; before Kennedy, before
Vietnam," the film follows
young Tracy Turnblad as she attempts to become a dancer for the
Corny Collins Show. A silly
satire of "teen" and "message"
movies, it shows Tracy emerge
victorious as she not only makes
the show, but also helps integrate
the once all-white cast.
The segregationalist/integrationist themes were difinitely a
touchy subject for Hollywood,

admits Waters. "If it was a
Hollywood picture, they would
have left all that out. They would
have simply had blacks on the
show." But avoiding touchy subjects is not in Waters' demeanor.
He argues, "How can you not
have it (this idea) in the film? It
was part of the time."
Waters' other movies have
been just as controversial as well.
His first feature was Mondo
Trasho (1969), completed on a
budget of $2100. The film
follows the hideous turn of events
that plague a single day in the
lives of a hit-and-run driver and
her victim. "Those who laugh,"
said the Baltimore Sun of its
potential audience "are in more
trouble than they know."
Multiple Maniacs (1970), the
story of circus freak show hosts
who lure unsuspecting suburbanites into their tents where they
rob and murder them, was
followed by Pink Flamingoev 1-1i
best-known film, Flamingoes was
screened at the Cannes Film
Festival and at the Paris
Cinematheque, but it may have
kept Waters from selling his
idea for Hairspray much sooner.

"I pitched Hairpray to three
studios: Geffen, Paramount, and
Columbia. The studio executives
would be interested, then they'd
watch Pink Flamingoes at ten in
the morning with their wives."
The film is the story of two
families competing for the title of
"The Filthiest People Alive."
Somehow, Walters laughs, "it
made them reconsider accepting •
my idea,"
Hairspray has been Waters'
most ambitious film to date.
Waters says "it was a challenge
to make a PG movie." It has also
been his most expensive film,
with a budget of just around
$2,000,000, $425,000 of which
was spent on the music rights
alone. "I know it was an expensive film," adds Waters, "when
I saw one of the production
assistants on the set sporting a
parka."
Currently, Waters is promoting
his film. "I'm on Letterman the
25th, then Divine and I do Good
Morning America, followed by
Debbie Harry the next day." He
is also slated to have Random
House publish his third book: a
compilation of his scripts for Pink

Flamingoes, its unmade sequel,
and Desperate Living (1977).
Finally, when the film's release
is further behind him, he plans to
go back and do the comedy club
circuit he has done for years.
Still, Waters can't help but look
back with satisfaction at
Hairspray, particularly its latter
stages. "They do test screenings
for the film, making sure that the
audience is comprised of 10%

wives, 10% blacks, and so on—I
wanted to know if they'd inlcuded the necrophiliacs, too," jokes
Waters. "Anyway,the film came
to part where they should really
laugh hard, and the audience loved it!"
What happened then?
"My producer leaned over to
me," replies Waters, "and asked
me, 'Are you having an
orgasm?'"

Hairspray:
A Kitch Masterpiece
Something Wild in its appraisal of and best friend Penny manage to
outrageous Americana, save that get caught up in the local segregaThat dishy Divine, seen here in an early John Waters film Multible
The trashman cometh—John it's set in the Sixties, and Waters' tion wars when they befriend the
Maniacs. The tittilating transvestite is also in Waters' new film Hairspray.
Waters' new movie, Hairspray, sense of the transcendently vulgar ;son of a black DJ.
Sound confusing? Possibly, but racist overtones of the film deliberately plastic lines occahis first major studio release, is has been matched by no other liva fine, unabashedly campy look ing human being since Idi Amin. Hairspray works so well because manage to steer clear of didactism sionally pop up and are startling
at the Sixties which manages to
The film traces the evolution of it takes all these and other and/or farce. Waters' treatment for their serious effect. And every
ring true on more than a purely one Tracy Turnblad from elements and colors them the hot- of this very real issue is handled set, be it a clothing store for "the
overweight teenybopper to test neon pink and green possible. with surprising sensitivity; yes, larger, big boned woman," or a
comedic level.
Waters' films may be overweight "hairhopper." She The film takes its camp seriously. the audience laughs sometimes, rundown gymnasium, has the
The characters are little more but it is also taken aback by the ring of kitschy Watersian authensomething of an acquired taste, manages this metamorphosis by
but with Hairspray he has toned passing an audition and becoming than caricatures of the people lit- realization that once upon a time • ticity his fans have grown to love.
down the Caligula-like crudity a regular dancer on the Corny tering every pubescent Annette blacks could not dance with
What is best about the mo—vie is
which marked his earlier efforts, Colling Show, a schlocky Funicello/Frankie Avalon film, whites under the same roof. The that Waters makes the viewer feel
Polyester and Pink Flamingoes, American Bandstand sendup but Waters loves this very metaphor of mixed dancing as that he's being told some ribald
preferring an only mildly fetid which elevates her to Baltimore shallowness—he treats them all racial equality, while hardly inside joke, that yeah, you hate
medium. Featuring Divine, Deb stardom. This couldn't displease with such loving care that they original, gives the film a peculiar- beehive hairdos and all the phony
by Harry, Sonny Bono, and cam Amber Von Tussle more; the manage to transcend the merely ly human resonance.
ritual associated with being a
eos by Pia Zadora and Rick movie pits her against Tracy in a cliche and
become the
The B-movie aspects of the teenager, etc., but you'll love
Ocasek (HILLARIOUS as a pair fight for the coveted Miss Auto outrageously
funny
and film give Hairspray a sumptuous- having a good laugh at it just the
of hardcore beatniks), Hairspray Show 1963 crown. Along the unbelievable.
ly chintzy look. Scenes are ap same.
is not unlike Johnathan Demme's way Tracy, her boyfriend Link,
Too, the more serious Sixties propriately overacted while
by John Park

Throat Culture: Improvisational fun with the Barnstormers
Throat Culture, sponsored by from the speakers on either side 'This was the thing that really
Outlet and the Barnstormers, of the stage. People were milling made the show special. Improv
My mother always told me,"If marked a breakthrough at around the audience like it was a isation really breaks down a lot
you can't say anything nice, don't Hopkins. These students have party. Then, the lights went of the walls between audience and
say anything at all." And that's said, "Yeah, OK, so maybe we down, the music changed to the cast. That is, every actor is very
why I never wanted to write about don't have money and fancy Stones, and we settled into some vulnerable without a script to deon-campus theater. Not to cut on lights and fancy props and home movies—a slide show of the pend on or to hide behind. This
the Barnstormers, or anything. I costumes here. But we do have cast frollicking around the staid immediacy and spontaneity built
mean, I guess maybe I am one one resource that we should take buildings we call school. They as the show continued.
myself. But the thing is that the fuller advantage of—student in- danced on the steps of Gilman
Some of the bits were parproductions are frequently, tellect and creativity."
like it was recess in third grade ticularly memorable. The skit
well. . . handicapped. They have
The show was comprised of a and this was their jungle gym. about the White Lie Society really
to overcome tremendous ob- series of skits(a la Saturday Night The pictures created a carefree hit home for anyone who has
stacles—low budgets, poor Live, Second City) developed mood so foreign to Hopkins they either given or been given a camfacilities, meager student support. from improvisations. The skits almost seemed surrealistic.
pus tour. The Hopkins Zone pokThe students involved are swim- poke fun at even the most sacred
After the slide show introduc- ed fun at our GPA-crazed camming upstream in the rapids.
aspects of Hopkins life and real- ed us to the cast, the movie screen pus, where possessed students
But, now I can write about ly provide a showcase for the lifted to reveal the stage, bare ex- walk around ready to "suck each
Hopkins theater and still heed my talent we have at this school.
cept for several black wooden others noodles" to gain the
mother's advice. There is finally
As soon as I walked into the chairs. These would serve as the knowledge necessary for that exa group of students that have newly christened Roberto primary set for the evening.
tra numeric boost. The game
decided not to fight the current, Arellano Theater I knew that I was
Against this spartan setting, the show "Pass/Fail/or Incomplete'
but to go with it.
not in for a conventional evening, cast virtually burst onto the scene paired up pre-meds with Writing
Lat.,:i
)
veek's production of
Alison Moyet's voice crooned ,exuding a sort of colorful energy. Seminars majors for a head-toby Amy Reiter
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head game of Pictionary. And the
woes of the Sock Mobster (set to
the tune of Rock Lobster), surreptitiously swiping articles of
clothing from the laundry, attacked a universal phenomenon.
Seeing this show was a cathartic experience. Sure, there are a
lot of things wrong with Hopkins.
Sure, you could spend all your
time complaining about it like a
lot of people do. Or, like these
students, you can channel your
energy into more productive
venues. These people were able
to laugh at their troubles. So
could the audience. And in this
most competitive and stressful of
places, a little laughter goes a
long way. A lot of laughter goes
even farther. Throat Culture was
a lot of laughs.
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On Media

ATTENTION
JUNIORS

by Mark W. Stewart

Looking for a SUMMER JOB
in banking? EQUITABLE BANK, NA has g
openings in its
"Summer Internship Program"
0
Economics and Computer Science
majors preferred. If interested, submit
your resume to the Office of Career
Counseling and Placement, 224A
Mergenthaler, by Friday, March 18th
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Attention Sophomores:
•
•
and Juniors
I

Eli

I

Are you a Chemistry or Chemical NI
Eli Engineering major? If you're interested El
▪ in a SUMMER JOB, W.R. Grace and Co.°
NI has openings for "Land Technicians" im
and "Pilot Plant Technicians". If you'd
Eli like to apply, submit your resume to Iii
the Office of Career Counseling and
o Placement, 224A Mergenthaler, by Ill
Friday, March 18th.
al
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St.PaulCleaners
TAILORING, REPAIRING SAME DAY CLEANING AND PRESSING, SHOE REPAIRING
3120 St. Paul St.
r

235-4413

Bring in this coupon with your incoming order for a

expires 3/3/88
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HILLCREST CLINIC
ABORTION
FIRST itt, SECOND TRIMESTER
•FREE PR,EGNANCY TESTING

•SONOGRAMS

• VD TESTING

•COUNSELING

•BIRTH CONTROL SERVICES

•COMMUNITY Ef,UCATION

Genuine Help and Understanding

FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL

.•

Open
Mcn Sat 8:30 5:00 PM
- MOM
VISA
: ..... .• .• • ,.• ,

788-4400i
5602 Baltimore NatiOnat-pi,ke t
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against the free sampling of •
records. His latest album, Jazz
From Hell, in fact, has a warn-)
ing label on it informing the
curious and the devious alike, that
unauthorized use or sampling of
this record is against existing !
copyright laws. Well, regardless ,
of whether that is actually the
case, it is an interesting pronouncement coming from the
maker of "Porn Wars," a 12"
single he released that uses recordings of the Senate's September
19, 1985, "Hearing on Record
Labelling" to publicly ridicule
Senators Gore, Hawkins and
Danforth, not to mention the entire PMRC group. It may be that
these people needed to be ridiculed and quite honestly, it didn't
take that much manipulation to do
it, but objectively, this is exactly
what I was refering to last week
when I mention the term media
terrorism. My example was that
of splicing Pope John Paul's
speech on the Church's view of
birth control with Madonna's
"Like a Virgin. Zappa's record
is equally blatant. In certain
sections, he digitally alters the
pitch and tone of the Senator's
voices such that they begin to
resemble various barnyard
animals: pigs, donkeys, and
chickens. He also carefully rearranges the contexts of the questions and answers, misrepresenting, if only slightly, the views of
the speakers. No doubt, in Zappa's view, these misrepresentations better serve the public since
they manage to remove the individuals from the false authority of their position and lower
them to the level of a Bugs Bunny cartoon where even children
can see the foolishness of their
views. Well, maybe. In the hands
of a lesser artist, however, the
See
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own in Britain last year with
"Road Block," a song which
Did you ever notice that Echo may as well be called "Pump Up
& the Bunnymen's "Do It the Volume Part 2." They have
Clean" is the exact same song as a considerable advantage over
The Monkees' "Stepping less financially powerful producStone?" Did you ever wonder tion companies, however. Having
why there was never any litiga- sold over fifty-million records
tion over it? Did you ever think, since their inception a few years
"Who cares. I like them both." ago, SAW cannot only afford to
Not to sound too much like An- disguise their "borrowing" with
dy Rooney but these are ques- the latest, most expensive
tions that the average fan needs to technology but can also better
consider before he or she can start chance the possibility of law
to understand more interpolated suits.
versions of the same question.
Perhaps as a result of the curSo all right, last week I started rent legal environment, new
in with this whole deal on sampl- singles have started using difing and song stealing. The idea ferent methods in order to avoid
behind the first part was simply the wrath of the big timers. Eric
to familiarize the readers with B. & Rakim's "Move the
some of rock's traditions as well Crowd," for example, still uses
as some of its newest trends. Now pieces of other records in its conthat I've laid that foundation, I'd struction, but the most obvious
like to continue on into this in- swipes, in this case the phrase
creasingly complex field.
"pump up the volume" and the
If you've been listening to any signature riff to John Cougar's
pop radio lately you have no "Jack and Diane," are not samdoubt had the pleasure to hear a pled but duplicated by studio
song entitled "Pump Up the musicians. It may seem like a
Volume" by a mysterious group cop-out in the eyes of hard-line
known as M/A/R/R/S. The song samplers and free art supporters,
stands out from other Top Forty but it does put legal precedent on
hits, not for its lack of a hum- their side. It has been generally
mable melody or a compelling determined in U.S. and British
rhythm (indeed it has both in courts that musical "quotations"
spades), but for its somewhat uni- of two bars or less are allowable,
que structure. Instead of fashion- and while that rule is neither hard
ing melodies and playing them on nor fast, there have been a
keyboards and guitars like most number of cases over the past five
other songwriters, the men from years which support the ruling. In
M/A/R/R/S use a few figures the last thirty seconds of Huey
from a number of pre-existing Lewis & the News' "I Want a
records to create the song's struc- New Drug," for example, the
ture. The only original material guitarist modulates into a close
to be found in the grooves of the approximation of Hendrix's
record are the title's catch phrase "Purple Haze" but the quotation
and the propulsive drum machine is so blatant, so appropriate to the
and synth-base backing track. song, and so obviously legal, no
The song is a DJ's dream; lengthy action was ever taken.
without being over-long, busy
Surprisingly, even rock and
while still providing enough roll's enfant terrible Frank Zapspace for even the least ex- pa has pronounced himself
perienced mixers to make their
own contributions.
But not everyone is as pleased.
British mega-producers Stock,
Aitken & Waterman (whose
name already sounds like a law by John Park
firm) have filed suit against the
makers of"Pump," claiming that A collection of the most brilliant
a piece of one of Bananarama's songs ever written:
songs(which they produced) was
used illegally in the body of said
"Cat People" by David
song. Well, only an idiot would Bowie—Cat People soundtrack
deny that there was some borrow- His best song this decade
ing going on, but as a result Of the
suit's vague phrasing and the
"South Central Rain" by
general lack of precedent for such R.E.M.—Reckoning
cases, it looks as though the case More heartbreak in three minutes
will be caught up in litigation for than an entire Harry Dean Stansome time. In the meantime, 4th ton film.
and Broadway decided to play it
"Ease" by P.I.L.—Album
safe and delete the offending snippet from the single's domestic With a guitar solo by Steve Vai
release.
that could rouse Jimi from the
From certain perspectives this grave.
is only right. Plagiarists, say
many "responsible" musicians
"Los Angeles" by X—Los
and producers, should not be Angeles
allowed to continue their ac- Like the Sex Pistols never
tivities with impunity. The pro- existed.
blem is that SAW, as I will refer
to them in the future, are just as
"Perfect Skin" by Lloyd Cole
guilty as M/A/R/R/S when it and the Commotions—Rattlecomes to appropriating material snakes
that is not theirs. "Mr. Sleeze," Perfect: Jack Kerouac meets Bob
the b-side of Bananarama's third Dylan and a jangly guitar.
SAW produced single, is filled
"Digging Your Scene" by The
with snippets of James Brown
records. Worse, SAW had a Blow Monkeys—Animal Magic
number one pop single of their For the loun:e lizard in us all.
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"Long Hot Summer" by The
Style Council—Introducing.. .
Remembering every summer
sweetheart you ever had; best
taken with a martini.
"Death of a Disco Dancer" by
The Smiths—Strangeways, Here
We Come
Can they do no wrong?
"Troy"
by
Sinead
O'Connor—The Lion and the
Cobra
"Searing."
"Forbidden Colours" (Merry
Christmas Mr. Lawrence soundtrack) & "Laughter and Forgetting" (Gone to Earth) by David
Sylvian
Absolutely beautiful songs from
pop's most perfect aesthese.
"Funny How Love Is" by The
Fine Young Cannibals
For when you're blue.
"Jealous Guy" (live version)
by Roxy Music—The High Road
Better than John Lennon's version. Really.
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The Flip Side
by Phil Gochenour
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by Phil Gouchenour
Way back when, in the Jurassic
period of American punk (some
time around 1980), there were
three or four bands who were the
very symbols of the American
movement. Amongst these bands
were the Minutemen. One of the
first bands on the then fledgling
SST label, the Minutemen were
known for the fact that most of
their songs clocked in under one
minute. But what they could pack
into that minute was often more
than what most people could put
into a six-minute opus.
Minutemen songs were, if
nothing else, aware and intelligently written, which made
them stand out in a field populated by angst ridden singers
who could only manage to say
that the world sucked, and were
really stuck to come up with
anything beyond that. Musically,
the Minutemen sounded like a
jazz trio, each player with a
distinct style, pounding out their
own thing around a loose but
well-defined core.
The Minutemen managed to
put out eleven albums and EPs in
six years, and when they weren't
in the studio recording, they were
on the road touring. The Minutemen were one of the most productive bands around, and each
new release chronicled the progression of a band that was
maturing into something that
went well beyond its original
hardcore beginnings. Tragically,
however, lead singer and guitarist
D. Boon died in an auto accident

in 1985. With that, it looked like
the end of everything the Minutemen had built up.
Enter Ed Crawford, longtime
Minutemen fan and guitar player.
Crawford pestered bassist Mike
Watt until they decided to give
him a go, and Firehose was born.
Firehose's first album, Ragin',
Full On, picked up where the
Minutemen left off and even surpassed that point. Crawford
brought with him a different set
of influences, not the least of
which was a tendency toward the
roots-rock style of such bands as
REM, which translated out into
his vocal stylings and a much
fuller, cleaner guitar style. Songs
like "The Candle and the Flame"
also demonstrated a softer, more
emotional side to the band than a
departure from the more "angry
young man" oriented songs of the
Minutemen. The fates were not
kind when this album was released, however, and it was overshadowed by the release of Double Nickels on the Dime, a tworecord set of Minutemen songs.
Long-standing readers of this column will remember, however,
that I urged everyone within earshot to go out and buy it.
I will unequivocally make the
same statement for the new
Firehose album, Irn. If you never
listen to me again, if you never
have before, listen now: go buy
this album. If you have any appreciation of music. whatever
style, you will appreciate this
album. Although lacking in some
of' the first album's anarchistic
jazz energy, If'n is distinguished

by a much more solid musical
style that seems to reflect a band
that has decided to be three guys
playing together, instead of three
guys just playing the same music.
Crawford's influence on this
album is also much deeper, including such things as more emphasis on acoustic instrumentation, and a very subtle, gentle
musical style that evokes the
Athens, Georgia musical style
without being an emulation of it.
This album, for example, includes one acoustic guitar/voice
piece which, if it is not outwardly dedicated to the memory of D.
Boon, is still perhaps the best
epitaph that anyone could ever
hope for. (Sadly enough, I don't
know the name of this piece since
I was sent a test pressing which
didn't label the songs.)
Along with all this we have the
usual scat-like vocal stylings over
the most minimal cymbal and
guitar work; the usual breakneck
romps of drummer George
Hurley and bassist Mike Watt;
the always expressive voice of
Crawford as he sings, wails, cajoles, questions, and asserts; and,
most of all, still some of the best
lyrics in the biz, little phrasings
that'll stick in your head for days,
and maybe even make you think a
little bit.
Once again, I recommend this
album to everyone. Along with
groups like the Replacements,
Firehose is one of the great hopes
for American rock and roll in the
eighties, and they deserve every
ounce of support we can give
them.

ty there ought to be some things

that remain apart, separate and
distinct from the rest. Realism?
Romanticism? These terms, like
surface.
Perhaps Robert Plant has the humor, get lost and we are left
right attitude. Along with James with the slander which, like
Brown, Led Zeppelin is one of everything else, is getting
the most frequent victims of harder to define with each passsamplers. License to Ill, one of ing day. Decide for yourself.
last year's top selling albums,
features the two bar drum intro to
"When the Levee Breaks" as the
entire rythm track for their song,
"Rhymin & Stealin." But instead
of retalliating with law suits like
so many others, the ex-Zeppelin
vocalist decided to respond in
turn. On his new album, Now and FILM
Zen, Plant samples himself not
\Viekend WonderFlix presents
from Led Zep records but from
the Beastie Boys' samples of The Untouchables, starring Kevin
those records. An eye for an eye, Costner and directed by Brian De
Palma. Lots of fun in Old
a riff for a riff, I guess.
It is difficult to make any kind Chicago. Friday and Saturday, 8
of solid decisions regarding the ahd 10:15 p.m. in Shriver Hall.
The Senior Class will present
issue of sampling. Aside from the
legal and financial considerations, Carnal Knowledge, starring Jack
the question of what is original Nicholson. Two college men
and what is derivative is one that coming of age in the 1940's—just
has been argued up and down for how explicit do you think this is
centuries. To deny that the gonna get? Friday and Saturday,
technology exists would be 8 and 10:15 p.m. in Shaffer 3.
foolish and to restrict the artistic
The Reel World presents Night
possibilities of that technology, of the Hunter, starring Shelly
criminal. Still, it seems that in a Winters and Robert Mitchum as
world of increasing homogenei- a psychopathic preacher in search

scum, eventually rises to the
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make college easier.
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The Study Abroad Office
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Special thanks to John Park for
his invaluable help researching
this article.
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of money. It even includes two
children to be victimized.
Directed by Charles Laughton.
Sunday at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
Shriver.
The Baltimore Film Forum
presents Blue Velvet Friday at 8
p.m. at the BMA.
MUSIC
The Chamber Orchestra of
Auvergne, France will perform at
Hopkins on Saturday. February
27 at 8 p.m. in Shriver Hall.
Tickets are $16 and $14, with
special student rates available.
Call 338-7157 for more info.
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South African appeals to our conscience

Va.

Is this Johns Hopkins' response to appeals to conscience?
South Africa Dispatches: Letters
to My Countrymen by Donald
Woods. Henry Holt and Co.,
$16.95, 190 pp.

by Noam M.M. Neusner
Dispatches is a quick read, but
a disturbing one. Woods has collected the articles he wrote over
a two year period for the Daily
opposition
Dispatch, an
newspaper in South Africa. In the
book, Woods characterizes the
South African regime with such
candor it is hard to disagree with
him. Each piece is an attack on
the system of apartheid—a system
of such complexity that it limits
• the way people live, from the
language they learn in school to
where they sit in a park.
The book is introduced by
novelist Alan Paton as a "book
in praise of freedom and in
defense of freedom." After
reading the book, one would have
to join in with Paton's praise. I
would go as far as to say the book
should be read in any political
science class discussing freedom.
Woods gives one example where
love of freedom is contrary to
love.of nation, a situation which
does not exist in this country or
in any democracy. South Africa
is not a democracy, nor is it an
acceptable dictatorship.
It is not hard to say that apartheid is immoral. It has not been
said enough, however, that apartheid is impractical. Apartheid
reeks of stupidity and ignorance,
ignorance not only of a black
man's right to liberty, but also ignorance of his potential ability to
react against the current government. Woods' book is replete
with different accounts of apartheid's impracticality. The reader
may find these accounts redundant, but judging from an
American's knowledge of apartheid, the accounts are necessary.
Woods' anger with apartheid
grows within the book. His early
articles are a little immature,
often making their points with a
final, get-the-last-word-in attitude. Later, however, Woods
writes angrily, and the humor
which existed early in the book
disappears. Virtually all the later
articles are direct attacks against

government figures, primarily
Police Minister Kruger. One can
not help but be amazed that in an
open letter to P.W. Botha, Woods
answers Botha's claims that
"Peking and Moscow would rejoice if the government is toppled," with: "Well, most of the
people in this country will rejoice . . ." Wherein Wood lists
not only every major city in South
Africa, but every major city in the
world. Only an angry man could
have written and published such
a response.
Perhaps the greatest contribution of Woods' book is his unique
perspective. Much has been written about how apartheid affects
blacks, but Wood includes whites
among the witnesses against apartheid. Woods describes the
sadness of living in a country
where your friendship with blacks
is restricted by space. You can
not go to the same bathroom as
a black man, nor can you sit on
the same park bench. Woods expresses this sadness in each of his
articles: sadness that not even the
Church actively opposes apartheid. That is why, one suspects,
many English-speaking South
Africans are leaving the country.
Sometimes Woods' accounts
are extremely powerful, as when
he attacks the government's
displeasure with the BBC's
"World at War" series, which,
in a certain episode, graphically
depicted the Dachau concentration camp. In one of the most
powerful paragraphs of the book,
Wood laments: "Yes, it is unpatriotic to love the things in your
country that are wrong. When the
Dachau death camp was built,
Hitler's men put up a sign outside
it: MY COUNTRY, RIGHT OR
WRONG. Those are among the
most evil words ever written."
If the South African government's intransigence is so strong,
one can not make the argument
that it is a government willing to
make reform. There is no force
for reform in South Africa from
within the government, nor will
there ever be one. The
Afrikaaner, as expressed by
Woods, needs no friends and bitterly hates enemies. It is a
government oblivious to the
world around it.
Woods' attack of apartheid is

digenous residents of the most
succussful country on the continent. While a great deal can be
made of their imbecilic racism,
their ingenuity and pride cannot
be ignored. The Afrikaaner cannot be characterized just as a
racist: that would be a mistake
which would be just as ignorant
as any Afrikaaner's bigotry.
Woods' obliviousness to the
volatile element of black leadership and also his ignorance of
Afrikaaner belonging detracts
from his main argument.
Nonetheless, his testimony
against the current government is
overwhelming. After reading
about the arrests, deaths in detention, and lack of freedom in South
Africa, one cannot help but insist
that something be done there.
Woods fails, however, in
exemplary in its frankness, hav- prescribing any viable solution,
ing reduced the concept of and it is this failure which symAfrikaaner nationalism to mere bolizes our own helplessness. We
words next to the most pressing
need in South Africa: reform and
freedom. Having portrayed the
current government as incapable
of such reform, Woods places
faith in black leaders, notably
Nelson Mandela and Steven Biko.
If Woods' book can be called
into question on one point, it is
this one. Woods, throughout the
book, takes to task the current
leaders on a variety of issues.
When it comes to supporting
black leaders, he turns his attention away from issues, like what
to do with a white minority in a
black-ruled South Africa, and instead lauds Biko and Mandela on
the grounds that they are in- by Jonathan Engler
telligent, moderate, and kindhearted. I found it shocking that
Eras of transition are generalWoods, who throughout the book ly a lot more interesting than
spoke in practical terms, becOmes periods of stasis when everything
enchanted by the personal is going just great and nobody
qualities of the black leadership. finds time to criticize a particularOne wonders if his support for ly crucial leg of the status quo.
Biko was heavily influenced by Perhaps its because societies in
Biko's legendary charisma.
flux show human nature in its
An acceptance of the current timelessness, paranoid confusion
brand of black leadership in South when faced by anything a little
Africa necessarily includes an ac- too bizarre. Sort of like the way
ceptance of violence, not to men- the punks just couldn't handle the
tion a substantial amount of com- leisure suit scare of the late
munists. This is not to say that 1970's and went an alternate
violence is not to be expected, but route of their own.
it hardly warrants complete supThe late Victorian era was a lot
port. Woods is almost naive in like this, with the cracks beginnthis respect, and repeatedly ing to show in established
swims in the sea of black violence England's armor as the rest of the
without realizing it. At Steven world decided to have a go at beBiko's funeral he noted his in- ing top of the heap, too. We're
tense fear that those few whites all rather familiar with the stereoattending would be attacked by types of the Victorian era, with
the thousands of blacks. its prudish behavior, women with
Somehow, Woods attributes the whale bones supporting their
lack of black-white violence at the skirts, and bathtubs with cloth
funeral to the South African covers. Lest the neighbors think
blacks' desire for a "non-racial, something untowards was going
non-ethnic society."
on
in
your
bathroom
If Zimbabwe is any test of this like. . . bathing? At any rate, there
theory, Woods is terribly wrong. was a strong reaction to this exShould South African blacks cessive formality, which extendoverthrow the current govern- ed well beyond merely dress; the
ment, all 'South African whites manner in which one ate and
would be in danger. Woods spoke varied according to
avoids the subject of a black-ruled fashions
which
changed
South Africa, just as he glosses biannually.
over the issue of Afrikaaner
A movement in literature and
culture. The Afrikaaner is as art called "aestheticism" arrived
much a part of South Africa as on the scene at this stage, proany African black. They are the moted by such masters as Yeats
white tribe of Africa, the in- and Kipling, the painter James

all feel that something should be
done in South Africa, but, barring the possibility of military intervention, nothing really can be
done.
When I was in high school, I
wrote: "Americans like to be
problem solvers. When governments are threatened by anarchy,
when human rights are denied by
governments, when evil leaders
threaten world freedom, America
takes on the task of overcoming
these international problems."
I still believe this is true, but
just because we want to solve problems does not mean the problems are solvable by us. Witness
our policy of economic sanctions.
Woods, I'm sure, would agree
that sanctions represent nothing to
a self-sufficient and stubborn
regime. After having read
Woods, one cannot help but feel
completely helpless. Have pity on
South Africa.
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Oscar
Wilde's
earnest aesthetics
Whistler, and the earnest Oscar
Wilde. The essence of this movement was a desire for art for art's
sake, an idea that a particular
poem, for instance, should only
be measured in terms of poetry
rather than the contemporary
significance of its symbolism or
whatever. This idea saw its
manifestation and in many ways
termination in the life and works
of Oscar Wilde.
Wilde reacted in a number of
ways to the bourgois regime he
found so ridiculous. Like the
punks, he wore clothing which
contrasted with the established
norms of the society, preferring
bright colors and carnations to the
formal grays and blacks of the
1890's. Society as a whole found
the movement amusing and
somewhat ridiculous, and even
Gilbert and Sullivan had a go at
the aesthetes in their operetta Patience, mocking the dandified
gents who pranced through the
country side smelling the roses
with so much committment.
Wilde responded with his own
parodies of Victorian absurdity,
the most famous of which is his
play The Importance of Being
Ernest. While Wilde did produce
poetry, he was most reknowned
for his conversational talents and
these talents found their best expression in playwriting. As Yeats
said, "I never before heard a man
talking with such perfect
sentences, as if he had written
them all overnight with labor and
See WILDE, 19
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Wilde's art for art's sake vs. Victoriana
From

VVILDE, 18

yet all spontaneous."
As in his comedies A Woman
of No Importance and An Ideal
Husband, The Importance ofBeing Ernest poked fun at the Victorian social formalities through
the absurd actions of the
characters (holding different
identities in the country and the
city, using the formalities of
eating as a means by which to
avoid unmannered sentimentality)
and the absolute seriousness with
which the characters present their
insipidity. Indeed, Wilde described the play as a manifestation of
the attitude that,". . . we should
treat all the trivial things of life
seriously, and all the serious
things of life with sincere and
studied triviality." On both sides
of the Atlantic, the audiences loved it and the play's 1895 London
production went on for 86
performances.
The productions were stopped
by the scandal which emerged
from Wilde's trial for sodomy,
instigated in fact by Wilde's own
father, the Marquis of
Queensbury. The aged Marquis
accused Wilde in a relatively
small incident of being a
homosexual, which Wilde clearly was, and his son responded by
filing a civil lawsuit on the
grounds of libel. After a highly
publicized series of trials, Wilde
was found guilty and sentenced to
prison, where he ended up for
g
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two years. The scandal effectively ruined Wilde's career and his
life (the fellow had a family, in
fact), and he died several years
later in 1900.
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There is clear absurdity in
Wilde's actions here, from which
there is a clear lesson. Wilde
placed himself in the hands of a
society for whom he had no
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The News-Letter Books Section will be featuring examples of creative writing
Hopkins
from
Johns
undergraduates. If you have
a piece of work you would
like to see published, the
News-Letter would love to
talk to you. Either drop your
writing off with any comments at the Gatehouse ,
leave it in Gilman Box 452
attn. Jonathan Engler, or call
me at 235-6318. Thank you
very much,

Attention Seniors &
Graduate Students:
If you are completing your degree this year and
have not registered with the Office of Career
Counseling and Placement, please stop by 224A
Mergenthaler Hall as soon as possible. Interview
schedule for March 1 to March 11 is as follows:
March 1
March 2
March 2
March 3
March 3
March 4
March 7
March 7
March 7
March 8
March 9
March 9
March 10
March 11
March 11
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downfall, but the next generation
of writers would take England to
task for it, clawing at the very
foundations of middle class
assumptions. The fate of that Victorian society in the twentieth
century speaks for itself, as does
our contemporary comfort with
the notion of art for the sake of
art, an idea alien to that era. A
glance at the mass of perspectives
available to us is perhaps an adept
response to the accusations of
decadence leveled at society today, a society replete with
tolerance unimaginable in the
rather recent past. If society
ascends with its level of cultural
freedom and productivity, then
we are certainly not decadent,
and a glance at the life of Wilde
and his England provide a convincing response.
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respect (Wilde once commented
that three quarters of England
was ignorant) and in fact asked
them to pass judgement on him.
Such a desire for acceptance
(he didn't have to file the lawsuit,
after all, and nearly no one would
have heard of his father's comment if Wilde had not publicized
it) would seem to indicate that art
cannot merely be for art's sake;
there are clear messages in The
Importance ofBeing Ernest, aside
from its beautiful language, and
it is as if he wanted to see if society had accepted the judgement he
had passed upon them. Evidently they had not.
So here one had mankind at its
most vulnerable, courageous
enough to make a stance against
a society deemed absurd, and going to the people with great commitment. Yet there is a difference
between what society will listen
to and put up with from afar, yet
another thing when the physical
assault on the security of
establishment is commenced.
Wilde assaulted the British justice
system and its values, striking
altogether too close to home. The
principle involved was not really
Wilde's sexual exploits but rather
the legitimacy of the bourgoise as
a bastion of culture, proposing
rather that through their conventions they were a barrier to it.
And society told him to go to hell,
at least for a while.
Their intolerance would be his
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IBM
Sherwood Capital Inc.
Motorola
Bureau of the Census
ANSER — Information Session
ANSER
ICF Inc.
Semans Medical Systems
Equitable Bank, NA— Information
Session
Citicorp U.S. Card Products
Peat, Marwick, Main & Co.
Electronics Security Command—
Information Session
Vitro Corp.
Computer Sciences Corp.
MIT

Interviews are scheduled on a first-come, firstserve basis. For further information regarding
interviews or services offered, °lease stop by
22.4A Mergenthaler Hall or call ext. 8056.
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Science
The rise and fall of the American Hospital System
by Michael Farbow-itz
The American hospital has always seemed to be a part of our health care system.
But it must have started somehow. What
made Americans move away from care at
home or in the doctor's office to large institutions? The changes in the hospital
system during the turn of the century and
the problems that ensued parallel contemporary problems inherent in modern health
care, asserts Dr. Charles E. Rosenberg.
Dr. Rosenberg, Professor of History and
History of Science at the University of
Pennsylvania, opened the humanities
series, "The Hospital as a Human Institution," at JHMI.
Dr. Rosenberg spoke on topics contained in his new book, The Care ofStrangers:
The Rise of America's Hospital System.
"American Hospitals have always seemed to be surrounded by conflict and controversy. . .they always seem to disappoint
someone," Rosenberg says. He claims that
since the same problems that were present
in the 1920's persist today, these problems
are "deeply imbedded in the institution,
and will be with us for quite awhile." By
"looking backward thinking forward,"
Rosenberg addressed the problems of today, and perhaps the future of hospital
care.
In the middle of the nineteenth century,
most illnesses were cared for either at
home or at the private physician's office.
Traumatic injuries and illnesses were
perhaps initially treated at the hospitals, but
recovery took place at home. Chronic illnesses were also treated at home. The
hospitals were basically reserved for the
upper class who were able to afford the
best and most advanced care that medicine
could offer. Through public hospitals in the
1920's, such health care became accessible to all, regardless of social class. After

World War II, resources were abundant, not keep up with the pace, and the hospital,
and hospitals expanded quickly through the with its greater resources, became the
middle of the 1960's. The Federal Govern- center of twentieth century health care.
Just as the hospital became the center of
ment began spending large sums of money
on research conducted in hospitals and medicine, medicine became centered
established Medicare and Medicaid. Com- around the hospital. In the 1870's physipanies established health insurance benefit cians received little formal hospital trainprograms for their employees. Develop- ing and did not practice in the hospitals.
ment continued unchecked because the By the 1920's bedside and ward experience
system seemed "benevolent, socially became "an integral part of education."
Doctors were more likely to practice in
desirable, and politically neutral."
By the late sixties and early seventies, hospitals, and hospital privileges were
however, America was in an "anti- sought after. As the hospital became cenbureaucratic, anti-authoritarian mood," tral to medicine, medical academia and
Rosenberg says. People thought that the research soon followed. In the 1920's the
hospitals were becoming too big. They hospital's role became mixed; education,
were described as "insensitive professions care and research were all a part of system.
Other changes occurred in the evolution
dominating, [with] technology over
humanity." The ambitions of doctors and of the modern hospital. Rosenberg calls it
hospital administrators left no room for the "order in a disordered institution." In
patients. In the 1980's, economic problems 1870, the hospitals were administered by
are the major consideration. Dr. Rosen- ordinary people, but by the 1920's the
berg describes the climate as "the chicken hospital became increasingly ordered and
little syndrome—waiting for the sky to fall professionalized. Doctors and professional
because of the changing economic administrators ran the hospitals, increasing the bureaucracy. A professional corps
conditions."
Dr. Rosenberg believes that the period of nurses took care of the patients' needs.
in which the most change occurred was While in the 1870's surgery was performbetween 1870 and 1920. During this time, ed on the wards, by 1920 the hospital
the "hospital as an embryo" developed in- became larger and more compartmentalized. As other changes occurred, problems
to the modern hospital, more or less.
The first major change involved "the arose. The issue of public versus private
medicalization of hospitals and the and for-profit hospitals and their resonhospitalization of medicine," as Rosenberg sibilities became important. With increascalls it. In the 1870's hospitals were ing technology, equal patient access to the
technology became an issue. Rosenberg
marginal to health care.
The hospital was a "class defined in- dubs this "Technological Entitlement."
Dr. Rosenberg asserts that since these
stitution," and the middle class was treated
at home. By 1920, the hospital had become problems have existed from the outset of
"a big city institution for poor people." the modern hospital, there is no reason to
Dr. Rosenberg brings evidence for such believe that they will be solved, because
explosive growth. In 1870, there were less the problems are inherent in the system.
than 200 hospitals in the entire nation. In Society has high expectations of medicine
1923, there were over 7000. As tech- as a profession and hospital as its institunology advanced, private physicians could tion. Dr. Rosenberg claims that society

looks to the hospital for "a high-tech
answer to humane questions that may have
no answers."
Regarding current trends in the hospital
system, Rosenberg is disturbed by the way
hospitals are advertising their services
while diversifying in the medical field.
Hospitals are no longer only in the business
of health care, but related fields as well,
such as 'wellness centers' and hotels. At
one time hospitals were "in the marketplace and above it," but now they are "not
above the marketplace." This, says
Reosenberg, affects how people view the
hospital, and how the hospital views itself.
A chief complaint on the modern hospital
is the impersonal way a patient is treated
as a diagnosis and not a person. Dr.
Rosenberg does not foresee a change in
such conditions, but believes that in the
face of economic reality, the hospital will
have to be more responsive to individuals.
Furthermore, with the growing number of
senior citizens and increasing incidence of
AIDS and cancer, the hospital will realize
that it "can't provide acute care for
everyone." Dr. Rosenberg suggests that
the trend toward hospitalization may
reverse, and certain care. will be shifted
back to the home, through visiting nurses
and chronic care for the terminally ill.
The JHMI humanities series is sponsored by the Office of Cultural Affairs, and
is funded by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. The program
has been successful, and the grant has
recently been extended for two more years,
allowing for four more semesters of
cultural events. For more information
about future events in the series, see
Hopkins Science Beat, elsewhere in this
section.

New alternatives for
epilepsy sufferers
One percent of all Americans plains Eat dual monitoring "links
have epilepsy. Of this figure, one abnormal electrical events in the
third, about 1 million people, brain with physical symptoms."
When surgery is necessary, a
have seizures despite medication.
Further, current anti-epileptic new grid device, containing depth
drugs work by calming brain electrodes, is implanted on the
cells, which can cause sluggish brain. This grid can locate the
and drowsy behavior in patients. brain lesion. In preliminary
Neurologists at Johns Hopkins surgery, the grid is implanted,
are working to better understand and contains up to one hundred
epilepsy, and hope to offer new small metal electrodes used as
alternatives to patients suffering sensing devices. These electrodes
from this disease. Researchers can detect tiny amounts of elecare attempting to understand the trical discharge resulting from abbasic chemical mechanism that normally firing brain tissue.
causes certain brain cells to
Subsequently neurologists inbecome overexcited. By using troduce brief electrical currents
imaging techniques, they hope to through the same electrodes. By
pinpoint the location of the using the grid coordinates, physiseizure and then treat only af- cians can map the location of the
fected parts of the brain.
seizure, relative to vital regions
Additionally,
through in the motor, sensory and speech
sophisticated monitoring techni- areas of the brain. The device is
ques, doctors can locate brain le- kept in place for about one week,
sions that require surgery. These and offers a much more sensitive
methods could benefit up to reading than does the conven50,000 people whose epilepsy re- tional EEG. The new information
quires surgery. Only a small allows neurosurgeons to plan
number of such operations are safer surgical procedures.
performed each year, because
Only three hundred of these
neurosurgeons can not operate operations are performed each
without first knowing where the year, but the Epilepsy Foundation
sites of the electrical firestorms of America estimates that over
are located.
50,000 patients could benefit.
Patients in the new Epilepsy Hopkins researchers anticipate
Monitoring Unit (EMU) at that advances in monitoring
Hopkins are observed by video technique, coupled with new drug
recording and EEG (elec- research, may offer new hope to
troencephalography) to "cap- sufferers of epilepsy.
ture" seizures. Ronald Lesser,
M.D., head of the special unit, ex- Information courtesy of JHMI.

Hopkins Science Beat
Reproductive Ethics
Dr. Edward Wallach, Professor and Chairman of the
Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology at the Johns Hopkins
Medical Institutions, will speak
on "Ethical Considerations in the
Reproductive
New
Technologies" on Tuesday,
March 1st in the Garrett Room at
7:30 p.m. Dr. Wallach's lecture
is the last in this year's William
H. Welch lecture series on 'the

culture of medicine.' For more
information, call the Office of
Cultural Affairs at 955-3363.
Reflections on Woman Doctors
The JHMI humanities series,
"The Hospital as a Human Institution," continues this week
with a lecture given by Virginia
Drachman, associate professor of
History at Tufts Unversity and
an authority on women in
medicine. She will discuss

"Reflections on Women Doctors
in Victorian America" on Monday, February 29th at 5:30 p.m.
Additionally, the film Shock Corridor will be shown on Wednesday, March 2nd at 7:30 p.m. The
film will be discussed by Marcie
Frank, a Ph.D. candidate in the
Hopkins English Department.
Both events will be held in the
first floor auditorium of the
Preclinical Teaching Building on
the East Baltimore campus. For
more information call 955-3363.
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Js icsc but acystt still winncirs
Sol-tint hournon citcl by Washirttor CoIllotc ir front of 1,103 rcouiviniacs
by Patrick Furey

Someone definitely forgot to
tell Andy Enfield. Shut down for
Washington College was the
most of the first half, Enfield
better team in last Saturday's
rallied back late in the game
MAC showdown at the Newton
despite constant harassment from
White Athletic Center. They were
the Shoremen's zone defense. He
bigger and stronger, and capable
led all scorers with 23 points, and
of completely dominating the
connected on four three-pointers.
Blue Jays in the paint. Indeed,
When the Jays trailed by 12
that's what they did earlier in the
points with just over a minute to
season, as they thrashed Hopkins
play, Andy refused to give up. He
84-55 in Chestertown. They also
quickly struck two three pointers,
have the reputation of being one
cutting Washington's lead to six
of the finest Division III proand giving the Blue Jays one last
grams in this area, winning close
chance at victory.
to 20 games a year. The 18-6
But most importantly, someone
Shoremen definitely had the talent forgot to tell the
Hopkins' fans.
to beat the Blue Jays. They had The Blue Jays
packed about 1000
the talent to beat them handily. people into
the Homewood gymSomeone forgot to tell Jim nasium, forcing Bob
Scott to
Timmerman and Jedan Phillips
order that the stands at the end of
this. Timmerman again got the
the gym be pulled out for the first
starting nod from Coach Bill
time in recent memory. The
Nelson, and again he responded
Hopkins students remained vocal
with outstanding results. Usualthroughout the game, and refusly known for his exceptional
ed to stop even after the Jays had
defensive skills, Timmerman
finally been defeated 84-76. As
came out firing on offense, as he
the two teams moved to the midconnected on 5 of his first 6 shots.
dle of the floor to exchange handBefore leaving the game with a
shakes, the Hopkins crowd rose
sprained ankle early in the second
to their feet in a standing ovation
half, Jim had racked up 10 points
and began chanting "JHU.”
and again played excellent
This scene may have surprised
defense. Phillips led the Blue
many people, but it shouldn't
Jay's scoring in the first half for
have. Since losing 82-68 to
the second week in a row, and
Western Maryland and falling to
finished the game with 15 points.
a record of -5-9, Hopkins has
When Hopkins fell behind by
come back to win 7 of their last
16 in the second half, it became
10, including 4 of the 5 games
apparent that someone forgot to
played here at Homewood. Durtell Dave Eikenberg as well. ing
that streak, the Jays upset
When all seemed lost and it apWidener and Ursinus, two of the
peared that the Shoremen were
perennial powers in the MAC.
ready to rout the Jays, Eikenberg
According to Coach Bill Nelson,
pestered Washington's point
the reason for the turnaround is
guard and caused two big turquite simple.
novers. First, his constant
"I firmly believe that the bigbackcourt- pressure finally paid
gest reason for our strong finish
off as he stole the ball underneath was the backing from the student
the Hopkins basket and scored an body," commented Nelson.
easy layup. On the very next "They raised our
confidence
play, the Shoremen successfully level a couple of
notches and
broke Eikenberg's one-man enabled
us to play better basketpress, but Dave -still managed to ball. The fan support
pulled the
poke the ball away just past half team together."
court. Jedan Phillips picked up
Most importantly, Hopkins
the loose ball and drove the length finished with their first
winning
of the floor for a layup, and all season in 14 years.
That's quite
of a sudden the Blue Jays were an accomplishment
when you
right back in the game.
consider that the Jays needed to

win four of their last six to finish many years to come. Next year's MAC. If they can improve their
12-12. The upset victories over schedule will be extremely strength and inside game, they
Widener and Ursinus not only challenging, as the Jays will com- should be one of the top teams in
assured Hopkins of a .500 record; pete in the UAA as well as the both conferences.
they assured that last Saturday's
meeting with the Shoremen
would have added meaning. For
the first time in this decade,
Hopkins actually had a shot at the
MAC playoffs. They fell just
short.
Despite the loss, you got a
strange feeling as you left the
gym last Saturday night.
Somehow, you knew that what
you had just witnessed was not a
fluke. You got the feeling that a
new era was at hand, an era of
winning basketball and of packed grandstands. Hopkins was no
longer a team that Washington
College or any other team could
take for granted.
Maybe someone didn't forget
to tell the Blue Jays that the
Shoremen were a much better
team. Maybe they just knew it
wasn't true.
Notes: Next season looks promising for Hopkins basketball, as
• no one from this year's squad will
graduate. Furthermore, there
were 7 freshmen and 5
sophomores on this year's roster, Some veteran
experience, lots of new blood and great fan support helped
so it looks like Bill Nelson will the Varsity Hoopsters toward their
first solid season in seven years.
have great personnel to work for

BIA Droppings.
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Did you every have the trouble
of having to make something
nobody really cares about interesting? How about trying to
write a decent article about an irrelevant subject? Well, now that
you know how the News-Letter
staff feels every week, let's do
some BIA news (even though it
probably won't get printed). As
always, the first matter of
business is BIA basketball, which
went well this week and will continue until the ten game season
and playoffs are complete.
Already complete is the BIA
wrestling tournament, and here is
how it went: frats—Dynasty,
ATO, and PhiPsi; dorms—
Jennings, Hollander, and Baker;
and dominating the independents

(with glimpses of the old sumo
days) was the KSA. Still, the person that made out the best was
John "Fingers" Kim who got
away with someone's watch (if
it's yours—pick it up).
The 11-event BIA swim meet
will take place the weekend of
February 27 and 28, and teams
which have not registered as of
yet, please do so today. The man
in charge, Jeff "the Barracuda"
Gold (243-7921), reminds participants that one person cannot
enter in more than four events
and that people with flotation
devices or highly contagious
diseases (at least the one's Jeff
has not had yet) will not be allowed to get in the pool. March 5 and
6 bring yet another badminton

tournament (this time for the
swinging singles—no pun intended) and Monday, March 7 is the
start of the BIA lax season (and
equipment disappearance). One
side note, during lax games parking around Garland Field should
be avoided (unless you have decent car insurance).
The BIA meetings have settled
on Fridays at 12:30 p.m. in the
Little Theater and are open to
anyone with problems (why do
you think I go?). Anyway, take
the advice of John "Chinook"
Keating which states, "A drunk
salmon is a happy (yet hungry)
salmon." Look before you leap
(especially on something you may
regret), and call Jim at 235-1615
with any judgement calls.

Fencemen primed to defend Big MAC title
The Blue Jay swordsmen ran
their dual meet records to a
record-tying 21-2 by destroying
Vassar (19-8), VMI(17-10), and
VP! (20-7) last week at the
Athletic Center, bringing their
final conference record to an
outstanding 13-0 in the process.
The Sabre team went
undefeated Saturday, beating VP!
and Vassar 7-2 each and
demolishing VMI 9-0. The three
starting sabremen went undefeated for the day. Senior co-captain
Mark Drasnin led the way, going
7-0. Sophomores Tom Cantilina
and A.J. Jablonowski each went
6-0. Sophomore Dave Howe
went 3-1. Eugene Lin, the final
sophomore, lost two closely contested bouts. The freshmen had a
mixed day with Rob McClay winning his bout and John O'Connell
La,

Sophomores Yen Len Tang and championships where the team
losing his.
The foil team also went Mike Greenfield added a victory wound up third overall, behind
undefeated during the day. VMI each to help the foilsmen defeat NYU and the host school. The
and Vassar gave the foilsmen a these three MAC foes.
epee unit placed 2nd, foil took
hard time with their overall
The epee men faced tough 3rd, and the sabremen took 4th.
balance. Still, the Jays defeated competition in all three meets.
This weekend the team travels
both teams 6-3.. VPI was handl- They lost to VP!( 7-2) in a hard- to Vassar to defend their MAC
ed easily, dropping all 9 bouts to fought battle, but defeated Vassar 3-weapon title for the 5th conthe foilsmen. Senior co-captian easily (6-3) and squeaked past secutive year against 13 other
Chai Kulsakdinun went undefeat VMI (5-4). Junior Bob Lee was teams. Senior co-captain Mark
ed for the day and added seven 6-3 on the day with an impressive Drasnin (54-7) and sophomores
wins to his record. Junior Dave bout against a 6'7" opponent. Tom Cantilina (32-8) and A.J.
Cohen was also undefeated until Freshman Ian Held went 5-3, Jablonowski (35-12) will fence in
he met up against the VMI foil beating last year's second-place the Sabre "A","B",and "C",
team and lost two close bouts. He MAC finisher. Senior Dale Bell pools respectively, while superfinished the day with a 5-2 lost several close bouts to finish sub Dave Howe (30-14) is ready
record. Freshman Jason Rif- 2-7 on the day. The epee team to step in anywhere at any time.
faterre did not seem to be awake should win the team trophy this Another senior co-captian Chai
for the first meet against Vassar weekend if everyone fences well, Kulsakdinun (49-11) is being
and dropped all three bouts. But especially against VP!.
pressed strongly by junior Dave
he redeemed himself in the other
Moving up a notch, the swords- Cohen (43-13) in foil, with
two meets and brought his record men next traveled to Brandeis freshman Jason Riffaterre (36-20)
the day. for the inaugural UAA fencing
up to 4-4 fr
holding down the "C" pool:

backing them is sophomore Yen
Len Tang (10-4). The epee lineup
shows junior Bob Lee (40-14)and
freshman Ian Held (39-21) vying
for "A" pool honors, while
senior Dale Bell (31-27) will
fence in the "C" pool. "Our
chief opponents will be Rutgers
and Seton Hall in sabre. Vassar
and Army in foil, and VP! and
W&M in epee," stated Coach
Oles. "It's conceivable that,
because of our great balance, we
could finish second in each of the
weapons and still win the overall
3-weapon team cup, but that's
what we did last year. This year
I think we have the capability to
win the single-weapon trophies as
well, if everyone fences as well
as he can. It's a great goal to
strive for. The guys are working
hard and they're primed."
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Harper nets 1 008th point
The Jays were unable to mount a
second-half surge, however, and
Marymount never lost its
momentum. The Saints never led
by less than ten in the second half
and held as large as a twentypoint lead. Hopkins coach Nancy Clelan-Blank explained,"We
had two key players [Kristi Kantowski and Jeanne Clark] in foul
trouble early in the second half.
They had to play tentatively on
defense. . . It forced us to play
differently." Clelan-Blank offered praise of the Saints: "They
were a very good team, we
played them very well, but they
were stronger—that was the bottom line."
Freshmen Kristi Kantowski (19
points), Juliane Rolapp (11
points), and Jennifer Luzietti (7
points, 8 rebounds) all played
well for the Jays, but the game
was highlighted by seniors. For
Hopkins, Harper got her one

by Josh Orenstein
Saturday night, in its final
game of the season, the women's
basketball team paid tribute to its
three seniors but were unable to
present them with a victory.
Following a pre-game celebration
honoring Jeanne Clark, Cindy
Harper, and Laura Porter, the
Lady Jays suffered a sound
beating by the visiting Saints of
Marymount University, 91-75.
Harper made her Hopkins
finale an especially memorable
one, netting her 1000th collegiate
point in the game's opening
minutes. Harper, who scored ten
in the game, finished her career
with 1008 points in four years for
the Jays. She is only the second
Lady Jay ever to surpass the
1000-point plateau.
Although trailing by ten at
halftime, 49-39, Hopkins appeared capable of a comeback.

thousandth point, Clark passed
for a game-high six assists, and
Porter scored 12 points. Coach
Clelan-Blank added, "The
seniors, collectively, played one
of the best games they've played
in terms of intensity and control." Marymount senior Debbie
Clise led all scorers with 26
points.
With losses in its last four
games, Hopkins ended its
1987-88 season with an 8-12
record. Coach Clelan-Blank expressed mixed emotions about the
year. "We had to keep adjusting
was
it
goals,
our
frustrating . . . .I'm not sure we
ever got into a groove." She was
pleased that "the freshmen got
lots of experience against some
very tough opponents" and that
the team had made "some significant accomplishments, including
beating Dickinson and Western
Maryland."

Looking forward to next
season, Clelan-Blank feels
"cautious optimism." Although
the Jays will be without the services of Clark, Harper, and
Porter, there are four incoming
freshmen who appear capable of

contributing significantly to the
program. According to ClelanBlank, the four include two "topnotch prospects," a pair of "very
strong" shooting guards, as well
as a 6'3" center and a 5'11"
forward.

Jays Sporting Results
by Mark Melia

Men's Basketball

Ice Hockey

OPP
JHU
Haverford
55
84
76 Washington College 84
End of Season. Final Record: 12-12

Western Maryland
2
2
3
Dickinson
5
End of Season. Final Record: 3-7-2

Women's Basketball
Shepherd
97
65
91
Marymount
73
End of Season. Final Record: 8-12

VAA Championships
1st out of 8 teams
Points Scored: 911.5
15 Qualifiers for Div III Nationals

Men's Fencing

Women's Swimming

VAA Championships
Foil
Sabre
Epee
4th
2nd
3rd
3-Weapon Team-3rd out of 5

VAA Championships
2nd out of 8 teams
Points Scored: 711
7 Qualifiers for Div Ill Nationals

Men's Swimming

Wrestling

Women's Fencing
25

VAA Championships
3rd out of 4 teams

Gettysburg

23

Grappling Matmen set to pile drive MAC foes
i

Last Saturday the Running
Rebels of Albright College paid
a visit to the Newton H. White,
Jr. Athletic Center. The Grappling Jays game them a less than
cordial welcome, handing over a
36 to 10 loss.
The afternoon's activities
began with an award ceremony
honoring coach Jake "The
Snake" Cecere, who served as
assistant to coach Janquitto for the
Jays from 1984 to 1986. Athletic
Director Bob Scott presented
Cecere with a gold key to the
Athletic Center for his contribution to the wrestling program. In
a short speech, Jake said that due
to his impending marriage, he
would be changing his nickname
to Jake "The Rake."
Frosh Gary Hsich started at
126 lbs. to nail down a 7-3 victory. Frosh Jeff "El Jefe" Pearlstein lost a controversial bout
when his opponent was awarded
a take-down with time expired in
the third period. A team point
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was deducted from Hopkin's
score as a result of Pearlstein's
accosting the official. Team
policy states that wrestlers losing
a team point are ineligible to compete in the next match. Neither
Pearlstein nor coach Janquitto
was available for comment.
Sophmore John "Vern" Statler
and Junior Houman TavafMotamen recorded falls for the
Jays at 150 and 158 lbs. Senior
Rob Downing turned in the most
spectacular match of the day at
167 lbs. He used an underarm
spin to take his opponent down
with seconds left in the bout to
score a 2-0 victory. Tim Rosenzweig and Mike Hendrick won
decisions at 177 and 190 lbs.
respectively. Sophmore Mike
McGarvey won a 10-3 decision at
heavyweight, while Brian Still
came off the bench to ice the
match, pinning his opponent in
the super-heavyweight bout. Cocaptain Ted Rosenzweig had no

by Philip Kouyoumdjian
Last week, the Johns Hopkins
hockey team played two games,
resulting in a 2-2 tie against
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Downing wrestled hard at 177
lbs. against the Gettysburg captain, but was seen splitting a roll
of Life Savers with Statler after
the match.
At this point the Jays trailed
22-17. A big win by Mike Hendrick at 190 lbs. pulled Hopkins
to within two points, and Mike
McGarvey's victory at heavy
weight took the match.
Asked about the close score
after the match, coach Janquitto
said, "Gettysburg is a tough team
and they always give us a good
match. I'm very close with their
assistant coach, so there's always
a lot of friendly rivalry between
us whenever we take these guys
on. I'm just sorry that I didn't
have more time to talk to him
after the match."
This past weekend, the grappling Jays travelled to God's Country, Pa., to take on the Levites of
Philadelphia Baptist Bible College, and the Crusaders of Bap-

tist Bible College. It was an ugly
scene, as all but two of the Jays
brought back two victories each.
Asked about the match, cocaptain Tavaf-Motamen said,
"Wrestling these guys is tough,
you get the feeling that they're
really on a mission." Ted
Rosenzweig said, "I really get a
lift out of wrestling these guys. I
almost feel as if I'm on some kind
of a crusade, I guess it's just a
cross we all have to bear." This
week's superlative goes to Alan
"Gash" Ronson. He gets the
award for most reformed attitude
for not punching his opponent.
Asked for his opinion of the
match, frosh Kevin Long said he
felt the victories were a great
psychological boost to the team.
"I think," he said, "that coming
off the season with a winning
record will really help us in our
conference match this weekend."

Ice Men at the Baltimore Arena Thursday

ART

Bus leaues

comment on the match, but his
girlfriend Lou said that Albright,
traditionally a strong MAC competitor, wrestled like ". . .they
only had half a team."
Wednesday night the grapplers
travelled to historic Gettysburg to
take on the G-burg Minutemen.
The Jays pulled out a clost match
to win 23-22.
Freshmen Gary Hsich lost a
close bout by the score of 10-5.
Mike "Stripling" Daniels also
lost at 126 lbs.
Junior Alan Ronson turned the
tide for Hopkins as he freshened
up his opponent at 142 lbs.
Sophmore John Statler turned the
tide back around as he went down
ugly at 150 lbs. Co-captain
Houman Tavaf-Motamen set the
momentum for the rest of the
match as he soundly defeated his
opponent at 158 lbs. Tim Rosenzweig, previously wrestling at 177
lbs., dropped a weight class to
earn a big win at 167 lbs. Rob
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Western Maryland and a 5-3 loss as if Hopkins was about to pull scored an empty netter with
against Dickinson. Although the through when Maryland scored twenty-five seconds left in the
results were not as good as the again with 2:36 left in the final game.
team had hoped for, it turned out period resulting in the tie.
Although the Jays went winless
to be an enlightening week for the
Last Saturday at the Baltimore last week, the team has shown
players. The Hopkins ice men Arena, a very well supported once again steady improvement,
realized that they could play a Dickinson team (ahem!) handed especially in the defensive departvery sound defensive game a heartbreaking loss to .the Jays. ment. Both goalies, Dave Bowyer
without any physical or mental Dickinson dominated the first and Ross Henshaw, demonstrated
lapses. The practices are starting period scoring two goals, one at very sound goaltending, and the
to pay off.
10:00 minutes and the other with defensive lines consisting of Mike
In the game against a much im- 1:55 left in the first period. Johns Holmes, Mark Koren, Dave Boxproved Western Maryland team, Hopkins narrowed the lead when enbaum, Bill Bowling, Andy
both teams played solid defensive Pat Gibbons scored very early in Gray, and Pierre Dematos have
hockey resulting in the tie. Pat the second period with assists by been playing quite solidly as of
Gibbons opened the scoring at Ed Coffey and Bill Marquardt. late.
10:46 in the first period with a Dickinson regained a two goal
The Blue Jays now have to
quick wrist shot on a pass by Bill advantage with 5:45 remaining in learn some set offensive plays in
Marquardt. During the rest of the the second period. The Blue Jays order to be acceptably secure offirst and entire second period, ice skaters would not back down, fensively as well as defensively.
freshman goalie Ross Henshaw however, and battled back with a The next home games are on
played superbly, stifling the op- goal scored by Bill Marquardt Thursday, February 25, against
ponents scoring attempts time early in the third period which Franklin and Marshall and next
after time. At the beginning of the narrowed the gap to 3-2. Dickin- Thursday against Bethesda
third period, Western Maryland ison struck back three minutes Medical School. The spectator
succeeded in putting the puck in- later, only to have Pat Gibbons support for Hopkins skaters at the
to the net. However, Hopkins score his second goal of the night. home games has been very scant,
struck back with a slap shot from With only one minute remaining especially in light of the fact that
the point by Mike Holmes, which in the game. Hopkins pulled the visiting teams bring in many
was deflected through a crowd of goalie Dave Bowyer in order to of their own fans. We would
players into the net by center, gain a one man advantage. The greatly appreciate a better turnPhilip Kouyoumdjian. It seemed attempt failed as Dickinson out in the upcoming games.
••
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The agony of de-fibula
by Jonathan Missner
Twenty people pack into one
room to get a glimpse of a small
black and white Television set.
What is it that they are all so
eager to see? It's to see their
country succeed in the 1988
Winter Olympic Games. "The
thrill of victory, the agony of
defeat." How many times has the
hackneyed phrase been said during the Olympics? The fact is that
what we are hearing Jim McKay
from ABC sports say day after
day is absolutely true.
Everyone seems to have an in-

terest in the Olympics, but many
forget that the Olympics are a
place where dreams are not
always fulfilled; instead, many
are shattered. Everyone seems to
know about the tragic story of
Dan Jansen. His sister died of
leukemia the morning of the 500
meter run, in which he was
favored. Tragically, Dan fell and
was disqualified. When the horrible news of his sister's death was
reported, most felt that Dan
would win the gold for his sister.
America, as well as the entire
world, would be proud. This was
not to be and things for Dan got

worse. Two days later Dan is a true athlete.
America,"What the hell. Such is
entered the 1,000 meter run.
If dreams were only fulfilled life. The thrill of victory, the
While skating an incredible run, and none shattered, the Olympics agony of de-fibula." It is truly
Dan hit a rut in the ice and fell would not be realistic or in- remarkable that she reacted this
again. All of his hard work, all teresting. The athletes whose way after everything she'd workof his dedicated Olympics. The dreams are not fulfilled handle ed for was crushed in a matter of
side of the games that many of us their losses in such a special way seconds.
don't want to see, but reality that viewers are both impressed
The Olympics are very special
prevails.
and envious.
and remarkable and are a great
The very next day, Dan went
Pam Fletcher, the American joy to watch. Many dreams are
to the Special Olympics head- favorite in the downhill, ran into fulfilled while many are crushed
quarters in Calgary and discuss- an official while practicing the and never realized. This is what
ed the meaning of the Olympics women's downhill and broke her makes the Olympics so
with the participants of the fibula (lower leg). Endless hours remarkable.
Special Olympics. After much of of work were crushed in minutes.
his life had fallen apart, Dan When interviewed, she had a
found time for others. Dan Jansen huge smile on her face and told

Bramble gives the inside scoop on the NL East scramble
by P. Sean Bramble
Many thanks to the fan club
that has deluged the News-Letter
Office with mail (I am reminded
of Chuck the catcher in Tug
McGraw's comic strip Scroogie,
who once said, "I had a fan club
once—until he moved.") Nevertheless, the issue I would like to
address here is not my gratitude
at seeing "Bad Baseball Timing"
nestled between The Immortal
Words of Scott FitzGerald and
"Honour: Pro or Con?", but
rather the nature of my column
itself. This is a column strictly
about baseball. I do not pretend
to •be interested in, much less
knowledgeable about, any sport
that does not include balls and
rubbers among its primary equiment. I think that it is simply that
sports readers are tired of reading

articles entitled "Blue Jays Lose
Again," and have thus attached
great hopes for variety to my
weekly journalistic ventures. But
this is meant as nothing but an innocent baseball column. ,
So. . .the envelope, please, for
the National League East.
1 Philadelphia Philllies. No,
I'm not picking them just to be
different. The Phillies have
tremendous strengths in Schmidt,
Samuel, Hayes, Parrish, Bradley,
etc. They're similar to the
Yankees in that they do have a
weakness at shortstop, but the
Phillies are a smart organization;
they'll overcome that. The rotation is unheralded but passable,
and although I still don't believe
Steve Bedrosian was the best pitcher in the league last year, he is,
a fine reliever.
2 New York Mets. Everyone's

favorite pick has a lot of unasked
questions. Is Keith Hernandez
starting to slip? Is Gary Carter
through as a catcher? Will the
front office try to make baseball
fun for Kevin McReynolds, Ron
Darling, and Mookie Wilson instead of either ripping them in arbitration or, in the case of
Mookie, keeping a talented outfielder unhappy as the fourth outfielder? And why in hell did
Davey announce his retirement a
year early? The Mets, in just two
years, are eagerly trading roles
with their crosstown rivals,
becoming baseball's resident soap
opera while the Yankees
monolithically move into contention. Sorry, but I think the Mets
are
_ fading.
3 Pittsburgh Pirates. The problem with once-bad teams is that,
once they're ready to improve,
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the media still won't pay any attention to them until they're
already off and running. But it
would be a mistake to ignore the
Pirates. Short of sticking with one
double-play combination, the
Pirates do have a lot of weapons,
including a staff that could be the
division's second-best (behind the
Mets). They're gonna be good.
4 Montreal Expos. In a holding
pattern, the Expos seem determined to run a balanced ledger—
every plus should be evened with
a minus. Tim Raines vs. Hubie
Brooks. Tim Burke vs. Neal
Heaton. And everyone who
thinks that Perez and Martinez
will go 18-4 again, please excuse
yourselves from this discussion.
5 St. Louis Cardinals. Whitey
may be the best manager today,
but he's going to need more talent
than what he's got left. Taking

Bob Homer's road stats for 1986
and doubling them, you get .237
average, 14 homers, and 56
RBI's—nowhere near Clark's
totals in two thirds of a season.
The staff is marginal, McGee is
only hurting the team, and these
generic rightfielders of Whitey's
aren't too promising, either.
World Series or no, this team is
going to fall.
6 Chicago Cubs. "Bad, bad,
really bad"—Michael Jackson.
Answer to last week's trivia
question: Ken Williams was the
first American Leaguer to hit
three homers in a nine-inning
game, in 1922.
This week's trivia question:
Name the first NL battling champion who failed to hit a triple the
year he was champ.
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Help Wanted:

The Soectcculcr Fu l -Co or
News-Letter Preview of the
The News-Letter is looking for
1988 ue Joy Lox Secson a few good men (and women). If
you've got the mettle to be an
Fecturing:
N-L Production Assistant,
Plcyer profiles
Science Reporter or Pizza Editor,
Prec lotions
call us at 1-301-338-7647. The
nteviews
N-L is an equal opportunity
Mots
voluntary organization. The few,
Stcts
the proud, the N-L.
,Anc eveyhing you
need to get you throuT
winning ccrosse socson!
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:The Gala Learner's Permit Quiz
0

Sponsored by:
111

E.-ddie's Supermarket
3117 St. Paul St.
889-1558

Win Certificates for a Case of Peter's
and $10 Worth of Food

and

Eddie's Liquors
3109 St. Paul St
243-0221

Eli
[ig

1. If a traffic cop says "Go," but the light is red, what
Instructions: Well gang, it had to happen one day, so it may as well be now. The Quizdo you do?
master now has his learner's permit. Any day now you may see the QM cruising in his Quiz2. When is it legal to pass on the right?
mobile. That's right, and that's why this week's quiz looks like a written test. The QM studied
3. When can you turn left on a red light?
this junk and feels that you should know it too. So don't say this quiz is tough-if you can't
answer the questions, get off of the roads! Drive your entries to the News-Letter Garage by Wednes11] 4. What does a flashing yellow light mean?
day the second of the third month at 17 horns.
IN 5. What sign has eight sides?
WI 6. What sign has three sides?
Results: No entries, no results. The QM will however be his usual polite self and say, "Belch,
IN 7. What sign is round?
thanks for the case, 'zlings." The QM was looking forward to printing the answers, but thanks
to the lack of responses, the terminals will be free so that the Eds can do there (sic) stuff. It's
1111 8. What is the minimum % blood alcohol for a DWI?
way?
of
right
the
has
who
intersection,
funny,
only two quizzes have had zero entries, one Therm the other Nam Does the QM see
way
four
a
At
9.
1[1]
a bad trend? I guess Hopkins does have a drinking problem-no one knows where to go for
1E10. Why don't minivans have high mounted brake lights?
a drink. Ah well....
in cars?
pJ 11. When were seatbelts first required
1E12. When should you not use your brights?
P.S.: As you now know, the QM has his learner's permit. This Saturday, from 2 p.m. till 4
1E13. If your car starts sliding, what should you do?
p.m., the QM will be on the road for his first paid lesson. Therefore, this week's P.S.: could
actually be a Public Service. If any of the 'zlings value their pitiful, dull, and, yes their mean1014. What is the best indication that you can pass?
ingless lives, clear the streets. Need more be said? By the way, enjoy the comic strip. Thanks
E15. Should you pay Hopkins parking tickets?

111
WI
II
II

again Jon and James.
Just think, Wrestlemania IV is just IV weeks away, and the following week is The Gala Baseball
Quiz. So many sports, so little time. .

El

Driving With Eyes Closed
1111111WINIMI1111111111&--_
Here's the World War I Flying ace bittin'
the road in his QM mobile...

Oh my, an MCB T.A. - 20 pts; a Dean that's 30 pts...

QUIZMSTR

And they said driving was hard.. .

SUAVEST

Make LoveNot litter

11111

A throat, I point; I'll make it up in
volume...

'Zhngs do it
at the Gatehouse
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Hear ye! Hear ye! The House of Commons will meet Tuesday, March 1 at Interested in working with the Facul8:00 p.m. in Conference Room A to ty/Student Interaction Committee to
discuss Affirmative Action-is it fair? plan and organize future events? Come
New members are more than welcome! to an introductory meeting on Wednesday, March 2, 1988, in the Great Hall
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL STEER- at 700 p.m.
ING COMMITTEE: Nominations for
'88-89 Intl Festival co-chairs and sub- The Comic Book Club will meet Tueschairs should be submitted by February day, 630 p.m., Conference Room A,
29th. Leave messages in VSO mailbox, to discuss the auction, bags, and the
or at 338-5435 for Thao La and Erick trip to the Smithsonian.
Santos.
Engineers and potential inventors come
Watch movies and relax with the J.S.A.! to a seminar on THE U.S. PATENT
Come see The Frisco Kid this Sunday SYSTEM Wednesday, March 2, in
(2/28) at 700 p.m in the TV Room of Latrobe 106 at 7:00 p.m. This event is
A.M.R. I
sponsored by the Student Chapter of
TMS-AIME. Open to all.
Celebrate Purim this Wednesday at the
J.S.A. Purim party. Come to the Glass The Young Democrats of Johns
Pavilion at 7:30 p.m. for HAMAN- Hopkins present a forum on local
TASCHEN, dancing and fun!
politics. Speakers include Ellery Woodworth, lobbyist for JHU, and CounAttention College Bowlers: We will be cilman Lawrence Bell. Tuesday, March
having elections, planning of an upcom- 1st, 7:30 p.m. in the Glass Pavilion.
ing tournament and budget planning Refreshments will be served. All are
next Monday, February 28, Conference welcome.
Room B, TOO p.m. Anyone interested
can still get in on the fun. Questions? Spring Fair '88: Any student group that
Call Brandon 366-2523.
missed the meeting but still wants to
apply for trash, security, parking, beer,
Calling Creative Hoppies: One JHU soda, food booths or midway game
student in two has a manuscript tuck- booths, please come by the office.
ed away in his/her drawer . . .1 made
that statistic up, but don't let that deter HELP. Concert!-AIDS charity
you from flaunting your authorial talents benefit to be held in Shriver Hall, March
in the pages of Zeniada, the long-lived 31st at 8:00 p.m. We need committee
and lively undergraduate literary volunteers! If you can help, call John
magazine. Submissions are due on Tennison at 243-1115.
Monday February 29 in the Zeniada
box of the SAC office. Zeniada prints Gospel Choir: There will be a practice
poems, stories, essays, photos, and on Sunday 2/28 in the Clipper Room
graphics. Questions? Call Editor-in- from 200 to 400 p.m. On 3/4 we are
Chief Valentina at 667-4439.
invited to sing at Towson State so
please wear blue and white if you plan
TRADEWINDS, the Asian-American to attend.
Magazine, will be holding elections for
its new masthead on Saturday, Spring is just around the corner and
February 27 at 4:00 p.m in the Produc- soon after is opening day. Baseball fans
tion Room (basement of Merryman interested in joining the Hopkins
Hall). Also, Tradewinds is now accep- Rotisserie League should contact Matt
ting fiction, poetry, articles and artwork at 889-1770. This is our fifth season at
for the next issue. Drop off submissions Hopkins, and we are a one year conin our SAC mailbox.
tract league. Teams will be drafted in
both the American and National
Leagues. Join either or both.
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Engineering Students: James A. Oliff,
a practicing patent attorney, will present
a seminar on the U.S. Patent SystemWhat you should know as an engineer
sand potential inventor. Wednesday,
March 2, at 7 p.m. in Latrobe 106.
Sponssored by the Student Chapter of
TMS-AIME.

Gilman Coffee Shop will be opened
Sunday and Monday night from 8 p.m.
til 12 p.m. Be sure to come out and
patronize-there are hopes of keeping
the coffee shop open Sunday thru
Thurs so be sure to support the effort.
Look for more details in the News-Letter
next week.

Sign up for the Harbor Cruise on Friday, March 4th from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.;
only $3.00-includes transportation.
Food, drinks, dancing! Questions? Call
Student Activities x8209. Sponsored by
ICPB. Deadline is March 3rd.

The Catholic Faith Inventory(CFI) offers a unique chance to reflect upon
one's faith. Fr. Bob Michele of Newman
House offers the CFI and follow-up
meetings if desired. Interested? Call Fr.
Bob at 889-4528 or drop by Newman
House, 2941 N. Charles St., to pick one
up
•
Every Thursday Nite is Newman Nite.
You've heard about it, now be sure to
drop by. Dinner starts at 6 p.m. Discussion at 7 p.m. The address is 2941 N.
Charles St.

Okay, Seniors. This is your last chance
to be published in that scintillating
undergraduate publication, Zeniada. We
are looking for poems, stories, essays,
photos and graphics. Submit your work
in the Zeniada box in the SAC Office,
Levering, no later than Monday,
Feb.29. If you don't, you'll have nothing
to show your grandchildren. Questions?
Call Editor-in-Chief Valentina at
667-4439.
A city-wide Campaign for Jesse
Jackson will be held on Friday, March
4 at 2 p.m. in Shriver Hall. Other campuses will be participating. All are
welcome. Any questions or prospective
campaign volunteers, please call Bob
at 235-2073.
Student Bands Needed: If you are a
part of a student band and are interested n participating in Liberty '88
Spring Fair, please contact Michelle or
Jen W at x7683.
Sign up with a partner for Ballroom
Dance for beginners and advanced
students. Class starts March 7th, 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m. in Levering Hall. 10 classes,
$45. Call or stop by the SAC Office
(x8209)for more info. Sign-up deadline
is March 2, 1988.
APL Colloquium. Topic: Materials by
Design. Diamond Films, Nanocomposites, and Zero-Expansion Ceramics.
Speaker: Rustom Roy, Penn State. Friday, Feb.26 at 2 p.m. in ITV Classroom,
MD 214.

Zeniada,
Hopkins'
premier
undergraduate literary magazine, will
be accepting submissions for the
Spring '88 issue until Monday, Feb.29
in the Zeniada box, SAC Office, Levering. Zeniada strives for quality and
variety. Submit your best poems,
stories, essays, photos, and graphics
for publication in this landmark Tenth
Anniversary issue. All originals will be
returned. Any questions? Call Editor-inChief Valentina Chen at 667-4439 •
The JHU Cycling Club will be riding at
12 noon Sat., 12:30 Sun. Meet in front
of MSE. We will be practicing riding
techniques for all our new racers.
Everyone welcome. ???? Call Aaron
366-5196

ATTENTION ALL SENIORS!!! There
will be a planning meeting for the Baccalaureate service on Wednesday,
March 2 at noon in Conference Room
A. Please call Gretchen or Patrice at
338-8188 if you will attend the meeting
or if you are unable to attend, but would
like to help plan the program.
SISTERS OF ONE EYE,a visionary art
company of thirteen dancers, musicians, poets, mimes, and storytellers,
will perform on Saturday, March 5th at
7:30 p.m. in the Arellano Theatre
(formerly the LN Room). For information about this Chaplain's Office program, please call 338-8188.
A new Mock Trial Organization has
formed, this is your last chance to participate as a founding member.
Everyone is welcome. Attend on Monday February 29, in Conference Room
A at 7:00 p.m. We will distribute case
materials and assign parts. For more info. call Lee at 889-9039.
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To our Readers:
Three years ago, the News-Letter compiled
Lacrosse '85, the first lax preview of its kind in the
paper's history. The preview's extensive coverage
of the Blue Jays—as well their rivals—required
endless hours on the part of the editorial staff and
writers. History has had yet to repeat the work of
Sports Editors Emeritus, Howard Bregman and Dave
Brengel. . . until now.
The News-Letter proudly presents Lacrosse '88—a
look at this year's NCAA Division I contenders, with
special attention given to our own Blue Jays and
tomorrow's opponents, the Syracuse Orangemen.
We would like to thank the coaches of these
teams—our own Don Zimmerman and Syracuse's
Roy Simmons, Jr.—for their time, cooperation, and
enthusiasm.
Sports Editors Danny Kofos and Chris Szeles
mobilized their staff writers, who were responsible
for much of the information contained in this issue.
Reporter extraordinaire Steven Silber was especially valuable in contributing his time, effort, and
knowledge of Blue Jay lacrosse.
Photo Editors Rich Bell and Bernie Liu deserve
a thanks for all their camera work. Jay Engler, John
• Misa, Pat Doherty, and Eric Ruck gave plenty of
help whenever called upon.
Very special thanks go to Business Manager Flory
Ware and Editor Brad Handler, who handled the
advertising and were constantly available for advice,
help, and support. We couldn't have done this
without them.
The entire News-Letter staff has been enthusiastic
throughout the tension-packed three weeks during
which Lacrosse '88 came to life. Their willingness
to volunteer their assistance has made Lacrosse '88
a real pleasure to produce. We hope you will enjoy
this preview, as well as the upcoming season.
Elizabeth Harrigan

Glen Weiss

Executive Editors, Lacrosse '88

The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student.
Step into an adventure filled with opportunities and challenges. As
part of International Youth Exchange,a Presidential Initiative for peace,
you live abroad with your new host family. Learn new skills. Go to new
schools. Make new friends.
Young people from all segments of American society are
being selected. If you'd like to be one of them, write for more
information on programs,costs and financial aid.
Help bring the world together, one friendship at a time.

M

o A message from The Advertising Council and The International Youth Exchange.

Write: YOUTH EXCIIIANKil.:
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
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Blue Jays begin '88 season with strong roster
by Josh Orenstein and Steven Silber
Don Zimmerman is ready for another national
championship. Beginning his fifth season as head
coach of men's lacrosse at Hopkins, Zimmerman has
already led the Blue Jays to three national titles. He
wants more, and he believes his 1988 squad is
capable of accomplishing this goal.
With fifteen returning lettermen, including three
All-Americans and a group of talented newcomers,
Zimmerman attempts to lead Hopkins to its 43rd national championship. But the Jays will have to replace
four graduated seniors who figured in AllAmerican honors a year ago.
ATTACK
On offense the Blue Jays lost to graduation one
of the most prolific scoring combinations of their
history. Gone are Craig Bubier and Brian Wood, who
combined for 192 goals and 109 assists in their four
years at Hopkins. Their collaboration began when
the two played together at St. Mary's High School
in Baltimore.
To replace Bubier and Wood the Jays retain senior
co-captain Mike Morrill, a third team All-American
last season. Mon-ill led the Jays in scoring in '87 with
31 goals and 16 assists, and will be starting for the
fourth consecutive year. He will be joined by juniors
John Ciccarone (in '87 9 goals, 10 assists) and Jeff
Ihm (5 goals,6 assists). Ciccarone managed to score
in each of Hopkins' championship tournament wins
a year ago.
Sophomores Scott Man- and Jay Clarke should get
significant playing time this year. Last year Clarke
found the net twice for Hopkins while Marr recorded four goals and five assists. This sophomore duo
will be joined by a fine crop of freshmen to round
out the attack, including Steve McElroy (Edgewood,
MD), Michael Morrissey (Massapequa, NY), Matt
Panetta(Elmont, NY), and John Sheehan (Towson,
MD). Hopkins coaches are particularly high on

Jess Bunshatt

Panetta, who could turn out to be the next Mike Mor- on this year's squad are Bill Dwan (Yorktown, NY),
rill of the bunch. In 1985 Mon-ill stepped into the Jamie McNealy (Severna Park, MD), Tom Raley
Blue Jay starting line-up fresh out of high school and (Baltimore, MD), and Brian Voelker (Baltimore,
scored the winning goal in the opener against MD). Word has it that Dwan and Voelker are the
Syracuse. Unless a freshman has such a surprise in ringers among this bunch.
store this year, however, Hopkins goal-production
GOAL
might go down from 1987.
MIDFIELD
At midfield the Jays suffer two major losses. Both
first team All-American Steve Mitchell and second
team All-American Larry LeDoyen graduated last
May. Mitchell was the first long-stick midfielder in
collegiate lacrosse history to be named to the first
team defense, while LeDoyen enjoyed a stellar season
registering 19 goals and 15 assists. LeDoyen, who
transferred from Virginia for the 1986 campaign,
highlighted his 1987 season by sparking fourth
quarter rallies in games against Rutgers and North
Carolina.
To help replace these two the Jays still have senior
co-captain Jack Crawford, who was forced to miss
the entire 1987 season due to a knee injury. In addition, Joe Rzempoluch will return after having missed all of '87 as well. The Jays therefore retain two
star midfielders not even available last year during
Hopkins' championship drive. The return of Rzempoluch is particularly heartening since in 1986 he
developed into one of the game's leading face-off men.
Junior Greg Gunning handled these duties for
Hopkins last year, so the Blue Jays should have the
most depth in the nation in this pivotal area.
Also returning are juniors John Dressel, Brendan
Kelly, John Wilkens, and Pat Russell. Dressel scored
twelve times for the Jays in '87, while Kelly led all
returning Jays in scoring with 15 goals and 10 assists.
It was John Wilkens who got things going for
Hopkins in last year's semi-final victory over
Maryland with a blistering score early in the first
quarter. The midfield is rounded out by sophomore
Greg Lilly (5 goals, I assist) and freshman Mark
Dressel (Timonium, MD), Jim Harkin (Setauket,
NY), Seth Tierney (Wantaugh, NY)and Jay Wright
(Littleton, CO).
DEFENSE

File Photo

Defense is the area from which Hopkins has lost
no players from its 1987 championship squad. No
Bubiers, Mitchells, LeDoyens, or Woods to replace
here. Rather, the Jays return first team All-American
Dave Pietramala, and juniors Steve Ciccarone, James
DeTommaso, and Greg Lilly. This is the combination that not only gained experience in 1987, but proved good enough to help furnish that forty-second
NCAA title. Joining perhaps the best starting defense
in the nation will be seniors Eric Shaw and Nils
Youngwall, juniors Chris Chirieleison and Chip
Dates, and sophomore Dave Howland. The freshmen

A funny thing happened to Hopkins on their way
to a lacrosse championship last year. They found
themselves an All-World goalie. Just as Jays fans
were getting used to the fact that Larry Quinn was
gone, never to return, super saves and everdependable play reappeared in front of the Hopkins
net.
It all started in the middle of last season when the
listless Jays were 3-2 and apparently prepared to kiss
1987 goodbye in the game against North Carolina.
The Blue Jays had just been upset 9-7 by Virginia
at Homewood, and had never won a game at
Carolina's Fetzer Field. On a whim, preparing for
the future perhaps, Zimmerman decided to start
freshman goaltender Quint Kessenich. The rookie
responded with 21 saves in Hopins' 11-10 comefrom-behind victory. The following week at
Homewood, Kessenich would stop 19 shots against
Army and eventually end the season with a .619 save
percentage. The Jays went 7-1 with the freshman in
the net, beating North Carolina in the quarterfinals,
and downing undefeated Maryland and Cornell teams
for the championship. Kessenich was awarded with
a third team All-American spot.
There is a postscript to this story, however—a
slightly unfortunate one. Kessenich was suspended
along with defenseman Dave Howland for the first
game of the season. There seems to have been some
sort of altercation at the Northway Apartments.
Defenseman James DeTornmaso was also in on the
action, but will not miss a game. In Kessenich's place
for the opener against Syracuse will be senior Jeff
Kramer, who saw six shots of action all last season.
A win here without Kessenich could foreshadow an
undefeated season for the Jays.
COACHES
For the 1988 season, two new faces join the
Hopkins coaching staff. A 1987 graduate of Hopkins,
three-time first-team All-American Brian Wood will
work as a scout for the Jays. John Haus, formerly
an assistant coach at Loyola High School, will help
coach defense. Returning from last year's staff are
defensive coach Jerry Pfeifer, offensive coordinator
Joe Devlin, and goalkeeper coaches Les Matthews
and Brian Holman.
Fred Smith, who had been involved in Blue Jay
lacrosse for the past forty years, passed away this
summer. Smith, a member of the Lacrosse Hall of
See JAYS, 18
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Matt Panetta
Attack
Freshman
6'2" 190 lbs
Elmont, NY
Elmont H.S.

Mike Morrill
Attack
Senior
6'0" 175 lbs
Timonium, MD
St. Paul's H.S.

John Dressel
Midfield
Junior
6'0" 185 lbs
Baltimore, MD
Lawrenceville H.S.

John Ciccarone
Attack
Junior
5'10" 170 lbs
Baltimore, MD
Boys' Latin

3

2

4

t40PKINs
Quint Kessenich
Goal
ilp,holmo
65r
.
1r
lbs
Z
.tz Lynbrook, NY
..tz Lynbrook H.S.

12

Seth Tierney
Midfield
Freshman
5'9" 150 lbs
Wantagh, NY
MacArthur H.S.

Jay Wright
Midfield
Freshman
5'8" 150 lbs
Littleton, CO
Kent Denver H.S.

13

1

Joe
mdflzle
dmpoluch

Junior
6'0" 195 lbs
Farmingdale, NY
Farmingdale H.S.

****************************

1 The 1988
Scott Marr
24 Attack
Sophomore
6'0" 180 lbs
Yorktown Heights, NY
Yorktown H.S.

-tz

Jamie McNealey
Goal
Freshman
6'1" 165 lbs
Severna Park, MD
Severn H.S.

26

Photos by Tom Barthel

Dave Howland
Defense
Sophomore
6'1" 185 lbs
Sherborn, MA
Avon-Old-Farms H.S.

Bill Dwan
Defense
Freshman
6'0" 180 lbs
Yorktown Heights, NY
Yorktown H.S.

27

1

Photos not available
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V
Deicfteonrs Dates

Junior
6'0" 170 lbs
Baltimore, MD
Gilman H.S.

'tX
'tX

4 Nils

Al—V-

2 MA!kdefieMldor is ey
Freshman
6'0" 180 lbs
Massapequa, NY
Massapequa H.S.

Head Coach:

Sjefve Ciccarone
ense
Junior
6'0" 180 lbs
Baltimore, MD
Gilman H.S.

**V--V-

V-

-V- V-* V-

Crawfodc
iJ ma dkfield

Senior
511" 170 lbs
Rockville, MD
Mercersburg H.S.

4

Youngwall

Senior
6'1" 175 lbs
4C Locust Valley, NY
.tz Portledge H.S.

V- -V-

3

Captains: Jack Crawford, Mike Morrill
Managers: Steve Steinsaltz, Mike Jurinski
Statisticians: Meredith Buchner, Karen Moel, Heather Green

-V- Al- -V-

-V- -V- -V- V-A1-

Vi•

*V-

V-

V-

-V-
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Brian Voelker
Defense
Freshman
6'1" 170 lbs
Baltimore, MD
Gilman H.S.

6
1

Jmoid
hnfieW
idilkens

Junior
6'2" 185 lbs
Stony Brook, NY
Ward Melville H.S.

Pat Russell
Midfield
Junior
6'0" 170 lbs
Baltimore, MD
Loyola H.S.

8

John Sheenan
Midfield
Freshman
6'0" 170 lbs
Towson, MD
Towson H.S.

7

1

Jay Clarke
Attack
Sophomore
6'3" 170 lbs
Lutherville, MD
Dulaney H.S.

1

Midfielda rk i n
Jim

Freshman
510" 160 lbs
Setauket, NY
Avon-Old-Farms H.S.

Jeff Kramer
Goal
Senior
5'10" 170 lbs
Wo•thington, OH
Wo thington H.S.

Jeff lhm
Attack
Junior
6'0" 180 lbs
Farmingdale, NY
Farmingdale H.S.

22

21

***************************

Blue Jays
Mark Dressel
Midfield
Freshman
510" 180 lbs
Baltimore, MD
Boys' Latin H.S.

25

and Bill Berger

Brendan Kelly
Midfield
Junior
5'9" 170 lbs
Towson, MD
Towson H.S.

32
4

JDam
f essDeTommaso

Junior
6'0" 185 lbs
Farmingdale, NY
Farmingdale H.S.

3

Greg Kelly
Midfield
Sophomore
6'1" 175 lbs
Northport, NY
St. Anthony H.S.

33
4

-V- V-

-V—V-*V-

37

Eric Shaw
Defense
Senior
6'2" 180 lbs
Denver, CO
South Denver H.S.

4

Coaches: Jerry Pfeifer ('65) and John Haus, Defense; Joe
Devlin ('78), Attack; Les Matthews ('73) and Brian Holman
('83), Goalkeepers; and Brian Wood ('87), Scouting.

,

Greg Lilly
Defense
Junior
511" 160 lbs
Davidsonville, MD
St. Mary's H.S.

Junior
5'11" 190 lbs
Baltimore, MD
Gilman H.S.

Don Zimmerman

• V- Al-

ldunning
GI;d
7ieG
M

-V-

4

Dav
f e Pietramala

Junior
5'9" 175 lbs
Reading, PA
Hills School

Junior
6'3" 180 lbs
Massapequa, NY
St. Mary's H.S.

-V-

V-

*V- V-*V-

C
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-V- -V- -V-

-V- -V-
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Starting with Syracuse tomorrow, Jays
by Steven Silber
One year ago, the Blue Jays were entering what
was thought to be a rebuilding season. Yet, when
the dust finally cleared, they found themselves once
again NCAA champions. How then can the Jays fail
to bring home the title this year? This is the question that Hopkins' opponents will be asking
themselves as the Jays shoot for their forty-third national championship.
Coach Zimmerman's team took some hard knocks
in 1987, losing games to Syracuse, Virginia, and
Maryland. Hopkins will again face these teams, plus
perennial power North Carolina, in '88 in a schedule
that mimics that of a year ago; Hopkins plays the
same ten teams this year as last.
Fortunately for this season's Jays, most of the
traditional lacrosse giants are to be met at home,
notably Maryland, North Carolina, and Syracuse.
However, these teams are ranked second, third, and
fifth, respectively, by the U.S. Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association, and Hopkins must travel to
play the sixth-ranked Virginia squad that upset the
Jays at Homewood last year. Also, Hopkins must
face on the road the seventh-ranked Navy team and
the twelfth-ranked Army team. The Blue Jays just
barely got by both Army and Navy in 1987. In the
other four games on the schedule (against Rutgers,
Washington College, Princeton, and Towson State)
Hopkins stands really no chance of losing.
Here is a look at the 1988 Blue Jay's schedule,
week by week:

SYRACUSE
Saturday, March 5
Homewood Field
2:00 p.m.
Series Record: Jays lead 10-4
The Division I semi-finals and championship game
are being held at Syracuse University's Carrier Dome
this year, so the Orangemen are assuming if they can
make it that far, the title may very well be theirs.
They hope to start their march to the top in the season
opener tomorrow against the Jays.
The past five seasons have seen the Syracuse-Johns
Hopkins lacrosse rivalry develop into one of the most
heated in American sports. The Jays allowed
Syracuse a come-from-behind victory in the 1983
final, only to soundly defeat them in the same game
a year later. In 1985 the tradition started of facing
Syracuse on the first day of the season, and Hopkins
complied with a victory. In the following season's
opener, Zimmerman suffered his first defeat at
Homewood Field as the Orangemen handed Hopkins
an 11-10 loss. Playing in sub-freezing temperatures,
the Jays were edged out despite a fourth quarter barrage in which Craig Bubier's shot whizzed just above
the crossbar with twenty seconds to play. In last

Timothy Nichols—Lacrosse Magazine

year's game the weather proved no factor as Syracuse
went on to a 15-14 overtime win in their home opener
at the Carrier Dome.
Saturday, March 12
This year the action returns to Homewood Field Chestertown, MD
as the Orangemen are ranked number five after having lost to Cornell in the 1987 semi-finals. (Cornell 2:00 p.m.
went on to lose to Hopkins in the final.) In 1988, Series Record: Jays lead 27-1
Syracuse has lost fourteen seniors, including twoWashington College is a Division III team that
time first team All-American midfielder Todd Curry,
starting goalie Jim Gyory, and leading attackmen Hopkins plays virtually every year and virtually never
loses to. They finished third in the Division III
Gordie Mapes and Tom Nelson.
Returning is second team All-American attackman Coaches Poll last year.
But this year the Shoremen are returning nine
John Zulberti (24 goals, 22 assists in '87), as well
as the twins Paul and Gary Gait, who as freshmen starters and twenty-four players overall, so their efa year ago combined for 36 goals. Also returning fort against Hopkins may be one of their strongest
is sophomore goalie Matt Palumb, who played well ones to date. Add to this the fact that they face the
last year in games against Army and Brown, and who Jays at home, and maybe the Shoremen really do
may have started more games for the Orange had have a chance to pull off a major upset.
But probably not. After all, the Jays thrashed them
he not been injured.
The Orange traditionally play a run-and-gun type 23-7 last year at Homewood, and with the return of
offense, scoring a lot of goals. To counter this, the Kessenich in goal for Hopkins, the ratio of
Jays hope to utilize their superior passing and ball- Washington College goals to the Jays' may be even
control game. The key to this year's contest, lower. Nonetheless, the Shoremen do return highhowever, may lie in the fact that Hopkins' sophomore scoring attackman. Tim Hormes(40 goals, 5 assists
sensation goaltender Quint Kessenich has been in '87) and offense-minded midfielders Mike
suspended by Zimmerman for one game. In his stead McGuane(27 goals, 16 assists) and Chris Dollar(28
will be Jeff Kramer, a capable senior, but one who goals, 1 assist).
Still, the Blue Jays could be particularly hungry
faced only six shots on goal in 1987, saving four of
coming off a loss to Syracuse. Or maybe they will
them.
For this reason alone the Hopkins-Syracuse game beat the Orange. Either way, they should win big
tomorrow is hard to pick. With Kessenich in goal the over Washington College.
Jays would be a steady favorite. Without him, a few
more Orange shots than normal should reach the Prediction: Hopkins 16, Washington College 6
twine. It could be the Jays' only loss of the season.

WASHINGTON COLLEGE

Prediction: Syracuse 12, Hopkins 10

Saturday, March 19
Homewood Field
2:00 p.m.
Series Record: Jays lead 21-3

1988 Blue Jays' Schedule
ittiarch.

›...

day
day, March 12
Saturday, Match 19
Saturday, March 26
'Saturday, April 2
Saturday, April 9
Saturday, April 16
Saturday, April 23
Saturday, April 30
Saturday, May 7
S.

Sunday. May 22
Saturday, May 28
Mon* .
. .

•.

•'• • • • :':•••

Syracuse
Washington College
Rutgers
Princeton, at Manhasset, NY
Virginia
North Carolina
Army
Maryland (Homecoming)
Navy
Towson State

2:00 pm
2:00 pm
2:00 pm
2:00 pm
2:00 pm
2:00 pm
7:00 pm
2:00 pm
2:00 pm
2:00 pm

NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
TBA
Quarter-Finals
Semi-Finals, at Syracuse
Firtaisit at Syracuse
,
..•..

'•

RUTGERS

Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home

Rutgers comes into the 1988 season ranked fifteenth in the Division I poll. Last year in Piscataway,
NJ, they gave Hopkins something of a scare, leading
7-5 going into the fourth quarter only to succumb
to the Jays 10-7.
This season the Scarlet Knights must replace ten
players since graduated, including attackman Ed
Trabulsy and defenseman Rick Lewis, both AllAmericans. They hope to fill Trabulsy's shoes with
sophomore Andy DeCicco (18 goals, 11 assists, in
'87), who could become one of the NCAA's leading
scorers. Also returning are seven midfielders, led
by Greg Rinaldi, who scored 31 goals for the Knights
last year. Rutgers has lost five defensemen including
Lewis, but they are hoping that standout senior goalie
Jim Gilman will provide most of the defense. He may
have to.
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again face nation's toughest schedule
This game is being held the first Saturday of Spring
Break, so true Hopkins fans might want to stick
around. But when a mediocre team during a rebuilding year must play Hopkins at Homewood, they do
not stand much of a chance. Gilman should keep
Rutgers in the game for some of the time, though.

NORTH CAROLINA
Saturday, April 9
Homewood Field
2:00 p.m.
Series Record: Jays lead 7-6

Prediction: Hopkins 13, Rutgers 6

PRINCETON
Saturday, March 26
Manhasset, NY
2:00 p.m.
Series Record: Jays lead 42-12
This should be the game where Hopkins puts it
all together and really sticks it to an opponent. The
Blue Jays beat Princeton 21-6 last year, and there
is no reason why the outcome this year should be
any different. Well, maybe some reason. Hopkins
assistant coach Bill Tierney has moved on to
Princeton to take over the head reins there. Maybe
his knowledge of the Blue Jay system can prevent
a few goals scored against his new team.
But not too many. The Hopkins team today is simply better than that of a year ago, so the Tigers stand
really no chance. this game is being held at
Manhasset, New York, so Hopkins students from
New York might want to spend that last Saturday
of Spring Break out on Long Island whooping it up
for the Black and Blue. There is nothing to lose; not
for the Jays anyway.
Prediction: Hopkins 19, Princeton 4

VIRGINIA
Saturday, April 2
Charlottesville, VA
2:00 p.m.
Series Record: Jays lead 43-9-1

In the past few years Hopkins' rivalry with North
Carolina has exceeded in excitement and intensity
even that with Syracuse. Just when you think the Jays
and the Tar Heels have played the greatest game of
all time, their next match is even closer.
In 1982 Carolina beat Hopkins 13-12 in overtime,
only to lose to them the following year 14-13 in double overtime. In 1984 it was 4-3 Hopkins, followed
by a UNC 11-10 overtime victory in 1985. In '86
the Jays routed the Heels in the regular season only
to blow a fourth quarter 9-6 lead in the semi-finals
and lose to Carolina 11-10 in overtime. Last year
the Jays won for the first time ever at Chapel Hill,
11-10, and then hosting the Tar Heels in the quarterfinals beat them by the same score. Put simply,
whenever Johns Hopkins and North Carolina take
the field together, chances are the game will be decided by one goal, quite possibly in overtime.
This year, however, just may be a year when
Hopkins can win semi-comfortably. North Carolina
is ranked number three but was expected to win it
all last season, not finish fifth. Having lost seven
starters to graduation, Coach Willie Scroggs' team
should have to scratch and claw to reach a high playoff spot. Among the seven lost to graduation are included three defensive starters, most notably threetime first team All-American and 1986 National
Player-of-the-Year Tom Haus. Also gone are two
starting attackmen, including two-time Heel leading
scorer Gary Seivold, hero of the 1986 championship
tournament. Carolina has also incurred losses at midfield, most glaring the graduation of first team AllAmerican Joey Seivold.
To take the places of the departing stars North
Carolina has a lot of bodies but no big names. One
area furnishing a familiar face is goaltending: Barney
Aburn is to start for the third straight season for
UNC. But Aburn slumped last year, and if he does
not regain his 1986 form the Heels may prove no
match for teams like Hopkins. On April 9th, look
for a replay of the '86 game as Hopkins puts in gear
its drive to the '88 championship.

Virginia had a strange season in 1987. Having narrowly missed an NCAA championship in their overtime loss to Carolina a year before, the Cavaliers
allowed themselves an early-season defeat at the
hands of Brown. It was simply the biggest win in
Brown's history. A few weeks later, coming into
Homewood with a 4-2 record, the Cavs upset the Prediction: Hopkins 14, North Carolina 8
Jays and lifted their ranking to number six in the nation. They then proceeded to lose their next four
games and remove their chances for even a top-12
Saturday, April 16
seed and a playoff-berth.
year,
The problem for other NCAA teams this
West Point, NY
however, is that during Virginia's demise and injury- 7:00 p.m.
ridden season of '87, they deveopled a nucleus of
talented underclassmen to step in and keep the Cavs Series Record: Jays lead 43-13
respectable. This raw-talented nucleus in now experienced and liable to bring UVA all the way to
Syracuse and the final-four this Memorial Day
weekend.
A year ago, for example, first-team All-American
Cav goaltender Peter Sheehan came down with
mononucleosis. He was replaced by freshman Stew
Ridgely, who responded with a .613 save percentage and 16 stops in the win over Hopkins. Another
then-freshman, midfielder Andy Kraus, won 42 of
his first 64 face-offs. In addition, Virginia will field
three seniors in 1988 who had the best seasons of
their careers in '87. Bob Schulper led the inner
defense in ground balls while attackmen Chase
Monroe and Doug Amacher developed into one of
the top scoring combos in the country.
So it is clear that the Cavaliers have talent. They
have been duly ranked sixth in the pre-season poll.
But can they convert their talent into a victory over
Hopkins? Such a result is possible, but the Jays have
been known for some good players of their own, so
that when the shooting is over at Charlottesville, look
for another hard-fought Hopkins victory.

ARMY

Prediction: Hopkins 10, Virginia 6.

Army's bag is mixed concerning players returning from their seventh-ranked 1987 team. At attack
the Cadets lose high scorers Doug Shaver and Joe
Gillis, but retain Rob Betchley, who scored three
times in Army's 11-9 defeat last year at Homewood.
Betchley will be looking for feeds in front of the net
by a midfield squad entirely intact from a year ago.
At defense Army loses two standouts from last
season, Dan Williams and Tom Hickman, but the
Cadets feel that in goalie Joel Portuese they possess
the best netminder in the nation.
Last year at Homewood the Jays trailed Army for
more than a half only to reverse a fourth-quarter
deficit and beat the Cadets 11-9. This was the game
where freshman Quint Kessenich started for the first
time at home and cemented the number one goaltending job by stopping nineteen Army shots. This year
the Jays must travel up to West Point and meet the
Cadets at Michie Stadium. It was here where Army
was eliminated from the 1987 championship tournament by lesser ranked Adelphi, 6-5. As a result,
Army has come into the 1988 season ranked twelfth.
But don't let this relatively low ranking fool you—
the Cadets have talent. Of course, so do the Jays—
enough to forebode another Hopkins victory.
Prediction: Hopkins 8, Army 6.

MARYLAND
Saturday, April 23
Homewood Field
2:00 p.m.
Series Record: Jays lead 45-30-1
Geographically closest to Baltimore among the
Jays' top rivals, Maryland likes to bring up lots of
fans from College Park when they play Hopkins. Add
this to the fact that April 23rd is Homecoming at
JHU, and Homewood Field should really be packed for this battle between the two top-ranked teams
coming into the 1988 season.
Unfortunately for Hopkins, Maryland's roster also.
looks packed—with talent. A bevy of seniors return
from the 1987 squad that lost to the Jays in the semifinals 13-8. This is particularly true at midfield. Gone
to graduation is four-year standout Brian Willard,
but the Terrapins retain All-American senior Tom
Worstell. Add to him Guy Riccardi, Chris Sullen,
and Tom Bedard, and Maryland possesses the most
experienced midfield squad in the country.
At attack, the Terps suffered some heavy losses,
losing to graduation two out of three from their
awesome '87 offense, Mike Mosko and Kirk
Thurston. But in senior Brendan Hanley they retain
perhaps the best of the bunch. Hanley will be joined
by another senior capable of scoring goals, Mike
See SCHEDULE,8
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Maryland, Navy, Towson round out season
SCHEDULE, from 7
Smith. In the net, Maryland loses All-American Jim
Beardmore, who stopped 75% of all shots coming
at him before he faced the Hopkins guns in the semifinals a year ago. To replace him will be a senior
with some experience, Dennis Sullivan, if sophomore
Willie Griffin does not get a chance.
One area which could prove the deciding factor
in the game against Maryland is face-offs, where the
Terrapins lost Todd Ensor, a senior a year ago who
won 16 of 21 face-offs in the Terps' regular season
11-7 victory at College Park. But this year the Jays
get their face-off specialist back, Joe Rzempoluch.
Add this to the fact that the game will be played at
Homewood, and the Jays should eke out their narrowest victory of the campaign.

an NCAA tournament record. At midfield, the Midshipmen enjoy almost as much experience as the
University of Maryland, employing three seniors including All-American Frank Snyder. Finally, the
starting defense is filled with nothing but juniors and
seniors, led by team captain Jim Darcy.
Last year the Jays played listless lacrosse against
Navy at Homewood, nearly handing the Midshipmen

Prediction: Hopkins 10, Navy 9

TOWSON STATE
Saturday, May 7
Homewood Field
2:00 p.m.
Series Record: Jays lead 12-0
Coach Carl Runk recently said the following about
his Towson State Tigers lacrosse team, according
to the Towson State Sports Information Office: "It's
hard to place a price tag on what we lost last year.
We had a phenomenal bunch of seniors and the
leadership we received at each position on the field,
at practice, off the field, it was just overwhelming."
This was a team Hopkins defeated 13-7 at Towson
last year, so you can imagine just how well the Jays
should do in '88 at Homewood. Gone are Tiger stars
Jeff Peek, Richard Winkoff, and Jeff Dumpson. In
'87 the Tiger attack recorded 97 goals and 82 assists,
but their only returning attackrnan this season is
sophomore Pat Gress, who as a sub in '87 recorded
three goals and five assists.
So it is clear that the Tigers are hurting. They will
retain sophowe goalie Dave Linthicum, who
wrested the starting job away from senior Tom
Manos in the middle of last season, but this will not
nearly be enough to beat a Jays team looking to gain
momentum for the playoffs.

Prediction: Hopkins 11, Maryland 10

NAVY
Saturday, April 30
Annapolis, MD
2:00 p.m.
Series Record: Jays lead 33-25-1
Don't look now, but this could be Navy's best year
since 1970 when the Mids last won an NCAA
lacrosse championship. Last year they enjoyed their
best season since 1979, finishing sixth in the country. This year Navy returns five All-Americans and
eight of their top ten scorers.
In goal the Midshipmen retain Joe Donnelly,a
senior who played well in Navy's come-from-behind
10-9 defeat last year at Hopkins. On attack, Navy
leading scorer Paul Basile returns, a junior AllAmerican who recorded 8 assists in the Mids' 1987
14-6 play-off victory over Brown. The 8 assists are

a come-from-behind fourth quarter victory. This year
the Mids are better, and so are the Jays, but the game
is being held at the Naval Academy. This game,
therefore, like the Maryland game, is loseable. Look
for a strong showing by Navy and a narrow victory
by Hopkins.

File Photo

Prediction: Hopkins 16, Towson State 4
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GO WITH THE WINNERS

GO BLUE JAYS
BEAT SYRACUSE
Your Victory Decides the Value
of our Coupon

Lacrosse Magazine, the official publication of The Lacrosse Foundation
Newton H White Jr Athletic Center
Homewood
Baltimore, Maryland 21218
301-235-6882

*If Hopkins Wins by 2 or more
goals, this ad is worth
/
1
2 off any pizza*
*If Hopkins Wins by 1 goal,
this ad is worth $2.00
off any pizza*
*No matter what the score, this
ad is worth $1.00 off any
pizza*
—33rd at Charles-467-0802—
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Blue Jays top this season's early polls
by Robert Brenner and Gopal Kowdley
Well, for all those freshmen who have spent the
last six months wondering why they came to Hopkins
(or for all you upperclassmen who forgot somewhere
between CIP and Orgo Lab)the reason will become
quite clear on Saturday as the Orangemen of Syracuse
take on YOUR Johns Hopkins Blue Jays, the defending national lacrosse champions.
After last year's cinderella season, the Blue Jays
are sitting on top of the lacrosse world. Yet, in the
forthcoming three months they will be heavily
challenged by the likes of North Carolina, Maryland,
Cornell and Syracuse. Without any further introduction, here are our picks, along with our expert
analyses.
1. Johns Hopkins Blue Jays: Led by returning
starters, such as attackman Mike Morrill (last year's
leading scorer), midfielder Brendan Kelly,
defensemen Dave Pietramala, James De Tommaso,
and Greg Lilly, as well as goaltender Quint
Kessinich, this team has an excellent opportunity to
repeat championship performance. Leadership will
be provided by seniors Eric Shaw and John Dressel,
as well as the starters. The team will be anchored
by a solid defense, led by All-Americans Pietramala
and Kessinich. Along with Morrill, the scoring load
will be carried by John Ciccarone, Jeff Ihm, Scott
Marr and John Wilkins. At midfield veterans Pat
Russell, Greg Gunning, and Greg Kelly should prove
reliable. The best coaching staff in the nation will
also look to a promising class of freshmen for additional support. Although the losses of Brian Wood,
Craig Bubier, Steve Mitchell, Larry LeDoyen and
Bruce Chanenchuk are worthy of mention, this onehundred and fifth edition of the Blue Jays are our
picks to win their 43rd national championship.

3. North Carolina Tar Heels: A team, which on
paper seems to be as athletically talented as Maryland, the Tar Heels will need to replace seven starters
from a year ago. This includes their entire starting defense, which was led by first team AllAmerican Tom Haus, as well as third team member
Chris Walker. At least early in the season, this should
loom as a stumbling block. On the offensive front,
the Heels are minus their two scoring leaders in the
Seivold brothers. However, the team will be very
strong on attack with returning players with starting
experience Chris Hein, Chris Galgano, Corey Gavitt,
John Szczypinski, and Mark Tununillo. Led by the
play and leadership of the Welsh brothers, Brett
Davy and Ted Brown, the midfield positions will be
well stocked. Also, the starting goalie Barney Aburn
returns for another season in Chapel Hill. As Coach
Zimmerman commented, "They are loaded offensively . . .they will be another very good team."
4. Syracuse Orangemen: The Orangemen will
have a large gap to fill with the loss at graduation
of two starting attackmen, as well as All-World midfielder Todd Curry. The scoring slack will be picked up by attaclunan John Zulberti, as well as the
Canadian Gait brothers at midfield, of whom Gary
Gait is expected to be named All-American as a
sophomore. Defensively, they lost some starters, but
capable replacements are ready to accept their roles
of responsibility. In goal will be Matt Palumb, who
sat out the end of last season with a knee injury, but
as a sophomore will be expected to perform at a high
level.

ttunow
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2. Maryland Terrapins: All-Americans Brendal
Hanley (a transfer from Hopkins) at attack and Tom
Worstell at midfield lead this year's squad. Gone are
Hopkins killers Jim Beardmore, Kirk Thurston and
Mike Mosko, but this year's team seems to be one
of the most athletically gifted in the country. Replacing the highly regarded Beardmore in goal will be
senior Dennis Sullivan. The entire defensive crew
returns, minus Brian Jackson, so scoring on the Terps
should be a formidable task. Phil Williard and Guy
Ricciardi return as valuable midfielders. Of interest
could be the play of the transfer student Pat Gugerty at this position as well. Senior Mike Smith, as well
as Hanley will lead the Terps attack. Coach Zimmerman remarked about the 1988 Terps: "They are
a very talented team...looks again this year to be
a contender."

USIA* Divis
Preseason Poll
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

POirtiS

Johns Hopkins (9)
Maryland (7)
North Carolina
Cornell (1)
Syracuse
Virginia

190

175
152

Courtesy of Syracuse University

5. Cornell Big Red: Led by Player of the Year
Tim Goldstein, the Big Red will look to repeat as
participants in this year's NCAA championship
game. Along with Goldstein on attack will be senior
John Wurzburger and junior Steve "the Stork"
Meyer. This could be the highest scoring frontline
in college lacrosse. Some of their key midfielders,
in first and second team All-Americans Bob Cummings and Todd Francis respectively, from last year's
Ivy champ team, have graduated, but capable players
await. On defense, their fine trio of Tim Vivian,
Aaron Jones and Steve Paletta departed in June, but
their goaltender, Paul Schimoler, returns in quest of
another final four appearance. As Zimmerman stated,
"They should once again be tough in '88."

File Photo

this point in the season, they will face tremendous
competition from other top-ranked teams, including
Maryland, Virginia, and Hopkins. Look for Navy
to have an uplifting early spring, and possibly, a long
run in the NCAA's.
7. University of Massachusetts Minutemen: Led
by first team All-American Tom Carmean, the
Minutemen will look to establish themselves as contenders for the NCAA championship. Although many
lacrosse fans are unimpressed with most teams away
from the mid-Atlantic and New York regions, many
in Amherst believe this squad will be heard from in
the spring. Besides Carmean, U Mass will rely on
the exploits of goaltender Sal LoCascio, last year's
third team All-American. Sources close to High
School Lacrosse have said that U Mass captured the
best young attackmen from Long Island last year.
Although their schedule can't compare with those
of the traditional powers, the Minutemen should still
be regarded as one of the top teams going into this
year's season.
8. University of Virginia Cavaliers: Although at
this point, coach Jim Adams picks his squad no
higher than sixteenth, the Cavaliers will look to return
to the competitive level that marked their program
in the past. Even with last year's disappointment,
there were signs that this was indeed a top flight program. Such was the case when Virginia invaded
Homewood and defeated the Jays last year. However,
on the downside there was the shocker suffered at
the hands of the Brown Bruins. Their only AllAmerican selection, defenseman Scott Lind, has
graduated, so leadership will become a key for this
team. At goal will be sophomore Stu Ridgely, who
was exceptional last year in his substitute performance for Peter Sheehan here against Hopkins.
Returning as starters will be Greg Sessa and Chase
Monroe at attack, Tom Engelke and Andy Kraus at
midfield, as well as Pete NC Sherry at defense. It will
be quite surprising even to ..oach Adams, however,
if this unit advances far U. 'wards Memorial Day in
Syracuse.

9. Brown University Bruins: After blossoming
on the lacrosse scene last y..ar, especially with a hard
fought victory over Virgin a, this Ivy Leaguer will
look to win more belie:.:rs as they attempt to
challenge rival Cornell fol Ivy honors. Last year's
quick exit at the hands of avy in the first round of
the NCAA's will provide incentive for this year's
edition. Since the core of last year's underdog team
6. Navy Midshipmen: Behind the leadership pro- returns to Providence, i ; experienced unit will
vided by five returning All-Americans, including top.. cause headaches to oppor its, Ivies and non-Ivies
scorers Paul Basile and Mike Herger, the seventy- alike.
ninth edition of Navy Lacrosse will look to advance
10. Vacant: As of this writing, we can't come to
beyond last year's NCAA defeat at the hands of the
Syracuse Orangemen. Among other standouts will agreement as to whether Army, Pennsylvania,
be senior goalie Joe Donnelly, a two-time honorable Rutgers, Adelphi, or Towson belong as the final pick
mention All-American, midfielder Frank Snyder and to this illustrious poll. As the season progresses,
Nick Amatuccio at defense. It is quite possible that however, we will keep ya'll informed as to which
this experienced squad will maintain an unblemish- of these second tier teams will provide the greatest
ed record through the month of April. However, after challenge.

Johns Hopkins

Homewo(

Saturday,
2:00 I

Timothy Nichols—Lacrosse Magazine

The Hopkins Blue Jays
Probable Starters
3
21
4
14
33
30
43
37
41
22

Fite Photo

Mike Morrill
Jeff lhm
John Ciccarone
Joe Rzempoluch
Greg Kelly
Jack Crawford
Dave Pietramala
Greg Lilly
James DeTommaso
Jeff Kramer

Attack
Attack
Attack
Midfield
Midfield
Midfield
Defense
Defense
Defense
Goal

ns vs. Syracuse
ood Field
)
7
March 5
P.M.

Courtesy of the Athletic Center

The Syracuse Orangemen
Probable Starters
11
14
9
22
19
3
29
18
32
10

John Zulberti
Greg Burns
Jim Egan
Gary Gait
Paul Gait
Brad Roos
Patrick McCabe
James McNamara
Mark Stopher
Matt Palumb

Attack
Attack
Attack
Midfield
Midfield
Midfield
Defense
Defense
Defense
Goal

Timothy Nichols—Ls Magazine
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1987: Recap of a championship
Courtesy of the Hopkins Athletic Center
Capturing the NCAA Division I Championship at
Rutgers University provided a fulfilling ending to
a topsy-turvy 1987 season. The 11-10 victory over
Cornell University in the final game marked the third
time in four years that the Blue Jays under Coach
Zimmerman have captured the title.
The season started on an unhappy note when
Hopkins lost an early March game in the Carrier
Dome to Syracuse University, 15-14, The following week, the Jays travelled to Rutgers where senior
midfielder Larry LeDoyen sparked the Blue Jays in
the fourth quarter to help seal a 10-7 win.
Playing at Homewood for the next two Saturdays,
Hopkins completely dominated Washington College
23-7, and Princeton University 21-6. At this point
many felt that the 1987 Jays had finally hit their
stride. But the next Saturday, Virginia invaded
Homewood and pulled a surprise upset over the Jays
by the score of 9-7. This was the poorest performance
by a Hopkim team in the last four years and skeptics began to question the destiny of the '87 squad.
To say the Jays had their backs against the wall
is an understatement. On the following Saturday,
Hopkins had to travel to Chapel Hill to face the defending national champion Tar Heels of the University
of North Carolina. And to make matters even worse,
Hopkins had never defeated Carolina on their home
turf.
To shake things up quite a bit, Coach Zimmerman decided to start freshman goalkeeper Quint
Kessenich against North Carolina. Many felt that this
was throwing the lamb to the wolves—starting a
freshman against the defending national champion.
But Kessenich had shown flashes of brilliance during practice and the coaching staff was confident of
his abilities.
The game turned out to be a thriller. Tied at the
half, Carolina jumped to a two goal lead late in the
third period. Things looked bad for the Jays until
Larry LeDoyen took control. Displaying the talent
that many knew he had, Larry led the Jays to a comefrom-behind 11-10 victory. Kessenich proved he was
a future star by making 21 saves in the nets.
The following Saturday a tough 11-9 victory over

Army set up the big game—Hopkins versus
undefeated and top-ranked University of Maryland
at College Park. Before more than 20,000 fans,
Hopkins stayed with the Terps for three quarters,
which no other team in the country had managed to
do. But in the deciding fourth period. Maryland
outscored the Jays 4-0 to take an 11-7 victory. It was
a tough loss for the Jays, but hopes were high that
these two squads might meet again in the playoffs.
Hopkins returned to Baltimore with an umimpressive 10-9 Homecoming win over Navy. The
Midshipmen had roared back to almost tie the score
late in the fourth period.
With a 6 and 3 record, the Blue Jays were scheduled to close the regular season on the following Saturday night against a hungry Towson State squad at
Tiger Stadium. Many felt that this would be the year
for Towson to beat Johns Hopkins for the first time,
but Hopkins, playing the most consistent lacrosse of
the season, handed Towson a convincing defeat. It
appeared that perhpas the Blue Jays were finally hitting their peak going into the all-important playoffs.
Ranked fourth in the twelve team tournament,
Hopkins hosted fifth-ranked North Carolina in a
rematch that would determine who would go to the
Final Four at Rutgers University. Following the usual
scenario when these two teams meet, the contest was
hard fought all the way. Late in the game Carolina
took a one goal lead after being down by two. after
sophomore middie Brendan Kelly tied the score with
2:30 to play, the defense cleared the ball to Mike Morrill, who scored his sixth goal of the game to give
Hopkins the lead and an 11-10 win. This was perhaps
Morrill's finest day as a Blue Jay. Kessenich was
again tough in the goal, coming up with 23 saves,
several at point-blank range.
The win over North Carolina gave Hopkins
momentum going into the Final Four, something they
would surely need because they would be facing stillundefeated Maryland in the semi-finals. It had been
said that the 1987 Terp team might be the best ever
fielded at Maryland, and Coach Zimmerman and his
staff knew that it would take an almost-perfect game
to upset the number one ranked Terrapins. An

1987 Division I
All-Americans
Attack:

Midfield:

Defense:

Goal:

Attack:

Midfield:

Defense:

Goal:

Attack:

Midfield:

Defense:

Goal:

FIRST TEAM
Tom Carmean (Massachusetts)
Brian Wood (Johns Hopkins)
Tim Goldstein (Cornell)
Bob Cummings (Cornell)
Steve Mitchell (Johns Hopkins)
Tom Worstell (Maryland)
Todd Curry (Syracuse)
Brian Jackson (Maryland)
Dave Pietramala (Johns Hopkins)
Tom Haus (North Carolina)
Jim Beardmore (Maryland)
SECOND TEAM
John Zulberti (Syracuse)
Ed Trabulsy (Rutgers)
Mike Mosko (Maryland)
Larry LeDoyen (Johns Hopkins)
Todd Francis (Cornell)
Chris Flynn (Pennsylvania)
Brian Willard (Maryland)
Wayne McPartland (Loyola)
Tom Hickman (Army)
Steve Paletta (Cornell)
Paul Schimoler (Cornell)
THIRD TEAM
Gary SeivoId (North Carolina)
Bob Betchley (Army)
Mike Morrill (Johns Hopkins)
Gary Blohm (Adelphi)
Tim Mclntee (CW Post)
Rhett Cavanaugh (Syracuse)
Chris Dent (Penn St.)
Bill McComas (Brown)
Aaron Jones (Cornell)
Chris Walker (North Carolina)
Sal LoCascio (Massachusetts)

See HIGHLIGHTS, 17

1987 Blue Jay Final Statistics
NAME
Mike Morrill
Larry LeDoyen
Craig Bubier
Brian Wood
Brendan Kelly
John Ciccarone
John Dressel
Pat Russell
Jeff lhm
Scott Marr
John Wilkens
Bruce Chanenchuk
Greg Kelly
Dave Pietramala
Jay Clarke
Damon Stewart
Greg Gunning
Dave Howland
Steve Mitchell
Quint Kessenich
Greg Lilly
Mike Webster
Stuart Jones
James DeTommaso
Steve Ciccarone
Eric Shaw
Victor Dates
Jeff Kramer
Nils Youngwall
Chris Chirieleison
TOTALS

GOALS
31
19
24
20
15
9
12
4
5
4
6
2
5
3
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
162

ASSISTS
16
15
8
12
10
10
2
9
6
5
1
5
1
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
103

POINTS
47
34
32
32
25
19
14
13
11
9
7
7
6
3
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
265

SHOTS
82
67
78
91
62
33
22
17
11
15
19
21
9
6
7
3
3
0
6
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
553

GBs

PENALTIES

49
3 for 21/2
1 for 1
36
7 for 51/2
38
2 for 1 1/2
42
8 for 71/2
25
23
12
9
1 for 1
8
13
7
7 for 6
48
20
7 for 51/2
47
2
1 for 1
10
2 for 2
22
4
10 for 8
80
1 for 1
48
7 for 5
25
1 for 1/2
19
13
13
3 for 2
1 for 1
11
1 for 1
4
3
2
1
1 for /
1
2
1
66 for 54
635
(Bench: 2 for 1 1/2)

Score (By Quarters):
JHU 35 48 41 38 — 162
OPP 27 29 36 26 — 118
Clears:
JHU 71
OPP 72

85
70

78
71

82 — 317
68 — 281

Failed Clears:
JHU 35 24
OPP 29 34

19
26

23 — 101
20 — 109

Ground Balls:
JHU 152 166 166 151 — 635
OPP 147 134 169 180— 630
Goaltender
Stuart Jones
Quint Kessenich
Jeff Kramer

Saves
47
125
4

GA
39
77
2

Save Pct.
54.7
61.9
66.7

Extra Man Offense

Attempts
Shots
Goals
Pct.

73
105
31
42.5

Extra Man Defense

Attempts
Shots
Goals
Pct.

62
67
31
29.0

Final Record: 10-3
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A newcomer's guide to the rules of the game
ing, slashing, crosse-checking, tripping, unnecessary
roughness, unsportsmanlike conduct, and the use of
an illegal crosse. Watch for these to see just what
they are. There is a lot of subjectivity in the calling
of these fouls—it depends mostly on the mood of the
referees. The penalty for a personal foul is suspension from the game for one to three minutes, depending on the severity of the foul. The offender's team
plays short-handed during the penalty.
*Expulsion fouls: A player will be suspended for
the remainder of the game for really nasty attempts
to injure or for committing five personal fouls.
However, the penalized team is allowed to substitute
for the expelled player.
*Technical fouls: These are less serious fouls and
other rules violations. These include interference,
illegal screening, holding, pushing, touching the ball
with the hands, withholding the ball from play,
throwing the crosse, illegal procedure (a very broad
category, indeed), stalling, illegal equipment, and
crease violations. The penalty for a technical foul
is either a 30-second penalty (if the offending team
does not have possession of the ball at the time the
foul is committed) or simply loss of possession of
the ball (if the offending team does have possession.)
*Penalty enforcement: A penalized player will
remain off the field (and his team plays one man
down)for the duration of the penalty time unless the
other team scores a goal or the penalized team gains
possession of the ball in its attack goal area.
*Out of bounds: When the ball is thrown out of
bounds by one team, possession is awarded to the
other team, unless the ball was deemed a shot-ongoal that went out-of-bounds. In this case, possession is awarded to the team, one of whose in-bounds
players was closest to the ball when it crossed the
boundary line.
*Crease Privileges:No opposing player is allowed
in the goal crease area at any time. They may reach
into the crease with their sticks to play a loose ball,
as long as they don't make contact with the goalie
or his stick. Furthermore, a defending player, including the goalkeeper, with the ball in his possession, may not enter the goal-crease area. Nor may
he remain in the goal-crease area in possession of
the ball longer than four seconds.
*Time-outs: Each team is allowed to call two
timeouts per half and one per each sudden-death
period. Timeouts can be called when the ball is dead
by either team or by the team with the possession
of the ball in the attacking half of the field. The coach
or the captain of the team can call a timeout.
Wel!, there you have some of the basic rules of
the game of lacrosse. Some of them may seem sort
of strange to those of you who are new to the sport,
but after you see a few games, you'll get the hang
of it and even start second guessing the refs (who
are almost never right, anyway).

by Glen Weiss
Although it may at first look like a totally foreign
sport to those of you who are used to baseball, football, basketball, and hockey, lacrosse is a fairly simple game that, armed with the knowledge of a few
basic rules, anyone can understand and enjoy. If
you've never actually seen a lacrosse game, there
are a few rules that should become readily apparent
to you tomorrow at Homewood field; on the other
hand, there are also a few rules which might baffle
you.
First the easy stuff:
*Each team consists of ten players on the field at
any one time, barring penalties, of course. These
players are trying to score goals by carrying, throwing or batting the ball with the crosse (stick) in an
attempt to put the ball into the opponent's net.
*The ten players are arranged in different position on the field: three attackrnen, who play almost
exclusively in the attack half of the field; three
defensemen, who play almost exclusively in the
defensive half of the field, and one goalkeeper, who
plays almost exclusively in front of his net.
*The game is 60 official game-minutes in length,
divided into four 15-minute quarters. There is a twominute time-out between the first and second periods
and the third and fourth periods, and a halftime of
at least ten minutes. In the event of a tie score at the
end of the fourth period, successive four-minute sudden death periods are played until a team scores.
*Play begins with a face-off at the center of the
field. The two face-off men line up on opposite sides
of the center line, while the goalkeeper and three
other players are confined to the defensive goal area,
three players are confined to the attack goal area,
and one player remains in each of the wing areas (see
field diagram). When the whistle blows, the faceoff men battle for the ball, while the players in the
wing areas are released, but the other players must
remain in the goal areas until a player on either team
has gained possession of the ball, the ball goes out
of bounds, or the ball crosses into the goal area.
Now for the less obvious rules:
•Offsides: A team is considered offside when
either it has fewer than three men in its attack half
of the field or it has fewer than four men in its defensive half of the field. When one team is offside, a
technical penalty is called against that team (see
below).
*Legal player actions: "Bodychecking" of an opponent in possession of the ball or within five yards
of a loose ball, from the front or side above the knees
and below the neck, is legal. A player may check
his opponent's crosse with his own crosse when the
opponent has control of the ball or is within five yards
of a loose ball or when the ball is in flight within
five yards of the player.
*Personal fouls: These include illegal bodycheck-

Official's Signals

2

5

3
OFFSIDE

NO SCORE

SCORE

TIMEOUT

6

•,_
SLASHING

TECHNICAL FOUL
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4
1

II

Raiff

BRUSH OFT
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Isee nolei

13
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KEEP IT IN
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Simmons interview reveals his hopes for Orange
Roy Simmons Jr., the head coach of the Syracuse
lacrosse team, spoke with Patrick Furey ofthe NewsLetter on February 26th. We thank Coach Simmons
for his time and his help with our coverage of the
Orangemen.
N-L: Your success in the Carrier Dome in the past
has been phenomenal. Do you feel this gives you an
advantage going into this season, being that the
NCAA Final Four will be held at Syracuse?
Simmons: Well, I think we're probably called a
synthetic surface team in that we play transition ball,
and if we're in a free game, that's the way we like
it. I think if anybody, like any armchair quarterbacks,
found a problem with us, it was at Delaware and

I think that if we have any
weaknesses, it's that we're going to give up some goals.
Brown, where we were forced to play on a dirt field
which slowed us down a bit and made the groundballs a little inconsistent. So, we obviously like playing here [at the Carrier Dome] because of the surface.
N-L: You've been extremely successful against
Hopkins the past two years. To what do you attribute
this success, and how do you see the game this year?

wire. We played North Carolina in our opening
basketball game this season, and they had a similar
situation with J.R. Reid. All I think it did was make
Simmons: Last year we were not unlike Hopkins, the team reach down and get a little bit tougher, and
in that we both held sensational freshmen. We had they came forward and made up the difference. I
hoped not to use Matt Palumb just like Hopkins pro- think psychologically the Jays are strong enough to
bably hoped not to use Quint Kessenich. But we both
limped along, and I know the Jays dropped three ball I really don't think we're going
games before they put Quint in the game, and then
they never lost another one and won the title. We to beat anybody; I think we're
were very similar in that we were a little sketchy in going to outscore some people.
the goal with our senior goalie. So we put in Matt
Palumb, who we feel is every bit as good as Quint,
and he had two very solid games against Army and play with or without Quint in the game. I really don't
Brown before getting hurt in practice. He went down feel that it's a detriment. You always like to go with
hard and never did come back the rest of the season. the number one goalie, but if you don't, maybe the
We were forced to go back to our senior goalie, who kids will get tougher because of it.
had kind of lost his confidence, and that was one thing
N-L: Do you feel that Hopkins is a difficult place
that hurt us down the stretch. The Jays, on the other
hand, put Quint in as a freshman, and he picked you to play, and if so, why?
up and enabled you to go on and win the title.
Simmons: I think it's always a tough place to play
So I think this year it will be a great battle again
because
there's a great spirit and a great tradition
starting
in the goal with Syracuse and Hopkins both
there.
It's
not only playing at the Hall of Fame and
got
two
our
boy
only
Unfortunately,
sophomores.
at
Homewood,
Quint
got
but it's the home opener and probably
injury,
while
had
an
and
then
games in
the
game
of
the
week. It's the first weekend of March
season.
play
an
entire
to
and signifies the start of lacrosse for a new year, so
_N-L: Have you heard about the suspension of Quint everyone attends the game. I know we'll have a good
Kessenich, and if so how do you feel it will affect the crowd because it's lacrosse and spring is here. Yes,
it's a difficult place to play, but we enjoy the opporoutcome of the game?
N-L: How do things look for you on defense,
especially at goalie'?

Simmons: Yes, I heard about that through an AP
Simmons: Well, I think it's always going to be
a close game, but it's not the greatest lacrosse game
in the world because it's the first game of the year.
I think both teams will be trying to feel the other out.
I think you'll see a lot of teams right now who are
experimenting with freshmen and sophomores and
trying to get over graduation losses from the year
before. Both teams will probably play a slowdown
type of ball game trying to get a game plan together.
I think if we would meet sometime in the middle of
the year it would be a far more exciting game for
the spectators.The last two games have been one goal
ball games, so typically they have been very exciting,
but in reality there is better lacrosse played in midyear and toward the end when Hopkins seems to get
a little better.
N-L: You lost some pretty key players to graduation, for instance Todd Curry, Rhett Cavanaugh, and
Tom Nelson. Do you feel that graduation has hurt
your squad, or do feel you have the personnel and
recruits to replace them?
Simmons: Well, it's the nature of amateur athletics
that when four years rolls around you're going to
miss your Bubiers, your Dressels, and your Woods,
and that's something you have to learn to live with.
We lost Nelson and Bates, who were two of our three
starting attack, and we lost Curry and Cavanaugh,
who were a big part of our mid-field. We also lost
a kid named O'Donnell, who started for four years
on defense. Players like that are always very difficult
to replace. But we had a lot of young kids last year
who got some playing time in important games, and
I don't think that, if they start the Hopkins game this
year, it will be a rude awakening for them.
N-L: You've always had a very strong attack. Do
you feel that you have the personnel this season to
score as much as you have in the past?
Simmons: I really don't think that we are going
to beat anybody; I think we're going to outscore some
people. Unfortunately, that's kind of been our
hallmark the last few years. We get a lot of goals,
and if we get enough we can win. In the semifinals
last year, we scored 15 goals and lost. That kind of
goal production should be enough to win you ball
games. Last year we beat Hobart 20-15 in what was
really a scoring duel and not a very defensive battle. I think if we have any weakness it's that we're
going to give up some goals, but I think our firepower
is still strong even though we've graduated some
good sticks.

See SIMMONS, 15

1988 Syracuse Univ. Lacrosse Roster
# NAME
15 Peter Allen
8 Neil Alt
38 Chris Burki
14 Greg Burns
20 Paul Cannon
2 Brook Chase
36 Rickey Cramer
44 Bill Dirrigl
6 Rodney Dumpson
9 Jim Egan
22 Gary Gait
19 Paul Gait
7 Earl Hall
21 Lee Hine
42 Erik Holbrook
13 Mark Houghtaling
27 Brett Jefferson
48 Daniel Lannon
29 Patrick McCabe
18 James McNamara
33 Matt Moore
1 Keith Owens
10 Matt Palumb
24 David Patane
34 Rob Persing
25 Jason Pokorny
17 James Poli
26 Kirk Pratt
3 Bradley Roos
23 Steve Scaramuzzino
4 Phil Schluter
40 Dennis Simmons
35 Bob Smyth
32 Mark Stopher
11 John Zulberti

POS

A
A

A

A

A

A

A

CL
Jr
Sr
So
So
Fr
Fr
Fr
Sr
Jr
So
So
So
Jr
Fr
So
Jr
Sr
Fr
Fr
Jr
Fr
Sr
So
So
So
Fr
So
So
Sr
Jr
Jr
So
Jr
Jr
Jr

HEAD COACH:
Assistants:
Grad Assts.
CAPTAINS:
Managers:

HT

WT

510"
183
163
5'8"
195
5'11"
179
511"
177
510"
154
510"
155
5'9"
196
6'1"
168
6'1"
182
6'1"
190
6'2"
201
6'2"
169
511"
155
5'7"
189
6'1"
160
510"
172
5'8"
172
6'0"
170
510"
217
6'1"
6'2"
199
510"
174
6'1"
174
6'0"
178
6'1"
173
6'2"
165
5'9"
152
510"
168
6'0"
196
5'9"
168
6'0"
182
5'7"
180
6'2"
201
511"
190
5'8"
158
Roy Simmons, Jr.
John Desko
Kevin Donahue
Jeff Desko
Scott Winneg rad
Bill Dirrigl
Neil Alt
Mike Falvey
Melissa Baker

HOMETOWN
Mt. Kisco, NY
Lutherville, MD
New York, NY
Fayetteville, NY
Yorktown, NY
Fayetteville, NY
Jamesville, NY
Rochester, NY
Port Washington, NY
Yorktown Hts., NY
Brentwood Bay, BC
Brentwood Bay, BC
Brewerton, NY
Relay, MD
Syracuse, NY
Baldwinsville, NY
Rye, NY
Fayetteville, NY
Elmont, NY
Syracuse, NY
Fayetteville, NY
Port Washington, NY
Dewitt, NY
Camillus, NY
Perry Hall, MD
Scarsdale, NY
Yorktown, NY
Dewitt, NY
Homer, NY
Camillus, NY
Pennington, NJ
Madison, CT
Manlius, NY
Syracuse, NY
Syracuse, NY
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Orangemen envision playing in final four at home
Courtesy ofSyracuse University Athletic Department
Syracuse University and the Carrier Dome are the
site of this year's NCAA lacrosse championship. Being the host school is nice, but Coach Roy Simmons,
Jr. would like nothing more than to be the host team
for the Memorial Day weekend festivities.
Syracuse has been to the semifinals each of the past
five seasons, the second longest run of success in
the country behind Johns Hopkins. During that time
the Orangemen have played in the championship
game three times and won a national title. Would
a sixth straight berth in the semis and the chance to
play at home for the championship appeal to Simmons? Syracuse has an all-time Carrier Dome record
of 40 wins and 3 losses and has won 36 of its last
37 there. The Orangemen also have a 9-0 record at
home in the NCAA playoffs, 8-0 in the Dome.
Syracuse is coming off of a somewhat disappointing 9-4 season. Such is the nature of Syracuse
lacrosse in the '80s, that a number 3 national ranking and a trip to the national semifinals could be
disappointing. Expectations for the Orange are a split
(at least) in the early season games with Hopkins and
North Carolina and then a clean sweep through the
rest of the regular season.
Last season started out that way. The Orange opened the season at home by beating Hopkins 15-14 in
front of a Carrier Dome crowd of 11,198. Hopkins
would go on to win the national title. SU took to the
road and dropped a 13-11 verdict to the defending
national champions, the North Carolina Tar Heels.
The clean sweep never materialized, however, as SU
beat Cortland but stumbled to a 19-9 loss against
Adelphi.
Following grass field road wins over Army and
Brown (mud in the latter case), the Orangemen
returned to the friendly confines of the Carrier Dome
for a showdown with undefeated Cornell. The Big
Red, fielding its best team in a decade, blitzed SU
19-6 to end the Orangemen's 36 game home winning streak. At 4-3, and falling in the rankings,
Syracuse could have packed it in. Instead the Orange
put it all together and started plaiying its most inspired lacrosse of the season.
It began with a 20-15 shelling of Division III champion Hobart, a win that gave SU the Krause-Simmons
Trophy. From there the Orange belted Rutgers 17-5,
held off Penn 12-10 and stormed U Mass 17-11 to
finish the regular season 8-3.
The late season play of the Orange earned them
the third seed in the NCAA playoffs and a bye in

Simmons: on lax
SIMMONS, from 14
tunity. We weren't on a year to year basis with
Hopkins until 1984, and we were fortunate that we
were able to get on the schedule. I think this game
is important for lacrosse, and it's a pleasure for us
to come to the Hall of Fame. There's only four or
five schools in the entire year that have that opportunity, and we have that opportunity and realize how
fortunate we are.
N-L: Do you feel there is parity in college lacrosse
today?
Simmons: No, not really. You have to go back
and look at the record and look at the 80's. Hopkins
and Syracuse are the only two teams that have been
five straight years at the sight of the championships.
The others have been Carolina, Virginia, and
Maryland. Every now and then you have someone
else come on the scene, like now Cornell is sneaking back in. Lately, they've expanded the tournament to try to make it more alluring, but the strength
still lies with seven or eight teams in the east. I think
the sleepers this year will be U. Mass and Adelphi,
but year in and year out the same perennial powers
surface. We just hope that we can keep our heads
up and stay in the ball game. I like the fact that the
finals are here (at Syracuse) and they'll never be at
Homewood, but it puts a lot of pressure on a lot of
young kids

Courtesy of Syracuse University

the first round. In the second round, Syracuse hosted
Navy in the Dome. Regular season or playoffs, it
didn't matter. The red-hot Orangemen trounced the
Middies 19-5, earning a return trip to the NCAA
semis and a rematch with Cornell in the process.
The scene was a much different one from the two
teams' earlier meeting in the Dome. Syracuse hung
tough with the Big Red all day and actually had leads
of 6-4 and 11-10. After falling behind 15-12, the
Orange came back behind two Gary Gait goals to
tie it up. With the momentum apparently shifting to
Syracuse, Cornell coach Richie Moran called for a
stick check on Gait. The stick proved to be legal,
but the stoppage in play seemed to take the steam
out of the Orange. Cornell scored three unanswered
goals and the Syracuse season was over, 18-15. Cornell went on to lose the championship game to Johns
Hopkins.
Key losses from last year's SU squad include twotime first team All-American midfielder Todd Curry,
midfielder Rhett Cavanaugh (third team AllAmerican), defenseman Dan Pratt (honorable mention All-American), goalie Jim Gyory (a 1986 AllAmerican), and attackmen Gordie Mapes and Tom
Nelson, one of the leading scorers in SU history.
But Simmons' cupboard is not bare. Not by a long
shot. Returning for SU are attackman John Zulberti
(second team All-American), the team's second
leading scorer last season with 24 goals and 22
assists, the twin duo of Paul and Gary Gait, who as
freshman combined for 36 goals, and sophomore
goalie Matt Palumb, who earned the starting job midway through last season only to go down
with an injury.
What is the outlook for a return trip to the championships? Despite the loss of 14 seniors from last
year's squad, Syracuse is a good bet to make a run
in the NCAA playoffs. The SU midfield is as big
and talented as any in the country and the defense
is improved over last season. The attack will be
young, but if Zulberti is healthy look for him to ring
up some big numbers. The net should be in good
hands with Palumb, who showed what he is capable
of in impressive wins over Army and Brown last
season.
SU will have to make up for the loss of Todd Curry
and attackmen Nelson and Mapes. But the '87
Orangemen had to overcome the loss of Orange goalking Tom Korrie and the '86 Orange had to compensate for the loss of all-time NCAA scoring leader
Tim Nelson. Invariably, great programs have to
replace great players. 1988 will not be any different.
Here is a look at the 1988 Orangemen:

Attack
The name to remember on attack is John Zulberti. Zulberti had a blood clot in his arm last year in
the pre-season, which hampered him in the early
games. He finished strong and should be ready for
his best season yet. Zulberti scored 24 goals and 22
assists last year and already has 57 goals and 63
assists for his career. Simmons says that Zulberti is
"disruptive" to a defense and cannot be contained
one-on-one. Probable starters along side Zulberti are
sophomores Greg Burns (9-4-13) and Jim Egan
(5-1-6), who proved as freshmen they were capable
of making the big play.
Midfield
With Rutgers transfer Brad Roos joining the Gait
twins, SU has a formidable midfield. All three are
in the area of 6-2, 195 and all have good speed. Roos
earned All-American honors as a junior with the
Scarlet Knights. Gary Gait was an honorable mention All-American last year, as well as a member of
the NCAA All-Tournament team. The Gaits combined for 36 goals last year as freshmen, with Gary
scoring 25 and Paul 11. The leading candidate for
faceoff duty is senior co-captain Bill Dirrigl, although
Coach Simmons will give Kirk Pratt and others a
look.
The second midfield will likely include senior
Keith Owens, junior Peter Allen and JamesvilleDewitt High School All-American Rick Cramner,
which will give Simmons the balance of upper and
lower classmen he likes to see on his lines.
The defensive midfield will be led by juniors Steve
Scaramuzzino and Phil Schluter and sophomores
David Patane and Rob Persing, who will carry the
short stick. Simmons hopes to see this unit improve
in denying people the ball as they are going to the
cage.
Defense
The close defense should be stronger this year.
Returnees Jim McNamara and Mark Stopher will be
joined by talented freshman Patrick McCabe.
McCabe, a high school All-American for Elmont's
(NY)state champions, has outstanding quickness and
will challenge big attackmen. McNamara, who did
not play his freshman year, earned a starting role
last season. Stopher surfaced last season as one of
See SYRACUSE, 17
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Class of '91 yields bumper crop of laxers
by Jonathan Missner
The ten new additions to the Hopkins Lacrosse
team are among our country's top players. This
year's freshman lacrosse players are Matt Panetta
(#1), Brian Voelker (#6), Jon Sheenan (#7), Jim
Harkin (#10), Jay Wright (#12), Seth Tierney (#13),
Mike Morrissey (#23), Mark Dressel (#25), Jamie
McNealy (#26), and Bill Dwan (#28).
Matt Panetta played for Elmont High School where
he was All-County and helped Elmont win the New

Richard Bell

York State Championship. During the New York
state tournament, Panetta set a record with eleven
goals in the quarterfinals and six goals in the finals.
He is also a member of the 19-and-under U.S. team
and will be going to Australia this summer with that
team. At 6'2" and 190 pounds Panetta is already big
enough to take on defensemen in major college ball.
His size, coupled with his scoring ability, makes
Panetta a good bet for future All-American.
Brian Voelker, a top recruit and defenseman,
comes from Gilman School in Baltimore, which has
long provided a fruitful breeding ground for talented
lax players. He was first team All-Metro at Gilman
and he should be a huge asset to Hopkins Lacrosse.
It is likely that he'll be starting as a long stick
defenseman.
Jon Sheenan, one of the promising new midfielders, was first team All-County at Towson High
School in Maryland. He did not play his junior or
senior years due to a soccer injury, but still remains
one of the top recruits. It is likely, however, that he
will be red-shirting this season because of an injury
in the final pre-season game against UMBC on
February 27th.
Jim Harkin, another midfielder. comes from
Setauket, New York. He was All-League, AllCounty at Ward Melville, and was a post-graduate
at Avon-Old Farms School where he helped lead the
Jay Wright, the only freshman walk-on, was an
All-State performer for Denver Day School, in
Denver, Colorado. Rumor has it that Wright sets the
curve in most of his classes. When asked to comment on the upcoming season, Wright said, "We
have good potential and if we work hard we could
do well again this year." Wright, who stands at
5'10" and weighs a slight 150 pounds, could have
trouble with the bigger men in the college game.

Seth Tierney, from Wantagh, New York, was an
All-County performer at MacArthur High School.
Tierney is also only 150 pounds but is reputed to be
one of the best scrappers on the team, which means
that he's great at recovering loose balls.
Mike Morrissey plays attack and comes from
Massapequa, New York. He was All-American at
Massapequa where he helped lead the Chiefs to the
"B" League Championship in both 1986 and 1987.
Mark Dressel, brother of John and former AllAmerican Del,was red-shirted last year due to a foot
injury. He was first team All-Metro at Boys' Latin
in Baltimore where he helped lead the Lakers to the
M.S.A. Championship. Like his brothers, Dressel
will be playing midfield. There is a reasonable chance
that he will be playing alongside his brother John,
who came off an injured season in '86 and turned
a respectable 12 goals with 2 assists last year for the
Jays.
Jamie McNealy was a starting defenseman on the
1987 Severn School M.S.A. Division III Champions.
McNealey also plays goalkeeper and will very likely see some action in the net, at least early in the
season while Quint Kessenich is suspended. In the
pre-season, he has already played goalie for the second half against the University of Pennsylvania and
saw some time against Delaware. McNealey said of
the team's prospects for the 1988 season, "If we
work hard, we'll be able to control out own destiny."
Bill Dwan, a top recruit from Yorktown Heights,
New York, is also on the 19-and-under U.S. Team.
He was All-American at Yorktown High School
where he helped his team reach the state runner-up
rank. He will most likely start at long-stick faceoffs
and defense. Dwan commented on the new players,
"I think the freshmen will do their best to contribute
to the team's effort to repeat as national champions."

Tips and advice for the lacrosse neophyte
the permanent stands are filled With Hopkins fans, for the weather. Early season games can be frigid
but if you come late, you might find yourself in the (remember Syracuse two years ago?). On the other
Unless you are from Long Island, upstate New bleachers, amidst unruly yucks from Towson State. hand, April and May games can be exercises in
York, or the Mid Atlantic Coast, your initial reacAlcohol is not allowed in the stadium, but students sunbathing.
tion to Hopkins Spring sports pastime is "La-what?!" have been known to be creative in their smuggling
One last note: Don't forget to bring your oranges
However, after spending one semester at Hopkins, techniques. However, don't be surprised if you find tomorrow. Remember. Syracuse are the "Orangeyou now know that Lacrosse is the national sport, yourself face to face with the militia of security men"—Get it? If possible, let them rot so they will
and Hopkins is America's team. Here is a primer guards asking you to exit the stadium quietly.
be more effective. Along with the enclosed glossary,
for those of you who are freshmen, or have spent
Guess what kids, all regular season games are free you are now well armed to head into lacrosse terall of your waking hours on D-level.
for Hopkins students. Just remember to bring your ritory. Most importantly, have fun, forget about your
Lacrosse was originally played by North American Hopkins ID to show them at the gate and you're in. exams on Monday and catch that Blue Jay spirit!
Indians in the 1600's. The game was played by hunWhen heading out for the game, remember to dress
dreds of competitors and lasted from hours to days.
Today, the game is considerably shorter, consisting
of four fifteen-minute quarters. It is fast-moving and
rarely lasts more than two hours from start to finish.
Players are penalized for all sorts of infractions and
penalties result in either change of posession or a
"Man-up" situation much like a hockey or indoor
soccer power-play.
Sieve: Not a spaghetti strainer, but a goalie
10- Bananas: Hopkins Lacrosse groupies who
Hopkins has dominated the sport since its incephold up bananas after goals in the 4th Quarter. who gets whiplash from watching the ball go
tion. Here are a few statistics that evidence this point.
by him. Quint isn't one.
Don't ask me why.
The Blue Jays have.
10. Chick: Any member of the Ciccarone clan. b.- Tar Heel: You got me. I don't know. Maybe
IP. won or shared 42 national championships
The patriarch, Henry A Ciccarone, Sr., was it's like a Terrapin or an Orangeman.
10- compiled 76 winning seasons, only 13 losing ones
Hopkins Head Coach from 1975 to 1983.
and 11 even, for a winning percentage of 81.5%
"To Win": The fight song with silly lyrics
Do- twice represented the U.S. in the Olympic Games.
10- Deto: James DeTommaso, #41, on defense. played after each goal. You'll be hearing it
10- won 7 NCAA championships since the tourney
a lot if you travel up to Long Island when we
began in 1971.
0- "Johnny Hopkins": The fight song played play Princeton.
A few more tips: If you don't want to sit in the
before and after each game, as the team enters
"nose-bleed" sections at Homewood Field or on the
and leaves the field.
"We want morel": Come to a game and
roof of a nearby apartment building, arrive at Con10- "On the Line": Ask Howell, the band find out. You'll also be hearing this a lot at the
rad "Gebtv" Gebelein Stadium (that's the bleachers
leader.
Princeton game.
to the side of the Athletic Center) very early. The
University has installed extra bleachers in the end0' Quint: The closest thing that Hopkins has 10- Zim: Hopkins Head Coach. No longer
Lones, expecting over-flow crowds due to the team's
to a brick wall in front of the goal. Honorable Homewood's most eligible bachelor. Sorry
NCAA championship calibre. For tomorrow's game,
mention All-American goalie last year as a girls.
get th re by 1:00 at the latest for the best seats, but
freshman.
The Wave: Not fan participation, but a warm
don't take mine. At the Homecoming game, which
10- Petro: Dave Pietramala, All-American and hearty Hopkins greeting to our illustrious
is April 23rd against Maryland, get there even earlier
Defenseman last year. #43—the big tall guy all leader, the tanned one, Steve Muller.
because Alumni get all the good seats. Generally,
over the field on defense.
by Michael Farbowitz

sar of Hop
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Jays bid farewell to
Class of 1987 players
HIGHLIGHTS, from 12
almost-perfect game is just what the Jays produced.
Right from the opening whistle, Hopkins controlled
the tempo of the game. Being limited to just one offensive midfield, Hopkins knew that the game had
to be slowed down to allow its players to rest. To
help in this plan, Coach Zimmerman employed a Jay
Team, six reserves who went in as a complete unit
to spell the regulars on offense.
It was "all Hopkins" from there, as Brian Wood
showed the form that made him the great player he
was. Brian exploded for five goals that day and
played the game of his career. In the end, it was
Hopkins over Maryland to set up a date with Cornell (who defeated Syracuse in the-other semi-final
game) for the National Championship.
In the title game, held on Memorial Day, Hopkins
defeated the Big Red 11-10 to capture its 42nd national championship. The defense was superb, as
Kessenich once again proved to be outstanding in the
cage. Senior co-captain Craig Bubier, playing with
an injured hamstring, scored four goals, the last being the game winner.
At the team party in mid-June, the Hopkins team
bid farewell to its outstanding senior teammates.
Graduating were attackmen Brian Wood and Craig
Bubier, perhaps the toughest one-two punch the sport
had seen in over a decade. Also departing were Steve
Mitchell, co-captain Bruce Chanenchuk, and Damon
Stewart, the "Rope" unit that played so well all year
long. Mitchell was awesome, gaining first team AllAmerican honors as a long stick midfielder, the first
time such an award was ever given to a defensive
midfielder. Larry LeDoyen who came along strongly
during his senior year to play outstanding lacrosse,
was an important factor in the Jay's offensive
scheme. Stuart Jones was a key player after 4 years
and epitomized the term "team player." Mike
Webster, through spot play, gave the Jays depth at
midfield defense when it was needed. These players
left their mark in the Hopkins tradition and we appreciate the dedication and effort they provided.

Timothy Nichols—Lacrosse Magazine

Syracuse in good shape for '88
SYRACUSE, from 15
the Orangemen's toughest defensive players.
Goal
Jim Gyory has graduated, but Syracuse should be
in good shape at goal this year. Sophomore Matt
Palumb won the starting job midway through last
season, but was injured after three games. Palumb,
who played very well in SU's road wins at Army
and Brown, will hopefully give the Orange more consistency. He was 2-1 with a 9.8 goals against average
and .527 save percentrage in his limited role last year.
Palumb will be backed up by Brett Jefferson, who
left the team last season, but has returned, and
freshman Lee Hine, a recruit who Simmws is very
excited about.
Schedule
The Syracuse schedule is basically the same as last
season, except for the addition of Hofstra. The
Orange will play eight Division I playoff teams (in-
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cluding the champion and runner-up) and two Division III playoff teams (including the champion). SU
opens on the road with defending champion Johns
Hopkins, who they have beaten in the regular season
opener two years in a row, then host '86 champion
North Carolina in the Carrier Dome. After successive
home games with Adelphi, Cortland, Army and
Brown, the Orange have four road games with
Hofstra, NCAA runner-up Cornell, Rutgers and
Penn, sandwiched around a home game vs. defending Division III champion Hobart. SU closes out
the regular season at home against U Mass.
With a potent offensive attack, a talented midfield
and an improved defense, the Orangemen would have
to be considered one of the favorites to reach the
NCAA Championships in Syracuse. From there, with
games being played in the Carrier Dome, who
knows? SU's chances for regaining the championship last won in 1983 appear to be pretty good. We
will find out how good very quickly. March 5,
against the defending national champions, should be
a very good barometer.

YOU CAN
FIGHTCANCER
BEFORE YOU
GET IT.

Rotunda Mall
(within walking distance)

711 W. 40th Street
467-.7777
Students Welcome
Beer on Sale All the Time
Quantity and Party Discounts
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 10%
Off All Wines
Checks and charges accepted
Checks cashed for students

OR AFTER
YOU GET IT.
It's a lot easier to fight cancer before you get it.
Scientists estimate that up to 60% ofall cancer
could be prevented.
By simply making a few changes in your lifestyle.
By not getting too much sun. By not smoking cigarettes. By not overeating. And by following a diet high
in fiber and low in fat.
By simply doing these few things, you could drastically
reduce your risk ofgetting cancer.
Sure, you could still get cancer.
But why not give yourself the
odds against it?
c
'V CANCER
SOCIETY
Help us keep %% inning.
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Zimmerman looks at the future of lacrosse
from JAYS, 3
Fame, was the Hopkins' head coach in 1951 and
1954. Most recently, he served as a defensive coach
for the Jays.
- After three years as Coach Zimmerman's top assistant, Bill Tierney has left Hopkins to become head
coach at Princeton. "It was time for him to move
on," commented Zimmerman, "Princeton got a
good man." Zimmerman predicts that Tierney can
make the Tigers, currently one of the weaker Ivy
League teams, into one good enough to qualify for
the NCAA tournament in two to four years.
Last summer, Coach Zimmerman along with
graduated seniors Craig Bubier, Stuart Jones, Steve
Mitchell, and Brian Wood,traveled to Japan for three
weeks to promote the sport of lacrosse in that country. The group held clinics and daily workouts. Zimmerman was very pleased with the trip and said that
the Japanese have "the potential to pick it [lacrosse]
up and do very well in it." He was encouraged by
the sport's "good backing in Japan" and by the belief
among many Japanese lacrosse enthusiasts that the
nation "can be succesful in international competition." Next summer, a group from the Keio University will spend a week at Homewood participating
in a clinic run by the Hopkins lacrosse staff.
As lacrosse grows internationally, especially in an
Olympic year such as this, one cannot help but
wonder if the sport will ever return to the Summer
Games. In 1928 and 1932, lacrosse was an Olympic sport. Both years, the United States was
represented by a team from Hopkins. The first year
the team tied for first place, the second it won.
"Lacrosse has not much of a future in the real Olympics," says Coach Zimmerman. He blames the In-

Lacrossse is more of a
finesse game...
ternational Olympic Committee's strict requirements
on the minimum number of nations which must compete internationally in the sport for it to be considered
for admission.
Zimmerman's reference to the Games as the "real
Olympics" serves to distinguish them from the
Olympics of Lacrosse, also known as the World
Games, a quadrennial event which last occurred in
1986 in Canada. This international competition,
which took place at Hopkins in 1982, involves
Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom, and the
United States. Zimmerman served as an assistant
coach of the United States team in 1986, and as an
alternate player in 1982.
On the current state of international lacrosse,
Coach Zimmerman acknowledges the United States
as the dominant nation. He explains that the U.S.
"has the total concept" of the sport, with a "settled
team offense and defense" similar to that used in
basketball, and that the rest of the world's lacrosse
playing countries have not yet reached this level of
play.
Not all of the United States has achieved this "total
concept" of lacrosse. In fact, Coach Zimmerman
believes that lacrosse west of the Appalachians is at
a level considerably below that of Eastern lacrosse.
Of the West and Midwest, Zimmerman says,
"They've just begun the game. The further west you
go, the lower the level," he adds. He does, however,
see progress in the lacrosse played in those regions.
In the fall of 1988, the Hopkins lacrosse team will
help promote lacrosse west of the Mississippi by
traveling to Michigan to play an exhibition against
the Michigan State University lacrosse team. Last
season, due to a new rule requiring that at least one
Midwestern or Western school be invited, Michigan
State participated in the NCAA Division I tournament. TI .; Spartans were eliminated in the first round
by North Carolina. Coach Zimmerman has said that
in the future he would also like the Jays to play Notre
Dame's lacrosse team.
In 1988, for the third consecutive year, the lacrosse

national championship will be decided in a Final Four
format on Memorial Day weekend. The national
semi-finals will be played Saturday, May 28th, and
the finals on Monday, May 30th. After Final Fours
at the University of Delaware and Rutgers University, the semi-finals and championship game move

A team needs more than
forty-eight hours to prepare
for a lacrosse game.
indoors this year to the Carrier Dome on the campus of Syracuse University. The first-round and
quarterfinal games of the twelve-team tournament
will once again be held at the home of the higherranked team.
Coach Zimmerman is not a major proponent of
the Final Four structure. He argues that "a team
needs more than forty-eight hours to prepare for a
lacrosse game." Furthermore, he seems disturbed
by the refusal of the nation's most widely circulated
sports magazine to cover the championship in its current structure. Zimmerman explains that "Sports Illustrated said that as long as we have the finals on
Memorial Day, they will not cover it." Memorial
Day marks the racing of the Indianapolis 500, an
File Photo
event of tremendous national interest that receives Don Zimmerman begins his fifth season as men's lacrosse
head coach.
extensive coverage from Sports Illustrated.
ween the end of the National Football League
Recently, there have been two major attempts to playoffs and the start of the college lacrosse schedule.
The American Lacrosse League has yet to have
promote lacrosse beyond the collegiate and club
levels into a professional sport. In 1986, the Major a single game, but Zimmerman already foresees it
Indoor Lacrosse League, originally called the Eagle struggling for popularity. An outdoor league with
League, began to play; the following year the which Brian Wood recently signed a contract to play,
American Lacrosse League was formed. Although the American Lacrosse League will have its games
a big supporter of the game's growth, Coach Zim- during the summer. "I really don't think it is going
merman is "not a big fan" of either professional to appeal to the public," says Zimmerman.
league. The MILL promotes a highly agressive, even
Even if the American Lacrosse League does apdirty sytle of play. "Lacrosse is a much more finesse peal to the public, one thing is definite: it will never
game [than that league plays]," Zimmerman reach the level of popularity or success of Johns
asserts. He further disapproves of the league for its Hopkins lacrosse. Entering its 106th season, Blue
attempts to "have the sport become a brutal game." Jay lacrosse maintains a tradition as rich as any in
He believes the league's success is due to the fact collegiate sports. Tomorrow, the drive for another
that its games "come at a good time in the year." national championship begins. Good luck, Coach
The majority of its games occur between the end of Zimmerman and the 1988 Blue Jays.
January and the beginning of March, the period bet-
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OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll learn
what it takes to succeed—in college and in fife.
You'll build self-confidence and develop your
leadership potential. Plus you can also qualify
to earn an Army Officer's commission when
you graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
lust what you need to reach the top

Lit
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ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TARE.

Find out more.
Call Captain Rick Kearney 338-7474
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Lacrosse Quiz
Your chance to win an STX lacrosse stick!
by Mark Melia and Michael Sandler
Spring is almost here. At Hopkins that means two things: A week long break from pure hell, and
LACROSSE! Now everybody knows that Hopkins was, excuse us, IS the reigning National Champion,
but let's see just how much else you know. Here is a little quiz contrived to test your knowledge on our
only Division I sport. Some questions are easy, some are challenging, some are downright nasty, but none
are impossible. With a little work, and a little ingenuity, anybody, repeat anybody can complete this quiz.
The person submitting the most correct answers to the Gatehouse (News-Letter Office) by Wednesday
at 4 p.m. will be declared the winner, and ties will be decided by a random draw. As incentive for this,
we offer a small prize, no, a big prize. The winner will receive a lacrosse stick of his/her own choosing
(choice of color and field position), which is being donated by STX Sporting Goods.
Sponsored by STX
Good luck, and we thank you for your support.
"The world's standard of excellence in lacrosse"

1. Name the football player that is a member of both the Football Hall of Fame and the Lacrosse Hall of Fame.
2. To how many national championships did Bob Scott (as a
coach) lead Johns Hopkins?
3. What is the maximum length (in inches) that a Lacrossse
stick is allowed to be?
4. When was Lacrosse first played as an Olympic sport?
5. How many All-American players did Hopkins have in 1987?
6. The last time that Hopkins did not have a first string AllAmerican was in what year?
7. Name two Hopkins players that were elected to the Firstteam All-American squad four times.
8. Name the Johns Hopkins University father-son cornbination that are both enshrined in the Lacrosse Hall of Fame.
9. What is the radius (in feet) of the goal crease?

10. What is the overall length (in yards) of a Lacrosse field?

14. How many times has Hopkins won the NCAA Tournament?
15. How long is halftime in a Lacrosse game?
16. How many yards behind each goal does the field extend?
17. What was the Indian name for Lacrosse?
18. Which college has won the most Lacrosse National
Championships?
19. Who was the first two-time winner of the Touchstone

Award (Coach of the Year)?
20. Who wore uniform number 15 last year?
21. How many positions are there on a Lacrosse team?
22. Which college was the 1987 Division III Lacrosse
Champion?
23. True or False: Lacrosse is the official State Sport of
Maryland.
24. What is the name of the award presented to members of
the opposing teams for outstanding performances against
Johns Hopkins.

11. Name all the teams that Hopkins defeated in the 1987
NCAA playoffs.
12. How high and how wide (in feet) is a Lacrosse goal?

25. How many full years has Don Zimmerman coached Hopkins
Lacrosse?

13. How many years has Hopkins appeared in NCAA Tournament (playoffs) play since it began in 1971?

Bonus Question: Who was the first non-player elected to the
Lacrosse Hall of Fame?

4*****************************
The News-Letter wishes the 1988
*Blue Jays success in the defense
of their NCAA lacrosse title.
* To all fans: come on out and
* support the team tomorrow!
t
( Show your spirit by waving your
* brand new blue foam hand,
*which will be available outside
*
*Homewood Field before the game.:
CRUSH THE ORANGE!!

Good Luck Jays!
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See You Before
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JOIN
THE
TRIBE
Pro Lacrosse
U.M.B.C.

CATCH THESE
HOME THRILLERS!
May 1
May 8
May 22
May 29
June 19
July 10
July 17
July 31

Boston
Syracuse
Long Island
New Jersey
Denver
Boston
Syracuse
Long Island

2 PM
2 PM
2 PM
2 PM
2 PM
3 PM
3 PM
3 PM

Stadium

TICKETS NOW
ON SALE!
General Admission $8.00
$7.00
Group Admission
(15 or more tickets)

Season Tickets

$58.00

AT STADIUM DAY OF GAME AND AT
For the lIcketCenter
nearest you or to charge
by phone call now,

Baltimore Tribe
Pro Lacrosse
FOR SEASON TICKETS AND GROUP RATES

30/-296-8199

PHONECHARGE
(202) 432-0200

(301) 481-6000

